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FOREWORD 

The Seventh Western International Forest Disease Work Conference was 
held on the campus of Washington State University 9 Pullritan9 Washington

9 
from December 1"'4s, 1959. · Thirty =seven members and 26 guests were 
registered. 

The theme of the Seventh Conference was ttForest Disease Research Serves 
the Forest Manager." To this end comments were solicited from foresters 
charged with management and operational responsibilities ·as well as from 
those actively engaged in programmes of forest disease survey or research. 
Evaluations were made of the problems confronting the forest owner and 
manager, existing guide lines in forest disease control were outlined i 
and attention was directed to the extendeq l i st cif questions and problems 
yet unsolved. 

The banquet on December 2nd was highlighted by the after dinner speaker
9 Dr. Irvan o. Buss, ·Professor of Wildlife Managements, Washington State 

University. Dr. Buss held his audience captive with stimulating refer 
enoes to his recent trip to central Africa. Facets of wildlife not 
generally appreciated were clearly illustrated in an excellent series of 
slides and colour film. 

December 3rd was devoted to& (1) a tour of the facilities for under
graduate and graduate studies in forest pathology at the University of 
Idaho 9 Mosoow9 (2) an examination of the methods employed by. Mr. Ro T. 
Bingham and his associates in the ·seleotion and breeding of western 
white pine resistant to blister rust 9 and· (3) an appraisal of the methods 
employed and results achieved in the control of white pine blister rust 
through the use of · Aoti =dione o These appraisals proved helpful and 
informative and served as the basis for considerable discussion. 

Dro and Mrs. Gardner Shaw graciously hosted a .social hour at their home 
on the w .. s.u.· campus following the da.y of field activity. 

A business meeting was held during the afternoon of December 4th. At 
the conclusion · of this ·· meeting members' were· privileged to · tour the 
Wood Technology Laboratory, Division of Industrial Research, Washington 
State University. 

Eicecutive Committee 

H. R. Offord, Chairman 
R.. E. Foster, Secretary -Treasurer 

Programme Committee 

C. G. Shaw 
G. P. Thomas 
D. P. Graham 



0HAIRMAN9S WELCOME 

Members and guests of the Western International Forest Pisease Work 
Conference: . Welcome to our seventh .annual meetingi 

, . . 

Miembros y huespedes del Western International Forest Disease Work 
Conference: Bienvenidos a nuestra s~ptima reum.6n anali 

/ ,, ;' 
Deputes et invites de la Western International Forest Disease Work 
Conferencet Soyez le biehvem.i e. n"8tre septirune assembl6e annua.lle! 

The \ theme of this year 9 s work oonference is ''Forest Disease Research 
Serves the Forest Manager.,." It Os a right good theme~ too ~,.:,pa.rticularly 

· for a meeting at Pullman in the heart of the Inland Empire·o Under the 
impetus of threats from blister rustg pole blight~ and more recently 
white pine needle disease 9 forest managers and researchers in this 
region have been outstanding in their concern for and the i r contribution~ 
to forest disease control worko · · 

Because of my long association with foresters and disease problems in 
north Idaho~ it is with spacial personal gratification that I call to 
your attention the reports that are to be· made by our long-time associates 
in disease control work9 Royoe Coxs, Homer Hartman" Virgil M:ossp and Dick 
Bingham. Mr. Joergensen of Columbia Cellulose Co. and Ray Foster will 
complete a morning panel which will keynote the special theme of this 
.meeting. The four remaining panels will certainly give us ample oppor
tunity to take stock of (1) disease problems that are of major importance 
to forest managers" (2) where we stand on the essential job of finding 
solutions to these problemss, and (3) what are the needs apd emphasis of 

. future research and developmental work. 

May I speak for the Conference in expressing regret that our Mexican 
colleagues could not be present at this meeting. Also we will all miss 
Vidar Nordin9 Jack Bier 9 and Willis Wagener9 who were unable to make 
the trip this year. · 

Most of you know that arrangements and program for this meeting have 
been made by Gardner Shaw (Chairman)p ·Phil Thomas9 and Don Graham. Later, 
the Conference will want to acknowledge their sustained" devoted 9 and 
productive efforts. 

I can think of no better way to conclude the Ohairman~s welcome and to 
start the work of this meetipg than to tell you an old blister rust 
story about how to get a job started. Years ago there lived and worked 
in California a· camp boss by the name of Phillips. He had a well=deserved 
reputation for running a sharp camps, a happy camps, and a productive camp. 
About this time we were all getting the pitch from the Washington Office 
and elsewhere · about how to be an effective supervisor and leaderi, etc. 9 
etc., etc. Nc:>W Phillips was to start in a green crew in the field next 
day, so everyone was on hand when the training session got under way. 
He took his pos.ftion astride a gooseberry bush, leaned on his ri.bes 
pick, and said 9 . 11My name is Bill Phillips. Pm the boss. Your job is 
to find all of these gooseberry plants and dig them auto This is a 
gooseberry bush. This is your digging toolo When I wa:nt...___y-o~u~ t=o~st=a=-=r="t~-- ---



work, I shall whistle once. When I want you to stop work I shall whistle 
twice. 11 (Q!!!l, whistle. ) 

My name is Harold Offord. I am the Chairman. Here is the program. It's 
up to you1 (One whistle.) 

H. R. Offord 
Conference ·Chairman 

-------------------~----------------------------~--------------------------

FOREST DISEASE RESEARCH SERVES THE FOREST MANAGER 

Royoe Cox 

Having the · opportunity to participate in this Conference is a new and welcome 
experience for me. I appreciate your invitation and hope I can do justice 

· to the assignment given me. I have been asked not only to serve as obairman 
of this panel, but. also to express my views .on the theme "Forest Disease . 
Research Serves the Forest Manager.11 Certainly this is amost timely and 
provocative theme, one which deserves the "work" stressed in your Conference 
heading. · 

I must confess that my task would have seemed easier if the topic under 
discussion had been presented in the form of a question rather than a positive 
statement. Of course 9 I wholeheartedly agree with the philosophy of accentu
ating the positive, but I hope you will forgive my-audacity in pointing to 
some weak spots and adding the questions:, ''Just how well is this job being 
done?", and, "How can we improve this service?" 

How well is the job being ~? 

Franklyi> it seems to me that the ex:.tent to which forest disease research is 
serving the forest ma~ger leaves much to be desired. True, we have made 
significant progress in some fields, but that progress hasn't been nearly fast 
enough. We are still groping our way through a maze of complex and unsolved 
problems. 

That statement will no doubt cause your hackles to bristle a bit and to think--
11This guy sounds like a typical forest manager--impatient and always looking 
for pit answers to difficult problems. 11 I confess to being impatient; however, 
rrrJ irni:atience stems from struggling with the problems which confront all 
practising foresterso . The forest manager's job is to coordinate into a well
balanced program all the many conflicting multiple uses of the forest for 
production of timber, waterp grazing 9 wildlife and recreation. To do this 
intelligently requires a vast amount of praotical knowledge, muoh of whioh . 
simply isn• .t yet availablep in spite of the progress which has been made. 
Developing a permanentp sustained=yield of timber is relatively simple--the 
real challenge is to grow this timber at a cost competitive with other materials 
used for the same or sil)lilar end products. This factor of cost is one which 



should ·receive much more attention from public as well as private foresters. 
We all recognize that the company/) and the nationD which will survive and 
grow in t?e ever~increasing competition for world markets is the one which 
profitably produces high=quality finished products at a price people will 
buy in large volumeo The cost of growing timber is a vital pa.rt of the 
price of the finished product 11 and the problem of forest disease is a 
significant factor in the cost of growing timbero We must exert more 
effort to find better and more economic solutions to our forest problems. 

In regard to 11pat 11 answers/) my admittedly limited ·te.Ghnfoal ·knowledge of 
pathology is ·still adequate for me to recognize that such answers are not 
possible for the vastly complex problems of forest disease researcho No 
one can deny/) however21 that we need much better guidelines for the forest 
manager than are now availableo · 

Importance of forest disease 

The seriousness of the overall forest disease problem is clearly illus
trated by the Timber Resource Review. This report shows that in the 
elevenwestern T,Jnited States there is an estimated annual 11growth impact" 
of 13o7 billion board fee.t of sawtimber caused by all natural destructive 
agencies 9 based on 1952 averageso {Growth impact is mortality plus growth 
loss o) Of this total growth impact/) 4o.3 billion or 32 per cent is caused 
by forest diseaseso The loss from disease is six times greater than the 
loss caused by fire and is exceeded only slightly by the loss from insectso 
It is significants, alsos, that of the total growth impact caused by disease, 
only 21 per cent is in the form of mortality; the balance (79 per cent) is 
a growth loss caused by such factors as reduced vigor and the advance of · 
rot in living treeso Also of significance is the estimate that heart rots 
caused 45 per cent of the total disease impact/) ranking far ahead of any 
other single disease class o Root rots caused 10 per cent of. the disease 
impact. The total loss from diseases of all kinds is equivalen~ to 39 
per cent of the total estimated sawtimber net growtho · 

These figures illustrate that while disease may not be as spectacular a 
killer as fire or insects/) it is a tremendously serious problem. The 
heart and root rots are the most subversive of all forest culprits and 
deserve much greater attention from forest managers as well as researcherso 

The T.R.Ro indicates that the future predicted .growth of western softwoods 
will be 27 per cent below needed growth for the medium level demand by 
1975. Much debate centers about the accuracy of ToRoRo1s estimates of 
such things as !!growth impact" and l@sses from disease o My crystal ball 
becomes rather cloudy when I look more than a few years · into the future, 
but I would venture to say that improved utilization will be the most 
influential single factor in narrowing this estimated gap. Noneiheless, 
two of the most pertinent questions facing us today are ~ Is this gap 
between needed and projected growth as large as estimated/) and if sos, how 
much can it be reduoed by economical disease control? These two questions 
alone raise the need for much better disease survey and research methods. 

In my opening remarks 9 I did not intend to disparage the progress which 
has been made in forest disease research in the West o . A number ot valuable 
results have been achieved 9 egos, effective (if costly) blister rust control 
of western white pine with hormone sprays 9 identification of many severe 



p. 

i:athogens 9 useful guidelines in damage survey methods9 and most notable 
the recent br .ea.kthrough in systemic control of blister --rust through the' 
application of antibiotics to the infected treeo You will reoognize, of 
course 9 that this is only a partial list. 

I am disturbed, however9 by the long list of unsolved serious and costly 
problems still confronting us. Some of these problems have received long 
and diligent study without conclusive identity or solution. Pole blight 
is a case in point. 

Needs of the forest manager 

You gentlemen are just as aware of forest dis _ease probl,ems as I a.m~ However, 
for the purpose of generating discuseion 9 let me list some of the more urgent 
questions in the minds of practising foresters with whom I have discussed 
this problem: 

1. Are heart and root rots limiting factors in suoh oultural treatments 
as pruning and ·thinning on certain sites? 

2. Are we justified in spending money for sanitation t~eatments to eliminate 
the souroe of infection, or put another way, will leavirtg cull trees inten
sify the spread of rot in partial=cut stands and reproduction areas? 

J. -Will leaving defective cull trees tend to develop progenies more genetic
ally susceptible to disease infection? 

4. What part does disease play. (especially root rots) in the accelerated 
break up which often occurs in partially out or thinned stands? 

5, Can disease be more eoonomioally controlled through silvicultural 
manipulations, or should we ooncentrate more reeearoh on direct, artifiojal 
controls? · 

· 6. What is the role of fire as · a tool for oontrol of forest diseases? 

7. What methods of cone and seed handling and treatment should be followed 
to minimize damage from molds and other pathogens? 

8. Are the losses from dwarfmistletoe severe enough to justify the cost 
of control, and if so, what are the moat practicable oontrol measures? 

9. Would more demonstration areas be of praotical value in showing disease 
losses as well as effeotiveness of control? 

F.a.oh of you could, of course, make a much more complete list of your own. 
This is just a sample of the kind of questions praotising foresters ask 
themselves when they are trying to · make decisions regarding the details 
of managing a timber propertyo These decisions involve the expenditµre of 
large sums of money, and hence must be based on sound information and 
reasoning if a budget request is to avoid the red pencil. I realize that 
partial answers are available for many of these questions, but we need better 
and more complete answers . · 

-4-



How can we strengthen forest disease research? 

Since I have ra:l:sed the point that our progress in forest dlsease research 
has been muoh too slow9 I should give some of the reasons why I think 
this is trueo There are many reasonsp of oourse 9 not the least of which 
is the faot that all problems of forest management are greatly · oomplicated 
by the long periods of time required for solutionp simply beoa'!,lse of the 
long~lived nature of treeso Beyond thisp howeverl) there seem to be .several 
weaknesses in our program which could be strengthened by more ·positive 
approaches. 

Following are a few suggestions fo r your consideration: 

lo Develop an action program to increase overall forestry rese~r .ch effort 
to a level proportionate to · the value of the forest ' products industry in 
relation to the national and regional eoonomioso · 

. 2o Achieve. even closer cooperation and coordination of effort among 
research specialists both from inside a:hd · outside the field of fores try. 
Of course 11 this must be done in a way which will riot kill individual 
iriitiative. · 

3 o · Work more flexibility into our ·researoh programs to enable us to take · 
care of emergencies when they ooouro 

·4o Develop a better system of reviewing and reporting to consolidate the 
resi.1lts of disease research into more useful guidelines for the practisihg 
forestero 

Again, this is not intended to be an all--inolusive ·usto · I am_ not pro
posing how the details of these suggestions could be worked out 9 but 
perhaps they will at 1.east generate a litt1e discmssiono There are two 
points 11 howeverp on which I feel my position should be clarified. First, 
some of you will recognize suggestion number four as a pet peeve of mineo 
The need for -a better system of reviewing and reporting applies to all 
branches of for~stry research~ not just diseaseo Only a few large firms 
feel they can afford a full-time pathologist or a project forester to assume · 
the burden of interpreting research findings for practical application. 
Most practising foresters are too involved with the many details of their 
jobs to find the large amount of time necessary to wade through the vast 
array of highly technical forest disease reports to glean information they 
might apply to their problemso Every forester's office has a large file 
of such reports which too often just takes · up costly spaceo If more effect
ive summaries and reviews were available~ practising foresters in general 
should show a much greater interest in and support for disease researcho 
From a total cost standpointD surely it would be more economical to have 
a cooperative approach to this .problem than to have each company and 
organization attempting to do the job separately. I feel that part .of 
our research money and man power should be· budgeted 'for this purpose. 
Little good results from research findings unless they are made available 
to the man on the ground in a form he can use o · 

At the risk of taking up too much timeD rvd like to enlarge on suggestion 
number one;.,-inoreasing the effort going into forestry research. Note 
that I specif;i.ed "fores try" research and not just dis.ease o Lack of money 



and manpower is usually the first response when a -research agency is asked 
to study a new problemo Although I feel most research programs oould benefit 
from more flexibility to ta1ce care of emergenoies when justifiedv neverthe
less there is an obvious need for more money and manpower in forestry and 
forest disease researoho 

This is easy to say~ but just how can it be done? We all know that compe
tition for the research dollar will continue to increase as our industrial 
and social structure becomes ever larger and more complexo Each new discovery 
by research opens up a new field for further research- ~its a -perpetual chain 
reactiono While effective research provides the transfusion •hioh enables 
an industry to meet changing market demands and competition from new products, 
we must recognize that there are practical limitations to the amount of money 
which can be budgeted for ilesearoho Furthermorell - obtaining money for J,ong
termg high-risk projects suoh as mo13t· forestry research 9· .• is much more difficult 
than for relatively short-term projects, suoh as product development 9 which 
have the added attraction of lower risk and usually a higher rate of return 
on investmento This does not diminish the · need for increased emphasis on 
forestrJ researoh. 

Meeting the inoreased demana for forestry research is a difficult problem 
for which I do not pretend to have a oomplete answa~. Howe~er, there are 
several approaches which I would like to disouss briefly. _ 

1. Industry and private forest land owners should inorease their direct . 
oontribution--either by employing more forest pathologists arid other re
search specialists, by increasing grants and fellowships to colleges and 
universitiesg or by prov~ding more· collaborators to assist in the woPk of 
state and federal resea,:ch _o I favor this method over asking _the federal 
and state governments to increase their staffs to do the research for us 
because this inevitably results in requests for bigger appropriations which 
in turn are re fleeted in higher truces o. I think we ean get a more direct return 
on our investment through direct oontribution 9 at least on specialized, short
range problems. 

2. Improve the program for utilizing the research talents of university 
professors and instructors having specialized training applicable to forestr y 
problems. I realize these people are required to do research as part of their 
regular schedules, and perhaps they have little or no free time. They could 
perform a useful service, however, if they were more readily available as 
res~arch consultants or collaborators, especially during the summer months. 

J. Increase the effectiveness of graduate students and fellows by better 
coordination of their thesis study with practical problemso 

4. Foresters should develop and actively support a program to determine 
whether or not forestry research is receiving its fair share of public and 
private money and manpower already allocated to research • . To my knowledgef 
no useable up-to-date comparisons have been made3 but data gleaned from 
various reports shows the following comparisons for 1953g 

The total money spent on forestry and related _researoh 9 nationwidef was 45.5 
million dollarsg or oniy about one per cent of the total of $4.0 billion 
spent on all research in all fields. Of the $45.; million spent on forestry 
and related research, only $2.y million or 2.3 per cent was spent on forest 



managem(lnt -and proteotiono The bulk of the balance 9 or $31 mj,llion.l) was 
spent on forest product development researcho · It is signifioant

9 
tooi, 

that $406 million was spent on research in wildlife 9 rangei, watershed 
and recreationp or nearly twice that for forest management and protection. 
(2): . . . 

When we look at t}ie relative importance of for est products, in .the nation's 
economyp we find that in 1952 it was responsible for about $20.bil],ion 
(;IJ.,or .nearly six per cent of the total gross national produoto {3) 
(Compare l per cent research expenditures with 6 per cent gono-Po) 

Another interesting comparison is that . shown .by the UoS .D.A. :'pudget for 
Agrioultural Experiment Stations for the fisoalyear 19590 :(i.) o • Funds 
for these stations come large:Lyfrom state and federal appropria~ions. 
The total money budgeted was $13908 million p. of which $1.4 mi.lliQn, or 
only 1.2 per cent was allocated for ":forestry produot1ono11 Yet nation-

.wide, the value of forest products was abeut $15 billlon 9 even in 1952, 
or nearly one'.'"third that of the value of farm produotso . The proposed 
Agri<lultural Experiment Station budget for 1960 has not been publishedi, 
but I understand the allocation for forestry research has been increased. 
There is still some doubt 9 howaverD as to whether forestry is receiving 
its fair share. 

While these comparisons are by no means complete D they do illustrate 
that forestry researoh may be on the short end of the stioko This may 
be especially true in the West where 66 per oerit of the total commercial 
forest land is in publio owne.rshipo A thorough recevaluation of this 
situation should be made9 just as soon as possible 9 to provide a basis 
for the action program mentioned earliero Combined with this study should 
be a complete problem analysis of the needs of forestry and forest disease 
researoh. I am in general agreement with the idea that we need more basic 
researoh to provide the foundation for the applied research necessary 
for sound answers to the many problems of the forest managero Perhaps 
in our impatience . we have concentrated too muoh on the "whats" and not 
e nougn on the "hows II and "whys o n 
One approach to carrying out this study would be for the Sooiety of 
American Foresters to expand and bring up to date its 195; report, 
"Forestry and Related Research in North America o 11 (2). Seotions and 
Chapters oould help this projeot on the local level. 

Surnmar:y 

Forest disease research is serving the forest rnanager9 but not to th~ 
extent that it should. Meetings suoh as this Conference are proof of 
the dedioated and cooperative efforts of researchers from all agencies- 
public and private. We must increase this cooperative effort if forest 
disease research is to develop the . information the forest manager needs 
to fulfill his responsibility to his employer and the publico One of 
our most urgent needs is for effective and economical disease oontrolo 
To fill this need we should determine whether or not more basia research 
is required to provide the foundation for more productive applied researoh. 
A thorough forest research problem analysis should be made as soon as 
possible to develop a more effective and coordinated overall program and 
to determine if forestry is receiving its fair shore of research effQrt. 



Forest managers should give more support to forestry research in general 
and to disease research in partioularo 

Conclusion 

We are standing on the threshold of a new era in forestry researcho More 
and more people outside the professional ranks df forestry are becoming 
interested in the protilems of timber growing and harvestingil fish 1;1nd game, 
watershed management» recreation a~d wilderness areaso We should encourage 
this interesto F-0resters f~ce an increasing ,re~ponsibility to protect and 
develop these resources to meet the ever=grql'(ing pressure of public needs. 
Forest pathologist$ ha.ve a particularly dtffici~it role because of the 
"subversivell cb~racteristici of forest pathogeri~o The difficulty of .your 
problems may be frustrating; but the importanceii·of finding economic answers 
presents an unavoidable challengeo May this 'work conference help inspire 
you to meet that challenge o · 
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FOREST DISEASE - A MANAGEMENT PROBLEM 

c. Joergensen 

Research into the diseases of forest trees has the ultimate objective: to 
prevent, and to control tree diseaseso 

In this there is nothing new$ since it is a common introduction to formal 
textbooks on forest pathology. 

It is equally common~ however~ to read in the last page of the same text
booksp thatp unfortunatelyp the economics of forest management are such that 
there isn't much we can do about the diseases. 



There was a time 9 about 100 years or so agoD when a forester could go 
about his business 9 happily unaware of tree .d'isea:seso He knew the 
effects, and he knew what to do when they ooourred=-usually salvage 
of the remains, and cultivation of another speoieso · 

He did not bave 9 howevers, the uncomfortable feeling of killers, oankera, 
soabs, galls, wilts and diebaoks lurking in the shadows, ready to strike 
at the first sign of weaknesso 

Today we can diagnose almost any malady afflloting our treef3; we. can 
isolate, see, and desciribe the causal agents of a good many·or<them; . 
and we have developed effeotive and pracitioal control measures against 
a few.,' · · 

Thusp it appears that we have taken great strides ahead .of our great
grandfather - forester and that our researqhbAs been fruitful and well 
worthwhile -. All that remains is a· :last., supreme· effort and we may reach 
the objective of having accumulated all this knowledge: the prevention 
and control of tree diseaseso · 

This is where the practical forester beoomes really inte .restedo His 
main oonoern is the effect of the diseases and the possibility of combating 
the ca.useo He is not so curious about the fundamental aspeotsil - or if he 
is, ·1t would be an intellectual curiosityo 

How important are tree diseases when oompared with other problems of 
forest management?= Within the family of destructive agents, the diseases 
by far outranks fire 9 inseots 9 animals and weathero 

A fairly reoent 9 extensive survey 1 indicated that the total effect on 
mean annual growth is attributed to: 

diseases 
insects 
weather 
fire 
animals and 

other causes 

34% 
22% 
16% 
11% 

17% 

These figures represent the combined effects of direat mortality, and a 
novel term: "growth impact'' , which includes retardation of increment, 
increase of. cull, .as well as future effects of site deterioration and 
mortality at the seedling and sapling stageso 

It is interesting to note in this connection that diseases lead the 
field largely because . of this growth impaoto Insects kill twice as 
much volume as do the diseases 9 and especially in the saw timber class. 

These few atatis ·tios speak strongly of the importance of diseases in 
relation to other destructive agentso We may accept the figures at 
face value - although it is well known that by a few nimble manipulations 
of figures one could pay off the national debt in half-an -hour$ but we 
should keep in mind tbat the effect on volume is one thing, and the 
effect on value is quite anothero The total impact of insects may well 
take the lead in terms of value 9 followed by firell diseases and weather. 



Trees killed and not salvaged represent lost volume as well as value;, so 
does wood destroyed in -living tree _s. The loss of seedlings and saplings, · 
and the degr~ding or wood through discolourationi, non~structural defio
ienoiesi, and inoipient decays, can9 however.9 be evaluated in different 
ways, depending on eoonomio viewpoints 1 and type of · utiiization. 

I do not intend to become too deeply involved in this line of thought. 
We are dealing with matters of degree,, and ~ith interpretation of _s,atistios. 
Whether one or the other agent is the more destructive ·1s ·not overly _impor
tant in view of the fact that the amount of defective ~ood in mature forests 
and the .premature death of young trees qear witne.13s of d~~truetive 'tproea : 
that are not to be taken lightly. · · · · · · 

Naturally a forest manager is unhappy about losing wood that it llas:, takeri 
decades to produce, and he b upset by ou~breaks of disea,ses _that . ~l)nihi~te 
his nursery stock, or di'3:rupt his normal plan of-oP{:3rations. ~i!!I yteid-and
cut calculations may be thrown 01.11) of bl!.le,ncE3 .9· or ' he may-£ind tba"-,li~ber 
quality does not measure up to expeeta,tions,, · · 

Disheartening as this maybe there are other strong factors at work against 
fulfillment of the objectives of forest management.; 

Assuming that wood will co.ntinue to be a oommodity w9rth producing, one 
would endeavour to produoe as mueh as possible · and ·as cheaply as possible 
per unit area available for tree growtho 

It would be gross impertinence to claim that we have reaohei the _ bdlf -way 
mark of that objective. 

The estimated mean annual increment in the United States is in the or.de~ 
of 30 cubic feet net per acre per year. -In Canada it is only one-third of 
thato 

I suggest that the potential growth rate in either country lies over the 
100 cubic feet mark - in the United States possibly over 150 oubio feet. 

The reasons for such almost unbelievable deficienoies in production are 
not difficult to findo A large portion of the forests are in the mature 
and over-mature age-classes., especially in Canada. The net growth is nil 
because the stands are in equilibrium. Whatever wood volume there is 
produced is counter-balanced by an equivalent loss from mortality and decay. 

We utilize only three-fourths of the wood that is actually out down. The 
balance is left behind as non-merchantable pieces, in tops., and as sound 
wood in cull logs. 

The productive forest land is far from being stocked as it oould be; less 
than half of all cotnmercial forest land in the United States is considered 
well stockedl> that is by more than 7r:JI, of empirical yield-table standards. 
If we use 50% of optimum stocking as a grand average we shall probabiy 
leave a generous margino 

Intermediate utilization is for all practical purpo13es non~existent, al
though we may expect a rapid increase in this direction during the next 
10=15 yearso A stand that grows at full density throughout the rotation 



~ may well have produced 40m50% of the final yield in natural mortalitys 
due solely to competitiono That represents wood that could be available, 
if only we could find a praotieal way to collect ito 

We oould go on to refinements such as optimum matching of site and 
species 9 reduction of reproduction delay:, eonversion of potentially high
site landsp such as swamps and brush sites, into the highest yielding 
stands in the co~try = and several other practices of intensive forest 
managemento 

The point I'm aiming at 9 however9 is not a lecture on forest management 
and technical possibilities 9 but a demonstration of the factors that 
cause the wide·ga~ between actua1 production and -potential p;roductiono 

Destructive agents rank amongst the prinoipal three factors:, together 
with incomplete stocking and utilizationo In fact if all direct and 
indirect losses from ha.zards could be eliminated» we could double the 
present growth=and~out f'igureso 

Research in tree diseases must oarry one-third · of that loadp or from . 
5-10% of the total gain that co,ild be realized by advancing the intensity 
of forest management to its technical limit. 

,It may surprise you that the science of forest pathology should be en
·titled only to less than one~tenth of the honour~ You may question the 
validity of the basic statistics 9 and you may suspect reckless manipulation 
of figures. Faced with an accusation rim not prepared for a vigorous 
defence on either eountj) as it is merely my intention to give perspective 
to the total complement of forest management problems9 and not to be overly 
conoerned about decimals o:r statistical significance of the information. 

Within that scope I have reasonable confidence in the eonelusions, and in 
a statement that I really wanted t,o make at the beginning; but didn't dare 
without some form of faotual supporti "the role played by tree diseases 
amongst all the problems surrounding a forest manager is not a primary 
ODe 11o 

That seems a strange statement to make in view of the large volumes of 
defective timber we run into oo,ca sionallyp and with catastrophies such 
as birch diebao)c and the Dutoh Elm disease freshly in mind,, 

We should not loose sight of the fact 9 however, that defective timber is 
primarily the result of old age» something that we have inherited together 
with mature · forests,, In a purely pathological sense the problem is beyond · 
our control, and has become one of utilization. In the future we shall 
be only too anxious to harvest our trees before they grow to an age where 
decay balances growth. 

Epidemic outbreaks of diseases can indeed oause catastrophic losses as it 
has been experienced in the East. Locally the results may be disastrous, 
and there I can see one of the forest pathologists' most honourable duties: 
nto be on ~ard against epidemics 9 whether they be of local origin or be 
introduced from other regions or countries." 

It would be a neat and ideal exit if I could propose an array of specific 
diseases and disease problems requiring your particular attentionp but I 



am confident that you appreciate the futility of any suoh attempto Disease 
problems vary in importance from region to region 9 and locality 9 as· do 
species and environmento 

I can, however, give an indioation of what hurts the most from a forest 
management point-of-view. 

As mentioned before 9 the life span 9 say from OplOO years 9 · is the critical 
period as far as prevention and control of diseases goo What we now suffer 
beyond 100 years, or to be more exact: rotation age 9 has -happened and 
need not happen again. That does not mean that we oan dispense with the · 
aid of pathologists in managing mature stands - on the contrary we oould . 
do with more attention to means of detecting, locating, and identifying 
defects in standing trees 9 felled trees 9 and in logso 

The cruisers, fallers, and the so~lers are still very much handioapped 
by not being able to search beyond the surface of trees and logs. 

A good deal of excellent work has already been -done in that dir.eotion, and 
you should not get the impression that the results are not appreciated and 
applied~ · In a related category we find the studies in rate or deterioration 
of dead timber a most useful contribution towards efficient management. 

The immature age classes, togethe v with th~ seed and seedling stages, are, 
however, the preferred fields of activityp and rightly so, because that is 
where the growth impact originates and developso 

I have the greatest respect for diseases that attack and destroy just on 
the borderline of merchantabilityo Thirty to forty,years ef investment 
and costs have accumulated without much chance of significant recoveryo 

Diseases that strike at say 60-80 years 9 or later v may cause inconvenienoe 
and possibly some direot lossesp but there is a possibility of eoonomical 
salvage if the stands are accessibleo Even if the attack is so severe 
that the stand is broken up and must be regenerated , perhaps 10~20 years 
earlier than planned, the loss in mean annual increment should not oause 
too muoh ooncerno 

Diseases of seed and nursery stock, and to some degree young plantations, 
are in a different category, for two reasons: they occur at the early 
stage where investment and costs are still at a minimum, and secondly: 
prevention and control is so much easier and more effective in the seed-
bed or transplant nurseryo The worst that can happen is · a 2-3 year setbaok, 
temporary shortage of planting stock, and perhaps a forced replacement with 

.another speoieso All this oan be bad enoughl) but rarely does it attain 
unmanageable proportionso 

-And this brings to an end my excursion into a subject on whioh I can speak not 
only with an amateur's authority, but with an amateur's oourage and dis
regard for pitfallso 

-Have I no positive suggestions? Yesll one: there is a last hurdle to be 
taken ° the development of eoonomical and practical means of preventing 
and controlling a large number of tree diseaseso There is a gap between 
th e extensive :fundamental knowledge, accumulated by the pathologistsll and 



the practical forester's need for methods of putting this knowledge to 
good use. The most practical solution seems to be that the forester 
and the pathologist join foroes 9 in terms of funds 9 time 9 and skill. 
The scientist must saorifice some part of his preference for basic 
researoh. He must work and write at a level where he oan be reaehed 
and understood by the practising forester 9 who has neither the time 
or the knowledge to carry the results alone fTom where the scientist 
left off. 
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FOREST DISEASE RESEARCH SERVES THE FOREST MANAGER 

H. .J. Hartman 

I welcome the opportunity to speak before the Seventh Western Inter
national Forest Disease Work Conference on the subject "Disease Research 
Serves the Forest Manager11o I am a forester by trainingand have spent 
most of the last 30 years conducting forest insect and disease control 
work in the Inland Empire. My remarks are confined to this Region. 

In 19529 the net sawtimber growth in the United States would have been 
about double if it had not been for the effects of these agencies 
(disease, insects 9 fire and other destructive ageneies)o Growth-loss 
causes were 45% due to disease, 20% to inseotsp 17% to fire and 18% to 
other destructive foreeso This Region has its full share of tree diseases. 

Far more emphasis is being placed on insect and fire research individually 
than is placed on forest tree disease research, even though diseases cause 
more growth loss than insects and fire combined. 

Forest tree disease research should be increased three or four times the 
present level. 

·Some forest managers are doing little or nothing about disease control 
mainly because they need instruction and guidelines based ·on sound re
searcb. Of all the tree disease in the Inland :Empire, a major effort 
is being made to control white pine blister rust and a very minor effort 
to control the dwarfmistletoes. All other diseases are still at large. 

The greatest single cause of growth loss in this Region is over-stocking. 
Any time there are more stems per aore than a given site will support 
for a particular age and species the stand becomes stagnant and weakened. 
Over a long period of years insects, disease and other agencies move in 
and reduce the basal area to somewhere near the carrying capacity for the 
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particular siteo This is crude and costly silvfoultureo From the patho-
1ogioal angle the land manager needs to know the optimum number of stems 
per acre for each site for a particular species at any given ageo Chances 
are that optimum pathological stocking will also be ideal from the 
entomological and maximum growth angleo · 

-A problem analysis should be made of the entire forest tree=disease · , 
situation in the Inland Empireo Arrange by priority the diseases most 
in need of control 9 then concentrate research efforts on top priority 
diseaseso 

I would like to see the research team approach used to determine the real 
underlying cause for a particula r diseaseo The fo r est pathologist should 
have the aid of the forest ecologist 9 plant physiologist 9 g~neticist, 
entomologist 9 climatologist 9 biochemist, .forest soi.ls spe~ia.list and 
others. · · 

Forest tree disease prevention is often more important to the land manager 
than control. Very little information is available on disease prevention. 

Forest tree diseases determine the na·tural r otatio~ tor the same tree 
species on different sites 9 a longer rotation of good sites 9 and a shorter 
rotation on poor siteso The land manager would prefer to look to the 
forest pathologist for guidance on how to properly manage his forest patho
logically rather than having tree diseases dictate the r otationo 

Sound silvicultural and pathological practices at the time of stand re
establishment are the key to forest disease prevention in some instances. 
Adequate site preparation coupled with the proper nursery stock for the 
site plus correct tree spacing will place a stand well on its way to a 
healthy and productive lifeo 

The most logical way of correcting many of our pathological mistakes of 
the past is through intensive forest management in the near future., Forest 
access and general eoonomio conditions have greatly improved in the last 
few yearso The land manager is now in the favorable position of being 
able to remove at a profit .f'ar more low grade material from his forest 
than ever before. Adequate forest access roads and favorable markets 
permit the land manager to direct his timber harvest as to time and place 
to assure a pathoiogically healthy stand. Sound pathological guidance is 
needed plus a strong selling force. 

It is important to know how to control a disease and the cost of control, 
but the first question asked when a request for funds is made is - what 
growth loss in volume or dollars is the disease causing? Information on 
growth loss due to dwarfmistletoes is urgently needed at this time. Is 
research or administration responsible for determining growth loss? 

The land manager wants to be kept well informed of your research program. 
Make him a working partner whenever possible~ Your findings will be more 
readily accepted and put into practiceo Above all 9 keep your facts 
separated from what you think. 

As a work of caution, the pathologist should not set himself up as a 
forest eoonomist 9 because the land manager knows that even a real forest 



economist finds it difficult at times to avoid unemployment. Give the 
land manager the facts ·and let him draw his own conclusions. The land 
manager l'ilUst consider his _insect, diseaaei, silvioultural 11 and economic 
problems and then strike •hat he hopes is a profitable medium. 

We have beefi fighting white pine blister rust in the Inland Empire for 
40 years .. Over this 40-year periodi, we have developed the following 
present-day control methodsi, teohniquee 11 and possibilities: 

1. Direct control through hand and chemical eradioation of the a1ternate 
host:_ ribes. · 

2. Applied r;lbes ecology: 

A~ Silvicultural practice~ 
B. C9ntrolled burning 

. "C • Logging methods . 

3. Applied climatologyo 

4• ~li~ter rust-resi~tant planting stock through fo~est genetics. 

5. Application of antifungal antibiotics: 

A. Basal stem treatment 
B. Aerial application by aircraft 
C. Immunization of mirsery-grown western white pine seedlings • 

. A good· example of how disease research serves the fore st manager is Mr .• 
Virgil D. Moss' highly significant contributions to forestry through 
pioneering and developing the use of antifungal antibiotics ~o control 
white pine blister rust. To my knowledge Moss was the first man to 
control any forest tree disease with an antibiotio. His, d.Eiy:elopmental 
work .. repre~ents a complete breakthrough in blister rust ·qor,.~rol. Moss 
will report his discovery to you tomorrowg but I would like to point out 
the large scale field application we have· made and future plans for the 
application of antibiotics for the control of white pine blister rust 
in the Inland Empire. Only 1/3 of the western white pine type is 
included in the present blister rust .control program. To establish 
control units it ha1:1 been necessary to analyze the existing stands, as 
to the growth, and yield at .ti~e of cutting 11 in relation to the cost 
of control; and to spend limited fu?Xls on those units which can produce 
the greatest volume of white pine per dollar of control costo On this 
basis large areas have been abandoned to the rust. Other immature stands 
inside ~ontrol units are up to 50% infected with lethal cankers, and 
until Moss' discovery nothing could ht, done about it. We now plan to 
increase ·our control area from the present lj)000,000 aores _t? 21000,000 
acres in the near futureo 

During 1958 and 1959 we treated by basal stem method 41300,000 reproduction 
and pole-size trees on 19,000 acres. This treatment required 1/2 man-day 
per acre. On each area all white pine _stems were treated, as this is 
cheaper than to spend time looking for infection. We plan to treat 
8,000,000 trees by the basal stem method in 1960. 



. In June 19599 antibiotics were applied aerially by helicoptero Fourteen 
10-acre plots were sprayedo These plots supported ma"ture9 pole and re
pr.oduotion=size treeso Results of these tests will be known in June 1960. 
If the results prove satisfactory 19200 acres will be sprayed by helicopter 
and fixed-wing plane in June 1960 and 109 000 acres in Septernbero 

There ar~ upwards of 3 billion board feet of young mature western white 
pine in northern .Idaho that are lethally infected with blister rust; · Damage 
surveys indicate that 67% of these trees will be lost to blister rust dU17ing 
the next 20 years o Aerial application of antibiotics by helicopter or 
fixed -wing plane wiil add . an additional .30 years of life to these infected 
treeso This will permit an orderly harvesting of these stands plus added 
incremento The cost of treatment will average $12 per acreo 

If it is possible to develop 4 or ~ore years of immunity to blister rust 
in nursery stock by application of antibiotios 9 it will permit early 
planting of broadcast burned areas before rib~s are removed and before 
the areas become heavily brushed and soddedo Thus9 .3 to 7 years can be 
saved by prompt stand re -establisbmento 

By application of antibiotics 9 it is now possible to protect 9 at reasonable 
coet 9 . small areas .. of .. prer:1ently established.western white pine occurring pn 

· recreatio .J:lal areas 9 farm woodiots and stan:ds,.'Of · high esthetic value 9 with
out ribes er-.adioat:icmo In the past such st$nds have been excluded from the 
control program d11e to the ratio of acres pt-otected in relation to the amount 
of non~pine produci~g protection zone that also needed to be freed of ribes. 

We estimate that 6(Jf, of our present control area can be carried through to 
maturity by periodic fipplication of antibiotics and without additiona.l ribes 
eradication. 

The blister rust o~ntrol program is being greatly expanded in Region 1 to 
include many west~rn :white pine reproduation and pole stands that .are, outside 
the pl'.esent contrql .program. These stanas will be brought through to 
commercial mat,µ-ity by periodic applioatipri of antibiotics and without ribes 
eradieationo · Infected trees in presently protected stands will be treated 
with antibiotics to assul'e adequate stookingo The stumpage values protected 
through antibiotics during the next 60 years will exceed $7001 000,000 at an 
estimated control cost of $.30 to . $40 millioi'io . . . . . 

The indioatiorts ·are that other Cronartitim rµsts and other forest tree 
diseases throughout the world may be controlled through application of anti
bioticso The forest pathologist now has a new working toolo There are 
several promising antibiotics, many formulations, and several ,mys and means 
of application -- don't give up too soon. 

We have white pine blister rust on the run, but there is still a dozen 
important tree diseases that we should be running out of the woods. The 
forest manager urgently needs and welcomes your help - nowo 



TRENDS IN FOREST PATHOLOOY IN WESTERN CANADA 

R. E. Foster 

Although the title of my paper provides freedom for considerable scope~ 
my comments will be directed for the most part to trends in forest 
pathology in Alberta and British Columbia that are likely to emerge 
within the next decade. I will refer to past or present trends only 
insofar as these appear to have established guide lines for our further 
development. 

Our future development can be antioipated p in my opim.on9 with some 
degree of confidence. The basis for this confidence arises partly through 
an appreciation of our historical development» and partly through recog
nition of forest disease problems towards which little or no action -~s 
been taken to date. · 

The early progress of forest pathology in western Canada was conditioned 
by the state of vigour of the forest industry. The British Columbia 
and Alberta Laboratories can trace their establishment 9 and muoh of their 
subsequent development~ to eeveral important forest disease problems, · 
and to the extent that concern was expressed in regard to these problems 
by forest owners and managers. This historical evidence serves to verify 
our Departmental objective, namely9 to promote a healthy and vigorous 
forest -economy through the solution of forest biological problemso There 
would appear to be no reason to believe that our future development will 
be based on any different principleo Appneciation of the problems that 
are likely to confront and be of concern to the forest interests in the 
future is likely 9 therefore 9 to forecast the trends to be anticipated 
in forest pathology. 

The basic · problem confronting the forest owner and manager in British 
Columbia today is that of maintaining a competitive position in world 
markets. · This problem is likely to be with ue throughout the next decaae o 

· .Can we · maintain our present position following depletion of our .old growth 
forests? This is a question of basic .concern to many foresters today. 
Towa,rds its solution two developments have been forecast: . closer utiliz 
ation and greater attention to the factors . that depreciate forest growth 
and qualityo Efforts to control the factors that extend rotations and 
depreciate quality of growth require further stimulation before they are 
universally practised, but trends in this direction are apparent and in 
my opinion establish in part the guide lines for our further activities. 

I anticipate four developments in foreet pathology in western Canada 
within the next decadeo 

In the first place I am confident that _ there will be an inoreas _ing 
awareness of the need for more intensive forest dis~ase surveys. I 
anticipate that we will be called upon to undertake more intensive damage 
appraisals and to define more precisely the circumstances that are asso 
ciated with severe damage. It ~hould be recognized that we do not now 
fully appreciate our native fungus flora 9 the rate of spread 9 intensifi
cation» or significance of many of our currently recognized forest diseases, 
how to evaluate forest habitats 9 or how to ~ample forest diseases within 



aooeptable limits of pre0ision. Until this information is gained
9 

our 
forest disease survey will have little opportunity to 0ompletely fulfil 
its primary obje0tive., namely!> to deteot D identify "' reciord., and interpret 
the significance of tree diseases ·. Is · it not possible that forest disease 
surveys will be undertaken in the near future by forest owners and managers? 
It seems to me that some aspects of the survey could readily be incorpor 
ated in existing inventory appraisals and that more detailed information 
oould be gained through speciial surveys. Trends to these latter develop
ments are already apparent and I predict that these trends will be consoli 
dated and extended as reliable methods of forest disease ~ampling are 
developed. · I visualize that for est disease surveys will .be recognized as 
a joint responsibilityo The forest interests might conoern themselves 
with the detection and severity of disease and the Forest Biology Division 
might concentrate its effort on identifioationD interpretation of signifi
cance 9 co=ordination and dissemination of pertinen t information 9 and . 
appraisal of the framework of circiumstanoes as.sociated. with severe damage. 

The second development like l y to influence the direction of our activities 
is the increasing concern with regard to problems. affecting plantations 
and seoond growth forests. For the most part we are still in an old growth 
economy and we are l~kaly to retain our dependence on this class of growth 
for some time to oome. Before our last aore of land is 0al1e :nated O » however, 
there will be a universal appre oiation that our future rests with th~ e_stab
lishment and proper maintenanc e of the new fore st. This appreoiation will 
extend to the selection of foreet habitat.e adapted · to particular -species ·, 
and to silvicultural and management practices encouraging optimum growth 
and quality and contributing to the oontrol of important forest pathogenso 
Factors of forest depreoiation 9 such as foliage disea se leading to reduction 
in growth 9 cankers and stains leading to reduction in quality 9 and root rot 
leading to mortality 9 may be elevated to a more prominent position of concern 
than is now apparent. Current research on these latter problems 9 designed 
to anticipate the requirements of more intensive management in the future, 
is likely to be extended. I would suggest that the first evidence of real 
concern with the problems of seoond growth management will develop in 
relation to dwarf mistletoe. If mistletoe oan in effect double the length 
of the rotation required to produce a given product~ to say nothing of its 
depreciation of ·wood quality 9 it is surprising that real concern has not 
arisen to date~ If we are to provide technical counsel in relation to the 
control of this .disease within the next decade )) it will be necessary for 
us to take steps very shortly to gain regional information on its distri 
bution9 severity »-eoologioal tolerances $ and rate of spread and intensifi
cation~ Beyond this it would be helpful .to initiate experimental and 
demonstration or pilot stage controlo · 

The third development to be anticipated in the near future is greater 
emphasis on control . What practical methods can we suggest to the forest 
owner and manager to effect control? Few of us have a satiefaotory answer 
to this questi'orij.for the most part we explain that it is necessary to 
obtain essential background information on the habits 9 ecological tolerance, 
biology$ and physiology of the particular causal agent in q_uestion before 
a realistic approach can be made to effect reduction in damage. Any other 
approach is "ad hoo11·we say. Notwithstanding th~ benefits of basi~ researoh, 
is it not possible that empirical control could lead to important contri
butions9 is it not possible that we might increase or decrease the severity 
of disease through some practical manipulation of stand composition or 
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density 9 ·and is it not possibl~ that f;!ome proportion of Otµ' bade 
re~earch might then realistically be directed to an explanation of why 
these ·results were achieved? Would it not be refre .shing 9 as Nordin 
(1) has stated, to reverse our ·ilormal course of action towards control 
when we can take advantage of this approach? I am of the opinion that 
it would be enlightening as well as refreebingo I am of the further 
opinion 'that if we do not devote greater attention to control we may 
strengthen a current opinion that we are disintereeted 9 that we have_ 
nothing to offeri, or that it i ·s beyond our funationo Thie is not a 
call for abandonment of ba~io researeh 9 it is a call for a greater 
balance in our programme than now apparento I predict that this call 
will _ be echoed within the next decade and that we will be u~ble to 
ignore it O . 

. . . . · • ·.· L 

The tou:rth ·development that I anticipate in the neaJ" future 'is move-
m&nt towards co-ordination of retiearcho Much sense and muoll-nonaense 
has been heard on this subject but several conclusions seem,·tq have 
emerged': (1) surveye and research in forest dis.ease are not independent 
of other . forest disaiplinee 9 (2) contributions in one field often aid in 
the understanding 'Nitbin anotherp (3) it ie essential to maintain a well
balancedp effective.,, and vigorous programme of reeearch throughout the 
l!loope _ of forest activities 9 (4) there is need for a more effective method 
of i~orniing allied research workers of our probiems 9 programmep and 
contributionsp and (5) · if we do not find a solution to the · latter problem 
action may very well be taken to effect co-ordination through regimenta
tiono Hereinp in my opin1on 11 _lays our greatest challenge, - can we · 
co-ordinate and still retain freedom for individual thought and action 
'in an atmosphere relatively free from conflicting reeponsibilities'? 
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FOREST DISEASE SURVEY IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Ao C. Molnar 

INTRODUCTION 

According to the program I am slated to speak on surv.ey methods and 
techniqueso I have taken the easy way out by outlining our approach to 
dise~se survey in British Columbia and have done so largely for selfish 
reasons; namely, to stimulate constructive critioismo 

A little .background may be helpful to understand our organization and 
approacho Forest disease investigation in British Co1wnbia was initiated 
on a continuous basis with establishment of a permanent Laboratory in 
19400 Data: on the ocourrence and distribution of diseases accumulated 
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from the outset 9 .largely in relation to the then existing emphasis on 
diseases of mature and overmature timbero ·Reorganiza.tfon within the 
Science Service 9 Canada Pepa.rtment of Agriculture · brought - the sister 
disciplines of Forest Pathology and Forest Entomology together in the 
Forest Biology Division in 1951 and established the disease survey as a 
formal function of the Laboratory for the first timeo- ·The entomology 
group brought with it a nationally organized survey section with the 
unique feature of establishment involving the use of -Forest Insect 
Rangers assigned to permanent ranger districts for inseot observationso 
Subsequently the Forest Insect and the newly formed Forest Disease Survey 
were brought together under national oo~ordination and the Forest Insect 
Rangers were renamed Forest Biology Rangers with responsibilities to 
both forest insect and disease surveyo Needless to eay9 considerable 
training and indoctrination were neGessary to brii1g tba Rangers up to 
an acceptable level of contribution to · the disease survey~ The annual 
and long~range aspects of the survey program are .. worked out by collabor
ation of the Forest Inseot and Disease Survey Officers based on the 
importance of problems and the available establishment. 

The primary objectives of the forest disease survey are to detect, identify, 
record and interpret the significance of forest diseases in Canadao 
Spelled out in more detail l) we are guided in British Columbia by the 
foll0wing objectives: 

lo To deteot the occurrence of new or previously unrecorded diseases 
and disease agents affecting Bo Co forest stands from seedling to 
maturityo 

2o To identify the causal agents of diseaseo 

Jo To accumulate information on th e geographical» seasonal 9 and 
ecological distribution of agents or for est diseaseo 

To evaluate the nature and extent of host damageo 

5o To interpret the findings of the forest disease survey and make 
recommendations for further study when warr~ntedo 

6. To publish the results of the forest disease survey in the Annual 
Report of the Forest Insect and Disease Survey or other publications 
as the situation warrants. 

DISEASE SURVEY ORGANIZATION AND ESTABLISHMENT 

In order to meet the objectives of the sUl'Vey two .broad functions of 
forest disease survey are recognized: Survey; and .Taxonomy~ The personnel 
establishment to carry out these functions consists of' 24 persons» including 
4 Research Officers and J full -t ime Assistants with direct responsibilities 
to the surveyo That may seem like a substantial establishment» but when 
one considers the total commercial forest area of British Columbia of some 
118 million acres » and adds to this the forest areas of the Yukon Territories 
for which the Victoria Laboratory is al so responsible» it becomes somewhat 
less impressiveo Fortunately 9 co=operation is received from outside sources 
including the Bo Co Forest Ser'V'ice, the Forest Indust ry , the University of 
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British Coluinbia~-and the general publio. Without this co~operation 
it would be diffi6ult 9 if not impossible, to undertake a comprehensive 
appraisal of forest diseasao 

SURVEY OPERATION 

I should like to turn now to the more formal functions of forest disease 
survey in British Columbiao The methods by which the forest disease 
survey organization 9 just outlinad 9 endeavours to meet its objectives 
may be covered under the following headings: 

la General collections and observations 
2 a Special oolleotions 
Jo Preliminary examination of noteworthy diseases 
4o Special surveys 
5. Survey research 

. 6. Sampling method studies 

General collections and observations 

General collectionsp that is pathological collections and observations 
made at random as they are enoountered~ build up our records of disease 
and disease agent occurrence and distributiona It is from this function 
of the survey that most o±' our new records are -gained; some JO to 45 
per year over the past few years. Each collection is -accompanied by an 
enclosure slip which forms the source document for the collections and 
ensures the recording of certain necessary observationso 

Special collections 

Each year certain specific diseases or specific hosts are designated 
for particular attention. These serve the same purpose as do the general 
collections» but efforts are more specifically directed toward filling 
gaps in the -distribution records of known diseases · and gathering pheno
logical data.or other pertinent informationo In the p:i.st few years we 
have emphasized dieback and canker diseases and in 1959 a start was made 
toward the accumulation of data for a check-list of the genus~ on 
a national basis. We also receive requests for special collections 
from staff members on project work, from other Laboratories, the Myco
logical Unit in ottawa 9 and Universities. Special collections have 
the added benefit of training Rangers in specific di~ease recognition. 

Pre_liminary examination of noteworthy diseases 

A more detailed report than is conveniently recorded on enclosure slips 
is required for particularly noteworthy disease ocourrence encountered. 
A special field procedure and report form is used for this purpose. The 
form was designed to guide the user in making a systematic and reasonably 
detailed examinationo Such reports and attendant collections form the 
basis for further action or report to co-operatorso 

Special surveys 

Special surveys are designed to gather specific data on particular 
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diseases or particular classes of host treeso They fall roughly into 
three types depending on the duration of observations: 

lo Long-term plot studies 
2o Repeated disease progress observations of a 

shorter duration. · 
3. Short-term detailed surveys of specific diseases. 

1. Our long-term permanent plot studies include annual observations 
on a representative sample of exotic plantations and on pole blight. 

2. Repeated disease progress observations of shorter dµration include 
such studies as the eff~ot of severe frost injury to ye;J.low pine, 
fume injury, and disease progress plots e1;1tablished to study 
specific diseases. 

3. Short-term detailed surveys of specific diseases by and large take 
the form of problem analyseso Previously unrecorded dise~se out
breaks or unusual outbreaks of known diseases come to :our attention 
from time to .time. Where warranted and when time ·permits, special 
surveys are conducted on these problems to appraise damage, to 
determine their causal agents and where possible to asi:iess some of 
the factors influencing their build up to outbreak levels. Suoh 
surveys may culminate in~ final report on the basis of one examin
ation, may require further observation, or may be recommended for 
project status .. 

When the nature of the problem permits, special short-term surveys are 
carried out in the spring or fall outside the regular field season 
using Forest Biology Rangers on the field crews and.the - survey Forest 
Biology Assistant as Party Chief. A survey of Douglas · fir- decline in 
the Interior Wet Belt was handled in this manner-in Octobe·r, 1959. 
During the same yea.r a survey of Elytroderma needle blight of yellow 
pine was carried out by the Survey F. B. A. and student assistants. 

Survey research 

Survey research projects, carried out within the general framework of 
the disease survey, are set up to solve problems whioh··hinder the 
carrying out of meaningful surveys of particular problems. The deter
mination of -causal agents, a study of their life histories, symptomology, 
phenology, and the development of suitable methods for testing disease 
pathogenicity would fall into the category of survey research. Recent 
examples include studies of Douglas fir frost damage and of a disease 
complex involving a Oeratooystis spo and the bark beetle Dryocoetes 
confusus Sw o · 

Sampling method studies 

One of the reasons I have confined my discussion to the more or less 
broad aspects of survey approach is that we are still lacking in the 
more finite techniques of disease sampling and appraisal. This is the 
greatest single obstacle in the way of meaningful disease intensity and 
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damage appraisal surveys. We are only on safe ground when we confine 
our interpretations to the 100 per cent tally on the plot or small 
stand basis. But we will have to do more if we are going to interpret 
-the significance of our diseases accurately or presume to make pre
dictions. Accurate disease intensity or damage appraisal surveys are 
a prerequisite to an intelligent application of disease research 
findings by forest management. 

Work toward this end waa initiated in Victoria, starting with sampling 
techniques for a limited number of diseases on Douglas fir plantations. 
It is hoped that at least some of the lessons learned in this initial 
study will find application with other disease and forest types and · 
~ke future sampling studies easier. 

TAXONOMIC SECTION 

The other broad function of the survey to ~hich · I referred in my 
introduotion,is taxonomy • . The taxonomic section 9 headed by a senior 
mycologist, is designed to accommodate three ·general activities. 

l. Herbarium 

1. Herbarium 
2. Survey identification arid mycological 

· research 
J. Survey identification and cultural 

·research 

The herbarium serves the usual purposes understood for herbaria, 
housing reference material and mycologioal research material. In 
addition to mycological mater:Lal a large collection of phanarogamic 
plants are on file to provide ref~rence materia .l to ecological 
associations and alternate hosts of disease agents. 

2. Survey identification and mycological research 

Part of the senior mycologist's time is devoted to the identification 
of collections submitted through the survey. · He is assisted in this 
work by a full-time assistant technician. The remainder of his .time 
·1s devoted to mycological research on the forest tree .rusts and 
Hypodermataceae of conifers. · 

3. Survey identification and cultural research 

While we have handled the cultural identification of wood-destroying 
fungi for some time» the cultural identification of Ascomycetes and 
Fungi Imperfect! has remained largely unexplored. Steps were taken 
to overcome this difficulty with the appointment last year of a second 
mycologist to the survey staff. 'l'his mycologist has the responsibility 
to handle the cultural identification of survey material and to carry 
out research on the techniques of cultural identification. As a start 
he is working on diebaok and cankers of conifers. He is assisted by 

·an assistant technician who is competent to undertake cultural identi
fications within the Basidiomycetes. 



This completes ~n ~dmittedly general outline or our approach to disease 
survey in Brit1Qh Oolwnbia. Perhaps ensuing discussion will lead more 
to the oore of .the subjeot. 

THE FORF.ST DISEASE SURVEY OF OALifORNIA 

l:tubert H. Bynum 

The fore st manager is · a busy man. )le is oharged · with-maey varied .. .- .. 
responsibilities including planting, ·-allowable ~:mts, · harvesting methods, 
road building, and· proteotioh to name but ·~ few.- Since he oannot_be an 
expert in all fields, he · askiii"hel_p-;..and hE(is ·certainly- entitled _:to ·1t. · 
Of those engaged 1n· forest disease reseuol'l he ·asks; .-ttWbat. diseas ,es $re 
present in the forest ana--·how widespread are tney'?- What do they mean 
in terms of inoreiuent loss or mortality? · Jill -they spread a1l(Lelll;langer · 
other stand~?-" am "final+t, ,"What oan be dorie about · them?11 T~ find 
answer!:J to these questions in . Oalif'orma, ··the Division of ·Forest Disease 
·llesearch at the Paoifio Southwest Experiment Station wor_ks . in the three 
broad, and sometimes overlapping, areas 0 or ·surve1, _fitmamental res~aroh, 
and oontrol investigation. -'nus paper oonoerns itself witn survey. 

The r_oreat disease ·survey of California · has a duar purpose. -First, to 
obtain statistically sound data on the distribution aild·inte~ity of 
disease aoo to disseminate this information through Station media. 
And seoond, to furnish · detailed information on the impaot of disease 
on trees as individuals and as stands. -In other ·words; we want to 
know what diseases we have, where they are; and how timoh damage they 
are causing. This information is important in any long range forest 
management plan or forest disease research program. · 

To best meet the o~jeotives of the survey, the work bas been divided 
into two phases. An extensive phase of random temporary plots will be 
used to dete:rmine disease distribution aoo intensity. Disease impe.ot 
will be studied in the intensive phase, by utilizing carefully chosen 
permanent plots. Init~l emphasis is being given to the .extensive phase 
of the survey to o.bta:in needed im'ormation on the ·· disti-ibution and 
intensity · of -our--riiore ·important diseases. : The·;judicious placement of · 
the more o6stly disease impaot plots will be '.faoilitated by the extensive 
survey. The large · inimber of r~ndom temporary plots will enable us to 
estimate the statistical rellabill ty of the ·data · within determined · 
limits. It will aiso give a good initial .coverage ot the Region and 
a good distrfbution of QaJllples over a wr~od ·or_time. _Information on 
disease distribution aoo intensity will be avai_lable for use . in 4 or · . 
5 years and will be more-complete and accurate with ~~oh additional · 
year of survey. The flexibiUty of this method perniits a rapid increase 
or decrease in the ;~oope of ~or~ to oompensate for ma:r,,.power or budget 
changes. · 

The forest land of California has been divided into subregions, each 
representing different fores't; and eoonomio conditions. For sampling . . . 
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and reporting purposes, the redwoodmDouglas-fir and the Westside Sierra 
subregions have eaoh been divided into a north and a south half 9 giving 
a total of seven subregionso The redwood-Douglas~fir subregion occupies 
the western slopes of the north coast rangeso The Coast Range pine 
subregion 9 forested chiefly with Douglas=fir 9 ponderosa pine 9 and true 
firs 9 is located on-the eastern slopes of these ranges extending to 
the Saoramento River. The westside Sierra subregion 9 with its fast 
growing pine forests and stands of mixed pine 9 Douglas=fir 9 and firg 
lies between the Central Valley and the Sierra Nevada-Cascade divide. 
The eastside Sierra subregion 9 with its slowC:growing pine f0rests 9 .is 
located to the east · of the crest. The southern California subregion 
inoludes the remainder of the State. Tha widely scattered pine and 
fir forests in this unit have greater value for recreation and water
shed protection than for timber production. 

Levels of reliability for the extensive survey will be referenced 
to particular disease 0 host indioes for each of the subregionso A 
·similar level of reliability will be maintained for all subregions 
with the possible exception of southern California 9 which will 
probably be at a lower level. The two eoonomically most important 
disease~host oombinations for each subregion ,will be used as indiees. 
For example9 in the threa subregions in the Sierra 9 dwarfmistletoe on 
pines and heart rot in the true firs will be used as indices. A 
probability level of 90 per cent will be used. Tha survey will be 
continued until the fiducial limits are redu ced to± 10 per cent of 
the value of the sample meano 

The new sampling method was described briefly under New Techniques 
in the Proceedings of the 1958 meetingo The survey is being con- . 
ducted at two levels of sampling. Because of accessibility and cost 
faotors 9 the "back country" will be sampled at a lower rate than the 
less remote areaso With enough samples we can determine whether · 
there is any significant difference between the back country popula
tion and that of the more intensivEl'ly sampled area. If /) as we expect, 
no significant difference is found between the populations 9 the results 
can be combined for a single mean. representative of an entire subregion. 

The first sampling level inoludes all areas within 22 chains of any 
road passable by" a pickup trucko Each timbered township within a 
subregion is given a number. Uniform metal tags bearing numbers 
corresponding to the townships are drawn from a container as a step in 
determining the location of plot referenoe pointso Tags numbered from 
1 to 36 oorrespond to sections 9 while others numbered from 1 to 80 
indicate the number of chains across and down from the northwest 
corner of the seotion and thus locate the plot reference points. 
From the plot reference pointp the shortest possible straight line 
i~ drawn to a road 9 even though the line may intersect the road out
side of the township containing the reference pointo All of the 
possible starting points for a plot are located on this line within 
a zone of 2 to 22 ohains on either side of the roado To avoid the 
influence of roads 9 areas 2 chains or less from a road are excluded 
from the sampleo The place where the line intersects the road is 
referenced to the nearest tenth of a mile from some determinable 
feature common to both the ground and the map. Section lines 9 stream 
cross i ngs 9 and road junctions are commonly used o Tags are drawn in 



the office to indioate·the direotion and distance to the plot starting 
point and for the azimuth of the first line of strip. 

Each sample oonsists · of asawtimber plot, a pole subplot, and a seedling 
sapling subploto The sawtimber plot consists of 25 conifers 11 inches 
d.boho or larger. These trees are taken on a strip 1/2 chain wide and 
up to 50 chains in length. The strip runs 10 chains in the direction 
of the random azimuth; then, after an offset of 1 chain to the left 
the direction is reversed and the ~trip continued for a maximum distance 
of another 20 chains ·. If 2; trees have not yet been recorded, a 2-chain 
offset is made to the left and the direction again reversed. In the 
event that 25 trees are not recorded on 50 chain~ of strip, the plot is 
considered to be nonstookecl and is disearded ~· -?:'he length of str i p-for 
eaoh plot is recorded to provide aoreage figures ·, Although the sa.,-
timber plot is based on a sample of 2; trees, both the pole and the · 

. seedling--sapling subplots are of a fixed size. · The· pole subplot begins 
at the 25th tree and continues for 2 · chains in the direction of the 
previously recorded trees-. · J)ata is taken on trees having a diameter 
of 5o0 to 10.9 inches. Seedlings and saplings are recorded on the last 
1/2 chain of the pole ·-subplot. Seedlings and saplings are grouped by 
species and size class and are not tallied as individuals. 

. -- ~-;._-. , .. 

The second sampling level will consist of a smaller number of plots · 
to sample the 11back country. ·" 

Plot and tree data are recorded in code in the field and later trans
ferred directly to so ... column IBM.punob cards. The system of recording 
in code has _proved -qtiite satisfactory. Codes that are used oftenare 
soon committed to memory. The code sheets are indexed and mounted on 
the tatum for · ready reference by the recorder. The plot form report ed 
at the El Paso meeting in 1956 i s used to record data. Species and 
diameter, a~ well as Dunning, Kean, risk, and merchantability classes 
are recorded for each tree . Included under pathological data are : 
injury , bole wounds, abnormal growth, per cant cull in board feet , 
heart rot, dwarfmistletoe, foliage diseases ~ rusts, root disease ; 
physiological disease • and true mistletoe. Each disease and injury 
is clas sified according to kind and intensity. Per cent cull in board 
feet for red and white fir, Douglas-fir, and incense •oedar is obtained 
from Dr. Kimmey's cull factors for these species . 

To sum up, we expeot the extensive phase of the survey to yield sta 
tistically sound ·aata "on·-aisease distribution and intensity, per cent 
of infection by various · diseases, and decay loss as determined by cull 
indicator factors . It will also serve to keep the Station informed of 
current disease conditions. Detection reports from cooperators and 
scouting notes of the field crews will aid in determining the range of 
diseaseso This information, of course, cannot be used in any statis 
tical treatment of data. 

The intensive phase of the survey will consist of a smalle r number of 
permanent disease impact plots . These plots will provide deta:1,led 
information on host -parasite - environment relationships, degree of 
inf ection as it affects increment loss , timber drain through mortality 
caused by disease, and the effects of cutting methods on disease 
development o 

-----------------------------------~--------------------------------------
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FOREIGN DISEASES~ TIIDEATS TO WESTERN FOREST TREES 

Thomas So Buchanan 

Since this is a Western international forest disease work conference, 
I know I don't have to get up here and beat the drums in order to 
convince you people of the present and potential importance of foreign 

. tree diseases to our own western fo1"est economy o You are all only 
too well acquainted · with the probl ems created and losses caused by 
the unfortunate introduction of white pine blister rust into western 
North America from Europe about 50 years agoo Many members present 
-did their pathological research tee t hing on blister rust problems, 
and some of you are still chewing away at more highly refined aspects 
of that same problem. Our Eastern counterparts have had similar 
experiences, perhaps even more bitter than our own9 not only with 
white pine blister rust but with the introduced ohestmit blight that 
virtually eliminated a highly valuable forest tree species and with 
the Dutch elm disease that still pl agues foresters and arboriculturists 
alike o Fortunately larch canker was detected reasonably early and · 
successfully eradicated 9 thereby preventing another eastern p and perhaps 
eventually westerni forest disastero 

Countrywidep the score now st ands at 3 to l; three introduced major 
diseases firmly entrenched and but one suooeasfully nipped in the budl 
There are several ways to evaluate the losses caused by these intro
duced forest tree diseases, and even when considering just the dollars 
and cents involved we have two categories of costs that run into stag 
gering amounts; 

lo The value of timber actually destroyed. 
2. The tremendous costs of contr ol effortso These rnay·eventually 

exceed the value of timber destr oyed but they must continue if 
we are toprotect the · :remaining susceptso 

Then there are the innumerable indirect losses that are more difficult 
to evaluate. Think for a moment, if you will, about just orie; how 
much further might we have progressed in our research and control 
effort~ on some of our native forest tree diseases if the millions 
spent on white pine blister rust research and control alone had not 
been necessary but if these same funds had been made available for 
other constructive purposes? Millions of aores of dwarfmistletoe 
infected stands, for example9 could, I am sure, have been "sanitized" 
with resultant long term benefits. 

There are two subtle features common to introduced diseases. The 
first, as typified by the introduction of Rhabdocline pseudotsugae 
into Europe from North Americap is the long time that may elapse 
between original entry and the unobserved build-up to epiphytotic 
proportionso Chestnut blight 9 as another example9 was introduced 
into Italy from the United States probably during World War I but 
was not discovered until 19380 And going back once again to our own 
experience with white pine blister rust - it was far too late to lock 
the barn door when it .was finally discovered the horse had been stolen. 



The second insidious · thing a.bout introduced diseases is that they 
characteristically tend to be more de~tructive than our native diseases. 
New suscepts, without previous exposure to the specific pathogen and 
hence without benefit of generations of natural selection for resist
ance9 may fall easy prey. Then9 too 9 the causal organisms 9 just like 
we humans 1> may and often do seem to enjoy a change of climate as well 
as a change in diet. I say characteristically they may be more destruct
ive but perhaps this is hot always soo I am thinking·now specifically 
of Chrysomyxa 1filli var. rhododendri · which in its European and Asiatic 
alpine haunts causes a rather destructive needle disease of spruceo 
I 1m not absolutely sure it was introduced into North America· from 
abroad but it could have been for we do have the same fungus on rhodo
dendrons here in the Westo For the time being at least it is perfectly 
harmless to our native spruces because 9 for some reason 9 it fails to 
produce telia on the rhododendron alternate ho~t. But my point is, in 
any event, that we have far more than enough serious forest tree diseases 
of our own without importing any from abroad~ as much as it may be all 
the vogue to disport ourselves with "imported" merchandise. And9 of . 
course» other countries feel exactly the same way about us. Right now, 
for example, 8 countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa have rigid restrict
ions on the importation ·or oak products from the diseased area in the 
USA for fear of introducing oak wilt into their own forests. Nor do 
the Italians have any reason to thank us for chestnut blight, nor the 
British for Rhabdocline. 

The ideal way to handle this problem of foreign forest tree diseases · 
is 9 obviously, to prevent their introduction in the first place. Our 
plant quarantine regulations and inspections are much more rigid and 
efficient now than when white pine blister rust and chestnut blight 
gained entry.many years ago •. I can best illustrate this improvement 
by citing an inquiry I had recently from our quarantine people as to 
what risks there might be of introducing an µndescribed and hence 
potentially dangerous gall rust of hard pines through allowing entry 
of Bonsai trees, the orna.mental ·dwarfs perfected by the Japanese. 
Now these come in only in small numbers9 hand carried by returning 
tourists and military personnel, so you can see that our plant quaran
tine inspectors are alert. But 9 as much as our quarantine regulations 
and inspection services have improved, world transportation has improved 
even more - both in coverage and in speed; on land, on the sea, and in 
the airo The opportunities for and places from whioh foreign diseases 
might be introduced are more abundant now than ever before. I should 
think, therefore, that sooner or later we must expect other foreign 
diseases to appear on our shores. Let us hope that if they must come 
in, their presence will be detected early and they can be eradicated 
soon thereafter. · 

If we concede that our protection through enactment and enforcement 
of quarantine regulations is more effective on paper than it can 
possibly be in practice, and that eventually there will be other leaks 
in the dike, then we should prepare for that eventua~ity right now and 
begin to strengthen our second line of defense. And just what is the 
best second line of defense? I would say 9 and I feel confid~nt that 
you will all agree, that we must learn all we possibly can about the 
identity and behavior of those organisms in all parts of the world now 
causing or potentially capable of causing disease on trees of the same 
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or closely related to those species native to · North Americao Perhaps 
we should concentrate our efforts in those countries geographically 
closest and olimatioally most similar to oursJ) but I purposely 
included the whole world in my previous sentenceo Even in such remote 
and tropical plaoe ·s as Africa, Asia 9 and Indonesia there are combinations 
of latitude and altitude that create climatic islands not too different 
ecologically from many places in North America and in them are found 
tree speoiee very similar to some of our owno Is it at all unreasonable 
to expect that these "islands" could harbor diseases that would be 
serious if introduced into our countries? · r ·think not 9 but I do think 
there could well be a tendency to relax our guard because they are so 
far away a~d off~hand seem so very differento 

A considerable amount of preliminary work has already been done over 
the years toward bolstering this second 1ine of'defense and activity is 
constantly gaining momentumo Foresters and pathologists from North 
America have been traveling abroadJ) especially to EuropeJ) for years to 
observe forestry practices in general and forest disease problems in 
particular. Dr. J. S. Boyce has been one of our leading observers 
abroad and he has only recently returned from· a gloqe-oiroling tour. 
Dr. Ao J. Riker from the · University of Wisoonsirij)- is even now on a 
similar sojourn. Europe has been a particularly .. fruitful field for 
the detection of threatening forest tree disease .a ·because of climatic · 
similarities and the many plantings the:re 9 some quite old, of trees · 
introduced right from our own back yards. Thus we have gained insight 
not only to the identity of organisms to be on the watch forj) but also 
have had the benefit of the experience of others in how best to cope 
with them. We have already been alerted to the potential seriousness 
of 5 or 6 diseases not uncommon today in one European country or ~nother 
but not yet known in North America: 

An ash gall caused by Bacterium savastanoi fraxini 
A bacterial canker of poplar caused by Pseudomonas rimaefaeiens 
The watermark disease of willows caused by Bacterium salisis 
Another mistletoe for hardwoodsD especially black locust, 

namely Viscum ~ . 
And Peridermium pinion hard pines 

And while~ annosus (Trametes radiciperda) is probably common 
property, we should be able to profit from the years of experience our 
European counterparts have had with this root rot -;. especially in 
plantations, thinned stands, and unnatural mixtureso 

These foreign travels have generally been arranged on a personal basis 
and have not been part of a planned, organized, and coordinated inter
national survey effort. The picture is much brighter right now, however, 
because of two recent events that give us means to at least start a 
worldwide forest disease survey of the scope we would all like to see. 

The first of these is the accelerated activity of the International 
Union of Forest Research Organizations o While IUFRO was founded in 
1890; reorganized in 1929j) and again in 1948, it was not until 1956 
that the U.S. Forest Service formally joined the organization. At 
that time Dro V. L. Harper, Assistant Chief for Research, was elected 
member of the Permanent Committee~ or governing body. One of the aims 
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of IUFRO is the establishment of close personal relations ·between forest 
research workers of all countries, especially between· speoialists wo~king 
in the same fields of activity. IUFRO works olosely with the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United.Nations (FoA.O.), with the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), with 
other international organizations, and counts some 100 individuals or 
organizations from .34 countries among its memberso 

Of more direot interest to our profession and to the problem under dis
cussion, is Seotion 24 of the IUFRO program which encompasses-Forest 
Protectiono At the Oxford meeting in 1956, Dro Jo R. ·Hansbrough, Directo r , 
Division .of Forest Disease Researoh 9 u. s. Forest Service, was elected 
chairman of a new working group on 11International Cooperation for the 
Establishment of Test Plantings ef Important Forest Tree Species on 
Several Oontinents with Regard to Resistance · to Disease · ·and Pests." 
Membership in Dr. Hansbrough1s cosmopolitan committee reads like a 
''Who's Who" or international forest pathologists: 

Mr. Peace of England _ 
Dr. Van Vloten of the Netherlands 
Prof. Lohwag of Austria 
Mr, Roll.,,Hansen of Norway 
Dr o Krs.tio of Yugoslavia 
Dr. Bakshi of India 
Pr, Biraghi of Italy 
Prof. Takahashi of Japan 
Dr. Boyce of USA 
Dr. Riker of USA 
Dro Nordin of Canada 

Efforts are also being ma.de to bring in an interested and qualified rep
resentative from the USSRo 

Through conference and correspondence this committee has agreed upon the 
following program to meet their stated objectives: 

1. Literature reviews and publications along lines similar to Spaulding's 
Handbooks 100 and 1.39, 

2. Establishment of test plantings and inoculation trials - especially 
of pines, oaks, and poplars • 

.3. Special forest disease field surveys. 

4. International plantings for determination of disease hazards and 
disease susceptibility. 

Obviously the committee has proposed a worthy and ambitious program, a 
program that will go far to ease the problems created by the possible 
spread of forest tree diseases from one continent to another - IF IT OAN 
BE CARRIED OUTl The committee members are all highly competent and most 
enthusiastic but each is faced with the problem so common to us all -
inadequate finances. 

Right here is where the second fortuitous ciroumstanoe comes into play, 
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a circumstance that bids-=-tair to at least . partially solve some of the 
fisoal ·problems ·and permit at least a start being made toward imple-
menting this needed program o · 

You are all probably familiar with the fact that the United Ste.tea 
Government sells "excess" agricultural commodities to many less 
fortunate countries in many parts · of the worl,do Payment -for these 
commodities is acoepted in currency of the recipient ecuntryo Since 
zlotys, rupees, rupiahs, kyats, bahts, pesos, pesetas, · and the like 
are generally not too useful to ua, as such, we haye accumulated a 
considerable credit balance in these .countries. aur ·oongress has 
recently passed

0

legisla.tion authorizing expenditure or part of these 
acoumulated foreign currencies to support res~aroh in . the general 
field of agriculture. ·unaer the provisions of certain sections of 
Public Law 480 these funds can be used to ·make grants or negotiate 
oontracts (generally for 5 ... year periods) with J.ooal nationals to 
undertake research on problems of mutual interest. · Certainly the 
problems ·of the threat of international spread of forest ·tree diseases 
are of' mutual oonoern and well within the rea'.µn of agricultural re
searoh. 

Among the very first suggestions that were sent to various countries 
as guides to areas of research in whioh we-would like-to receive 
proposals were items = on forest disease surveys and the establishment 
of test plantingso . Firm proposa~s have already been received and 
approved for~ disease survey .of Abies pinsapo in the mountains of 
Spain and for the establishment in Poland of test plantings of .forest . 
trees of. 5 important North American genera~ The first draft of a 
proposal has also been submitted from Uruguay ror· the e~tablishment 
of test plantings of selected North Amerioan pines. This proposal is 
now being reviewed and we are confident that still others will be 
reoeived just as soon as formal procedural guidelines are more 
firmly established. We are fortunate again in that our specific 
interests · are reoeiving the personal attention of ·Dro Hansbrough, 
who is in Europe now as a member of the team negotiating P_~ L_ .• 480 
contracts and making additional surveys of forestry research potential 
in Poland, Yugoslavia, Finl.and, Spain, Israel, a_nd France. · We have· 
also let it be known in Turkey, India, Iran, and Brazil:, that we 
would view with favor projeot proposals having to do with either forest 
disease surveys or the establishment of test ·pl.antings-. Additional 
suggestions for similar proposals will no doubt be ·orfered as still 
other countries, representative of other geographical areas of the 
world, beoome active participants in the P. Lo 480 programo 

It is not presumed that the efforts of the IUFRO group, implemented 
or assisted wherever possible b7 P. L. 480 funds, will provide us with 
fil the information we should or would Ulte to have about the world- · 
wide forest tree disease .situation. I think it can safely be presumed, 
however, that the inc~eased knowledge so gained will place us in a far 
better position than we are now"' at lea1:1t we will be better fore
warned about potential threatso A truly international detective force 
VJill be looking after our -mutual interests. · 

/mother section of Po Lo 480 provides for the translation into English 
of research publications not now available to most of us because · of 
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language barriers. This alone could vastly improve our knowledge of the 
world forest tree disease situation and serve to keep .us more alert to 
threatening situations. But neither translations,- foreign literature 
reviews, field surveysp nor intercontinental test plantings will keep 
foreign disease off our shoreso We must still depend upon our quaran
tine regulations and inspections to do this and hence we must work 
with and cooperate with the agencies and persons assigned the enforce
ment responsibilities in every way we can. And finally 9 I would remind 
you that this is a dual responsibility - to proteot ourselves and also 
to be positive that we as individuals or as agency representatives are 
not a party to any aotion that might lead to the introduction of one 
of our native diseases into some other country. This is truly on~. 
situation where "Share and share alike" is~ the accepted philosophy! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE MOIDS OF FOREST TREE ~EED 

.Keith R. Shea 

Rehabilitation of harvested forest lands by direot seeding or planting 
has become a major endeavor of foresters of the Weyerhaeuser Company. 
The objectives include regeneration of these lands immediately - after 
cutting to assure continuous productivity. Suoh objectives are depend
ent on an adequate supply of desirable tree seed. To meet this need, 
cone collection and seed processing have become an integral part of our 
forest praotioes. Along with foresters, pathology, soils, physiology, 
regeneration, silvioulture, entomology, and wildlife biology are rep
resented in coordinated research on aspects of seed procurement and 
regeneration. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss one 
aspect of the pathoiogioal problems involved, viz., the fungi (commonly 
called molds) on forest tree seed, ·~specially Douglas-firo 

Examination of the cones in sack storage revealed numerous fungi not 
only on the cone surfaces but between the scales and on the wings and 
seed coat of the seed. By the fall of 1957, sufficient evidence had 
been found to suggest that the molds might be the cause of unexplained 
losses in seed viability during storage of the cones prior to processing. 
As a result, research was initiated with the initial objectives of 
developing methods for assay of the molds and for determining losses. 

Review of Literature 

A review of pertinent literature (Shea, 1957) showed that little atten
tion has been given to fungi associated with forest tree seed prior to · 
aowingo Few seed-borne diseases of trees are known (Noble et al, 1958) 
and many of these are not well substantiated or have received little 
attention. Shea (1955) suggested that the indiscriminate introduction 
of seed and pollen from other countries was accompanied by the danger 
of introducing tree pa.thogenso The molds of Douglas-fir seed were 
studied by Salisbury (1953, 195;) who found no clear correlation 
between high mold count and low viability of extracted seed. The most 
common molds found were species of Penioillium, Mucor, Aspergillus 
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and Pullularia. Most literature dealt with the molds associated with 
stored grains,; It is these reports whioh provide background for 
investigations on molds associated with forest tree seed. A most 
complete and comprehensive review of the literature on deterioration 
of stored grain by fungi has been published by Ohristensen (1957) who 
with his co-workers is responsible for muoh that is known on this 
subject. It was·noted in his review article that deterioration of 
stored grain is manifested by decrease in germination, decrease in 
processing quality, tlsiok" or germ.,.damaged gra~n, heating, and · · 
mustiness. Over 50 fungi which appear tobe involved (Schmidt,. 1955) 
may be divided into two groups, viz., . field fungi and storage fungi 
(Christensen, 1957). · Species · of Alternaria, Helminthosporium, · 
Fusarium, Oladosporitun, Diplodia.P Ghaetomiumli Rhizopus, ~~ Absidia . 
. are includ13c:i in _field fungi, wherea~ Aspergillus and· Penioillum are 
the principal genera of storage fungi. ~te · and Christen~en (1955, 

. 19j7) found that harmful fungi increased greatly between harvest 
and arrival of grain at terminals. Invasion of seed by storage fungi 
impaired storability, wherea~·, · fieid fungi appear~d to be of little 
consequence. 

Media for isolating the fungi of grain have received con?iderab:l.e 
attention. Christensen (1957) has found that no one medium or 
technique is suitable for determining all organisms that may be 
present in a given lot of seed. The principal medium used is malt 
salt agar consisting of 1 to 2 per _oent malt extract, .2 per oent 
agar, and 7.; to ~O per cent sodium chloride. For special purposes, 
Czapek~Dox agar containing 40 to 80 per cent sucrose is recommended. 

To determine fungi associated -rith grain~ whole or macerated seed 
are used (Christensen 9 1957). Whole seed may be surface disinfected · 
in 1 per cent sodium hypochlorite and rinsed in 7.; per cent solution 
of sodium chloride or the seed may be washed in a jet stream of water 
before plating. When it is desirable to determine the number of 
viable fungus spores present, .a given weight of seed is oomminuted 
in a blender .with a sterile solution of 0.2. per cent agar and 7. 'j 
per cent sodium chloride. Dilutions are made in solutions of the 
same composition until the desired c:lilution is obtained. One ml. 
aliquots of the dilution are placed in petri dishes, the selected 
medium added, swirled, allowed to harden, and the dishes incubated. 
Counts of the mold colonies are made and the results expressed in 
colonies per gram of seed. Fungi selected for isolation and study 
usually a.re transferred to other media. Identification of species 
of Aspergillus and Penicillium is based on their cultural character
istics on Czapek-Dox medium (Thom and Raper, 1945; Raper and Thom, 
1949). . · . 

The invasion of stored grain by f:ungi is influenced by a complex 
of conditions which in practice operate together (Christensen, 1957). 
Moisture content, temperature 9 amount of previous infection 9 time, 
and the activities of grain-inhabiting insects and mites are the 
major ones. It appears that seed mo~sture contents below 12 per cent 
are relatively safe provided no portion of the seed in storage is 
much above this level. Most fungi which invade stored grain grow 
best at about 30° Ca A few will grow at 55° Co and others as low as 
5° C. Time is associated intimately with moisture content and 
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temperature. Thus, within the limits of growth of the fungi, the 
higher the moisture content and temper_ature the i:ihorter the time seed 
may be stored without adverse effects. Apparently insect invasion of 
stored grain results in increased moisture content favoring mold devel
opment. Also, insects may act as vectors. 

Control of molds of stored grain involves three general methods 
(Christensen, 1957). They include treatment with fungicides, storage 
under toxic or inert gasesp and drying the grain to reduce moisture 
content to a safe level. Fungicides are most effective only so long 
as free water is available, a point which limits their use in grain . 
storage, but may not be critical with moist, green forest tree cones 
stored for shorter periods. Storage under gases has practical 
limitations which limit their usefulness. Effective long~time storage 
of grain may best be effected by obtaining a moisture content suffi
ciently low to inhibit invasion by storage fungi • . Christensen (1957) 
noted, however, that wheat seed stored outside in bags but protected 
from direct rain and snow picked up sufficient moisture from the air 
to raise the moisture oontent to 15 per cent at which level storage 
fungi flourish. 

Deterioration of Forest Tree Seed 

Deterioration of tree seed by fungi involves problems of similar 
nature but differing in many respects from those of grain. For 
example, forest tree seed are exposed to many conditions before 
storage which permit the development of mold fungi. The cones are 
collected, placed in burlap sacks, and stored at collecting points 
or processing plants for indeterminate periods · prior to seed extract
ion. After extraction, the seed are dried and stored for varied 
periods until used in field or nursery se.eding., 

Investigations of the molds of forest tree seed involve the develop
ment of methods and techniques unique to forest tree seed procurement. 
It is essential to determine the etiology and epidemiology of seed 
deterioration. Before control methods can be justified, the losses 
attributable .to molds must be assessed. Initial studies at the 
Forestry Research Center have shown that methods developed by 
Christensen and his co-workers (Christensen, 1957) are suitable for 
most purpose .a. It now is common practice to use 7 .5 per cent salt, 
2.0 per cent malt extract agar for routine analyses. Studies have 
shown that certain molds from tree seed can develop .on malt extract 
agar containing as high as 15 per cent salt and on Czapek-Dox agar with 
80 per cent -sucrose added. However, most consistent results yielding 
the greatest number of molds are obtained with 7.5 per cent salt in 
malt extract agar. For some special studies ordinary malt extract 
agar, Czapek-Dox agar, and potato dextrose agar are used without 
addition of salt or sucrose. 

Over 40 isolates of fungi have been obtained from Douglae-fir seed 
in our laboratories. The most common fungi include species of 
Penicillium and Aspergillus. Members of the Aepergillus niger and 
A• flavus groups and the Penicillium oxalioum series are -common 
isolates. Other fungi include speoies of Rhizopus, Thamnidium~ 
Pullularia, Triohoderma and Triohothecium, to name a few. Additional 
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fungi are now being identifi~d.; ·:Most of>the··above f'm1g:t are capable of 
at least limited development. on _nia1.t/ extraot agiir oqntainfng · 7o5 per 
cent salt o It must be recognized that an individual inedium may 1$e .. 
seleotiveo .Therefore, several media.mua:t.-be used to determine . the 
range of mioroflora present. · · · -

Development of molds in cones and on· seed appa:ritntlyi begins on the 
tree. However, examination of fresh oone~ ·oQ!ilmonly reyeal~ no :mycelium. 
on the cone surfaces. Norman Johns.on,- ou:r:e,ntomologi-eti, 'Who: has studied 
the insects of Douglas..,fir cones. has notad the .d~vel~pment :.of :fungi in 
the galleries of cone . and seed . insects. .Qf.:b~ng the _:areas ·-adj:aoent to 
the gallery are necrotic · and invacl~~--by_~unifb.•(·:_miether -~he~e ll.Te sap,;. 
rophytio fungi attacking . tissµ~s -kiJJ~ .d:~Yt (µis~oi; _aat:tvi:ty :.9:ti.' pa:r_a-sitic 
is open to questioh. - CurrentlY:,-_ w!i,.'.qo.,°~l,l_o\{~ow the effect the "fungi . 
associated with insect p.ama.ge ¢ay _have: -otf :ijE!:ech, · HowevE!r,: itr _appears 
that -additional damage t _o the cdne ·and-sea'if:is ~--tp;e direct reSllJ;t of 
fungus attack arising ,·fr.oni infeotion -<;S'.our'.ti p~ovJdecl by ins~_ot activity. 
Whether there are two diit:tiriot : gr .oups.:-or otgi\aj:$msi the field arid ·. 
storage fungi, as with grain is .open t_p .. qv.e.-'stion~ . There are·~ however, 
increased numbers of Aspergillus aric( Penioillium : _species . in : re..+ation 
to other fungi . associated · with seed . as ~cione>st:Orage ·time _inoreases. 
Numerous other fungi also appear tq b~_,·i~V;olv.ed with the various stages 
during cone procurement and processing. •.·_. · · 

Douglas-fir cones collected and stored in ·burlap saoks may beoome 
covered with mold fungi. Co-ordinated experiments with Dr. Rediske, 
our physiologist, on after-ripening of seed· in Douglas-fir cones have 
shown that the fungi are associated with decreased viability of seed . 
from cones stored for varied periodso · As viability decreased, mold 
counts increasedo Cones dipped in fungioides before storage yielded 
seed of greater viability over longer periods than did seed from un
treated oheok cones ·. Later in the season when seed were mature and 
cones more ripe, losses were less and the causes more poorly defined. 
Additional studies are being continued with the most promising fungi 
cides to determine their effectiveness for .control of molds. Fungicides 
for testing were selected for their fungistatio properties in vitro 
using the more comnion mold isolates as assay organismso 

Mold growth and yield of viable seed are affected markedly by the 
conditions under which cones are stored. Apparently 3 factors, 
moisture, temperature, and time of storage, are involved. Cones 
stored under adverse environmental conditions are subject to heating 
as a result of biological activityo Examination of seed -from such 
cones has shown that molds decreased potential yields markedly. Seed 
in all stages of deterioration were found. In extreme instances, 
fungi had invaded the seed coat and were observed fruiting on the 
deteriorating endosperm. The most common fungus found was Pullularia 
pullulans. To date, all evidence points to fungi as a major cause of 
reduced seed viability in stored cones. Re~earch is underway to 
determine praotical : me~hods for preventing such losses attributable 
to fungi. 

Extracted forest tree seed may be stored for prolonged periods before 
utilization in the field or nursery. Barton (1954) has s_hown -that 
Douglas-fir seed retained full viability for three years when stored 



at 18° Co and 508 or 13.6 per oent moisture content. When seed were 
stored at similar moisture levels 9 and at ; 0 o., marked deterioration 
resulted after 12 months at 1306 moisture content. Christensen (1957) 
has shown that storage molds of grain are capable of attacking seed 
at this temperature and moisture content. 

Perhaps, part of the loss in viability found by Barton oould be 
attributed to fungio In most instances, however9 forest tree seed 
are stored at temperatures and moisture contents whioh preve~t mold · 
growth. Consequently, any reduction in viability of extracted seed 
must occur before seed is stored or after storage when environmental 
conditions are favorable for fungus development. Our experiments 
have shown that molds on tree seed retain viability for at least 12 
months when seed are stored at -12° C. and approximately 8 per cent 
moisture content. During this time no reduction in germination was 
noted. However, seed were well inoculated and needed only favorable 
conditions for continued mold development on and in seed. 

Molds associated with seed may have adverse effects on seed •in the 
field. Gibson (1957) in Africa has reported that loss qf Pinus patula 
seed associated with damage to the seed coat was due to invasion by 
normally saprophytic seed-borne fungio The destruction of the seedling 
appeared to depend largely on its growth rate since it became more 
resistant as germination progressed. He suggested that fungal invasion 
of seed was facilitated by minute damage incurred during mechanical 
dewinging. Laboratory studies with 18 of the common fungi we have 
isolated have shown that all were capable of destroying seedlings 
under conditions favorable to mold development. 

Thus, it seems likely that the molds prevalent on tree seed may 
contribute to seed decay and pre-emergence damping-off in the field. . 
A field study with radio-tagged seed by Lawrence (1959) on the Wynooohee 
Tree Farm in western Washington has shown that seed decay anddamping
off were major causes of seed loss. Deterioration of the seed and 
damping-off may result from direct attack by seed~borne fungi or from 
general depletion of vigor predisposing the seed to other fungi in the 
soil. This theory is borne out by the report of Noble, et al, (1958) 
who in their list of seed-borne diseases have reported that Apergillus 
niger and other Aspergillus spp. attack seed of a number of plants in 
soil. Penioillium oxalioum and other Penicillium spp. are known to 
cause seed rot of sorghum and corn. Likewise Rhizopus spp. cause 
loss of cotton seed and seedlings, as well as sorghum and corn. 
Koehler and Holbert (1930) have shown that Aspergillus; Rhizopus, 
and Penicillium invade the scutellum and adjacent embryo of corn in 
the soil damaging and weakening the endosperm. The similarities to 
.(ungal invasion of Douglas-fir seed are so striking as to leave little 
doubt that comparable events would occur. Accordingly~ research is 
being .planned to explore more fully damping-off and seed decay in the 
field and the role of seed-borne fungi in the damping-off complex. 

Future Needs 

It has been established that the molds of forest tree seed can cause 
reduction in yield and viability. Evidence suggests that the effects 
of molds may carry over into the field and contribute to seed decay 
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and dampingcoff. The question arises as to what lines of approach 
future research should take. 

The prevalence of a wide variety of molds and the classes into which 
they fall suggest three possible groupings. Certain molds may be 
wholly saprophytic and contribute little, if anything, to the damage 
of seed. Others may actually be beneficial in that they are anta
gonistic to the third class, the harmful fungi. With such possibilities, 
it seems that the etiology of seed deterioration should be explored 
more fully .and the causal agents isolateda If fungi antagonistic to 
damaging molds are found, it might be possible to encourage their growth 
at the expense of the harmful fungi. 

Once the causal agents are well-defined, it is essential to determine 
the epidemiology of seed deterioration. Studies on the effects of 
those factors in the environment which contribute to the development 
of mold fungi could provide bases for devising control measures. Of 
special concern are temperature, moisture content, relative humidity, 

· time of exposure to these predisposing factors, . and the environmental 
conditions in the field. These are challenging subjects for joint 
investigation by pathologists, physiologists, soils specialists, and 
forest regeneration experts. 

Sound control measures should be based on thorough investigations 
of the etiology and epidemiology of seed deteriorationo Control 
measures must be divided into two partso The first involves control 
of damage to seed in the cone prior to processing. The second involves 
the seed in the :('ield after seeding. Reducing ·the severity of seed 
contamination and infection in the cone and processing stages may 
alleviate damage in the fieldo Thus, it appears inevitable that the 
two phases of control be investigated jointly. Mold con,trol in the 
cone may be attempted through chemicals, by creating conditions un
favorable for development of damaging fungi, or encouragement of 
fungi antagonistic to the harmful ones. In the field, the .addition of 
fungicides to standardized seed treatments appears most promising. 
Any chemical additive should, however, be assayed for phytotoxioity 
and compatibility with rodenticides or other seed treatments. Even 
differences in the phytotoxioity of different formulations of the 
same chemical have been noted (Shea, 1959). · 

In conclusion , the evidence indicates that considerable savings can 
be accomplished by alleviating damage to tree seed attributable to 
molds. Yields of viable seed can be increased thus reducing costs 
and extending the acreage of harvested forest land which can be 
seeded. By increasing .the survival of germinable seed in the field, 
seeding rates can be reduced with the expectation of adequate stocking. · 
The problems associated with seed procurement and regeneration out 
across many fields of specialization of which forest pathology is a 
parto Most effective rehabilitation of forest lands can be accom
plished only when the varied specialities are coordinated in a 
common endeavor. 

Summary 

Rehabilitation of harvested forest lands by planting or seeding has 



beoome a major endeavor of forest managers of the Weyerhaeuser Company~ 
Among the disease problems encountered are the molds on seed. 

Research on the molds of tree seed was begun in 1957 when techniques 
for study of molds were developedo Experiments to date have shown 
that the molds cause reduction in viability and yield of Douglas-fir 
seed during storage of cones prior to processing. The molds remain 
in a viable condition on seed during cold storage previous to sowing. 
Evidence strongly suggests that these seed-borne fungi contribute to 
seed decay and damping~off in the field. Research ·on the etiology 
and epidemiology of seed deterioration is being continued so that 
practical control measures can be developedo Plans are to extend the 
research and. investigate the causes of seed decay and damping-off in 
the fieldo 

Future needs include additional knowledge of etiology and the epidemio
logy of seed deterioration. The possibility of control by fungi 
antagonistic to harmful ones is worthy of consideration along with 
control based on creating environmental conditions unfavorable for 
mold development and/or the use of chemicals. 
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-------------------------------------------------------------~---------
A STUDY OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE DEVEµ:)PMENT OF 

MYCORRHIZAE ON-DOUGLAS FIR SEEDLINGS 

Ernest Wright 

A paper by. Linneman (2) appears to be the most complete published 
report to date on the mycorrhizae of Douglas. fir (PseudotsW?a 
menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) seedlings. Further information is available 
in an unpub~ished report by McMinn (3) of Canada for older trees. 
Pelltland discussed the results of herstudies ~at thel958Forest · 
Disease Work Conference. Extensive studies by-Wright and Tarrant (4) 
have been made on the occurrence of ectotrophic mycorrhizae on Douglas 
fir seedlings growing on recently burned-over areas in western Oregon 
and Washington. More detailed information is needed, however, on 
the factors affecting the development of myoorrhizae on ·young Douglas 
fir seedlings in reforestation and afforestation programs. · 

It is well known that Douglas fir is an intolerant species; and it 
has been shown by Isaac (1), as well as by others; that direct sun
light results in considerable heat injury and very poor survival of 
Douglas fir reproduction. For those seedlings · which survive, as 
well as those that have not been injured, information is needed on 
the effect of light intensity on the development of mycorrhizae and 
subsequent seedling survival. 
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To obtain this information 9 a series of tests -were made by the Oregon 
Forest Research Cantero It was found that under a natural forest 
canopy in second growth stands ~ith good moisture conditions 9 three
month-old Douglas fir seedlings received a minimum light intensity 
of 200 foot candle power which resulted in restricted development of 
lateral roots. Seedling ~urvivalp of oourse 9 was very poor and no 
eototrophio mycorrhi~ae were formed. For the s8.ltte age seedlings grown 
in a clearing under satisfactory moisture conditiqns and receiving an 
optimum of 6000 foot candle power illumination 9 lateral rootlets were 
well developed and eototrophic mycorrbizae were abun.dant. Such eoto
trophic mycorrhizae are gray to ·bla~k in color and digitata in formi 
Figure 1. By the end of the second growing season racamos19 rnycorrhizae 
had become abundant and the digit-type less sov Figure 2o Raoemose 
mycorrhizae are mos-t; common at a dep-th of 80 to 100 mm while the digit
type are commonly both shallower and deeper. Myoor:rhizae rarely occur 
shallower than 20 mm or deepeT than 200 mm. 

Inoculation tests so far have not positively established the identitf 
of early ectotropbic myoorrhizal formers but tentative identifi-cat~op; _ 
indicates that Oenoccooum graniforma(Sow.) Ferd et Winge, .. ,i,-s one of · 
the most common mycorrhizal fungi found on the roots of Douglas fir 
seedlings. All black myoorrhizae, however, are not c. graniforme 
and many are the Dn. type of Bj-orkman9 otherwise known as (Mycelium 
radicis atrovireniY and are generally epiphytic or perhaps sometimes 
parasitic. 

This study has been extended to the formation of eototrophic myoorrhizae 
on one~year-old Douglas fir seedlings growing in mineral soil and the 
effeot of a two-inch layer of sawdust~ forest litter or charcoal mulch. 
There were fewer but deeper occurring myoorrhizae on the seedl1rtg$ 
grown in full sunlight (8000 ft. candle power illumination) both with 
and without mulches than on the seed]J.ngs which grew um.er 1/4 shade 
(6000) foot candle power maximum light intensity). Surface soil temp~ 
eratures as high as 70° c. occurred in unshaded mineral soil without 
mulch. This tended to inhibit mycorrhizal formation at normal depths 
and the depth of mycorrhizae was much gre4ter on the seedlings grown 
in full sunlighto The fewest mycorrhizae occurred on seedlings grown 
in 3/4 shade with or witho~t the benefit of mulchesv Tableland Figure 
J. This information is particularly interesting since in previous · 
studies it was observed that for one0 year-old Douglas fir seedlingsg . 
the initial depth of mycorrhizae was related to severity of burn. (5). 

In all these observations, it has been noted that there is considerable 
variations in the num'Qer and the occurrence of E;ictotrophic myoorrhizae 
on one-year-old seedlings grown under the same conditions. This may be 
due to genetical variation within the Douglas fir species, a point which 
needs further study. On two-year-old seedUngs differences in number 
of mycorrhizae become less pronounced and the genetic trend is less 
apparent. 

These studies are being continued since more information based on pure 
cultural inoculations is needed not only as to the most common fungi
forming eototrophio mycorrhizae on Douglas fir seedlings 9 but also to 
more exactly determine the influence of light and soil temperature on 
the development of ectotrophio myoorrhizae under natural conditions. 



· Effect of Light on Mycorrhizal Developnent arxl Grmh 
of 1-0 Douglas fir 

MYQorrhizal Seedling Root 
Light Myoorrhizae depth ·height length 

!!2• Mm Mm Mm 

No shade 13 • .3 99.2 62.8 16,3.6 

1/4 shade 16.1 62.1 58.8 162 • .5 

.3/4 shade 11.7 84.0 60.8 156.5 

Data taken from seedllnga from Richard Hennann1s 
· Marys Pea~ Plots •. 
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PHYTOPHTHORA ROOT Ror OF NORTHWEST CONIFERS IN RELATION TO FOREST 
- . . MANAG·EMEN'l' . 

. .... . .. 

lewis F. Roth 

I have been asked to discuss the fungus genus Phytophthora aa a f'oreat 
pathogen and to consider suo.h f'orest management:-:relationships that may 
exist in oonneotion · ·with diseases these · f'ung-1 oause. My· re·marks ari~~ 
f'r9~ experieriee witli Phytophthora as we know it . in Oregon where infor 
mation is ··oompletely lacking on· matilgemeht procedures applicable to · 
infected stands (9j) 119 12, 13);. Howev~r, I '3ha.l_l dta11 upon the far 
better kno,m little leaf disease or ·scruth-easterh United States tor . 
information that may aid 1n the evaluation arid·understanding or our . . 
western problem. At least 2 excellent -papers ' have appeared ~ealing 
with management of' :little leaf' in,fected stand~ ·(~; 3} .- · . _. _-· 

No fungus name rings ·more clearly on the .ear of the plJLnt pathologist 
than the name Phytophthora. However,~ ll\J.)Jlber of ~us ·~re · not trained 
in the plant pathology tradition, and aome probably ~have forgotten the 
details of this fungus tliat ···first ravag~d' the· pota!i~ -r1elds · or i;b~ . · 
northern hemisphere at the middle of' the past century. ·· Moreover, the 
genu_s has grown considerably and r~ther · of'f'..oenter from the · originar 
botanical type. It might be well, .theref'ore, ·brietly to refresh our
selves on the nature of this genus and a · bit of ·•its history ~ 

In general Phytophtbora species develop in moist ~ituations where·host 
infection appears to depend ·on f'ree•snmming spores. · They" are sometimes 
regarded as ~water molds"j) a group to -which they are allied · bttt from 
which I feel they differ in :their apparent demand f'or ·assooiation with 
tissues of a living plarit for vegetative growth and for survival. No 
Phytophthora species were originally obtained f'rom~a soil source rather 
than a plant source and frequently they are difficult to recover from 
the soil after intro~uction. · On the other hand, soil has ~en a f'ruit -:
f'ul source of new species of the sister genus Pythium. Ph:ytophthora 
species do form resi,tant oospo;res that apparently can survive in .the 
soil away from the host for exte11ded.periods. Too lltt~ · is known 
of the behavior of the~~_spores. 

Spread of the dif'ferent ·J>llytophthora species probably is most eff'eot
ively accomplished through ~ovement of infested soil and by free 
swimming spores ·in f'lonng ·or ·impounded water. In s~e speoies ·the 
sporangia, w~ioh produce the swimming-spores; are born at tbe ' surface 
of the substrate · and-are detachable. Tn,ese sporangi~ inay be carried 
by the wind to germinate in a ·drop of water some distance away. In · 
general, the details of infection are poorly kno1_t11·but most inf'ec~ioru,· 
appear to result from zoosporeso 

The potato f'ungus originally described in France in 1845 by Montagne 
as Botr:ytis infestans was · transferred . by de Bary in 1876 to become... the 
type of his new genus Phytophthora. Three ·years later, in 1879, the 
second species l• fagi was added to the genus by Hartig in Germany 
(15). It is noteworthy that this was a parasite on beech seedlings. 
Across the years species have been added until there are now approxi
mately 68. 



· One_ aeldom sees a fungus genus attacking a wider- group of host plants on 
a wider geographic basiso All the continents are represented in the 
original _descriptions and most of the major land masseso It is interest
ing to note that in the original descriptions nearly half were in one 
way or another associated with treeso This strong representation of 
tree hosts of course only suggests the potential range of woody plants 
liab _le to attacko While some species are limited to a single host 
others may attack rnanyo Phytopbthora cinnamorni9 for example9 bas been 
found on more than 100 woody host species since its original description . 
on the cinnamon tree (13). 

It is also interesting to note that while the early descriptions were 
from western Europe where mycological exploration and pathological re
search were actively developing 9 it was not long until tp.e areas of 
accumulation of new species shifted to warmer, more exotic areas (15) 
even though in these areas fungus exploration and applied pathology 
were, for the most part, not advanced - from Formosa 13 species; from 
Japan 9; from the . East Indies 6; from India 5. One cannot but wonder 
when studying some of our Phytophthora problems 9 if the species involved 
might not·well have been described earlier elsewhereo f• cinnamomi, 

· was of course first described in Sumatra. 

Phytophthora bas not made great inroads into the worldws coniferous 
forests 9 and there are some grounds for thinking that it may not. On 
the other hand9 it bas demonstrated real capacity as a forest pathogen 
and has created apprehension wbioh9 along with actual losses, justifies 
investigation (9, 2) o · 

The phytophthora related disease of shortleaf pine in southeastern 
United States known as littleleaf -is familiar · to you, I am sure (2j 3). 
From my comments at previous conferences many of·you know of our 
experience in Oregon with E• lateralis on white cedar~ Ohamaecyparis 
lawsoniana. Less familiar may be the destructive activity off• 
cinnarnomi and fo cactorurn in the Pii:rus radiata and Ohamaecyparis 
lawsoniana shelter belts and forests of New Zealand and the killing 
of Douglas-fir by Eo cinnamomi in plantations in Portugal (79 8). 

A brief review of these diseases may provide background for discussion. 

Littleleaf (2) typically occurs in short leaf pine stands 30-50 years 
old primarily where. these stands oooupy eroded sites abandoned from 
agriculture which are low in fertility and have poor .internal drainage. 
The disease appeared first rather widely scattered over the piedmont 
area in the mid-19301so However, these first reports of the disease 
appear to follow by some years the arrival of the associated f• 
cinnamomi in the area. 

A somewhat parallel situation occurs with Pinus radiate. in New Zealand. 
According to the first report the outbreak occurred rather generally 
over a wide area and was on agricultural land (7)~ To be sure land 
use in New Zealand bas differed widely from land use in our southern 
states. The parasitism off• cinnamomi on Pinus radiata .in New Zealand 
is much more severe than in the little-leaf disease of Pinus echinata. 
The New Zealand outbreak occurs in a planted 9 highly arti.ficial forest 
situation and the causal fungus probably is of foreign origin. 

. 1 
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Destruction of white oedar ·1n Washington and Oregon appeared first in 
nursery and ornamental plantings in the vicinity of Seattle and Portland 
(5). At that time damage did not ooour in -the native oedar range or · 
apparently elsewhere in western Oregon where ornamental oedars were 
widely grown and had become a lead item in the commercial nursery trade. 
The disease spread rapidly, howeve:r, and within two deoades nurserymen 
in western Oregon could no lopger gro~ the valuable ornamental cedar · 
varieties '9fith-any confidence of s~coes(J (12).. In 1942 the fungus, which 
had been isolated a few years earl.fer, was· described :as a new species, 
E• lateralis (14)o In 1952, about JO years after -first observation of 
the di~ease in the Seattle area, it appeared in the Coos Bay urban area 
-deep in the ·native cedar range (9). from there it spread within 2 years 
about 75 :miles along the coast 9 most ~r the l~ngth of the range· or . · 
commercial cedar. The distribution pattern constitutes a network along 
the · streams and estuarie:9 of the bay,along the highways, railroads and 
count17 roads, along rural stookways and wherever earthmoving oonstruotion 
is in progress. Penetration into the coast mountain:, is slower, but most 
observ~rs · feel that it is only a matter ·· ot time until ·the · fungus will 
,pervade the entire cedar r~nge. There seem to be . no strong limiting 
factors or barriers. ·· 

E• oinna.momi, which has a host range of over 100 trees and shrubs, 
rapidly is becoming a cosmopolitan f,ingus. As we have stated, it is 
involved in the littleleaf problem in southeastern Uµited States. It 
is involved in agressive damage to Pinus ·radiata in New Zealand and has 
shown its pathogenioity to Douglas-fir~ Our fir~t record of this fungus 
in Oregon was in 1950 and since that time it has followed a pattern of 
spread and inoreaee in the commercial nursery trade and landscape 
plantings just like that of fo lateralis · a deoade or t~o earlier (11, 
12). Is it to follow the path of fo lateralis into our commeroial 
fir forests? · · 

Why do these Phytophthora diseasesappear to confront us at this time? 
Are they native o_r have they ·been introduced? In Or~gon ·our industrial 
supporters have been conservative in attacking Phytophthora oinnamomi, 
perhaps partly in the hope that it is a native fungus and accordingly 
not a great threat. With the assistance of industry and ··publi9 agency 
cooperators we have recently surveyed forest soils of 8 counties regard
ed as most probable habitats and found no Phytophthora . Along this 
same line Dr. Geotge Zentmeyer has sought the f~s in 1Jild lands of 
Mexico and Centrai America and has not found it.* · 

While Phytophthora cinnamomi, recognized in this country for ·the first 
time in 1930 (4), is widespread and persistant in forest lands of south
eastern United States this probably wa:f·not always the case. The out
break of littleleat ·appears ·1ong to have been preceded by destruction 
of the very susceptible native chestnut. Damage to the chestnut has 
been described as a "recession" (4) anq a ~eduction of ·range (1) which 
may have begun before 1824, the time of first observation of chestnut 
mortality in southern Georgia (6). Damage then moved northward in ·a 
wave to meet ultimately its climatic or edaphic limit or to join t.with 
the southward moving Endothia blight. 

~ Personal communication. 
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Crandall (4) states p "The history of Phytophthora cinnamomi as we have 
been able to reconstruct it indicates that the fungus probably oame to 
the United States more than a hundred ye~rs agop possibly .by way or 
trading ships operating between ou:r southern ports and the East Indies 
or Asia . The importation or numerous exotic plants for the gardens of 
antebellum estates could easily have been the direot means of its entry". 

I see our-experience with Ph;y'!;ophtho~. lateralie as a contemporary 
version of the chestnut story and feel · that the original home of the 
parasit:e will some day be found in easte r n Asia . 

To me there seems little doubt that these Phytophthora diseases of 
· forest species are caused by introduced pests. We must regard them 
as such an:19 because we know from experience that they may be loaded 
with potential danger 9 they should be dealt with wisely and effect 
ively. How should we proceed ? 

The ne~d for a research program adequate to evaluate ~he threat of 
these fungi and to provide a basis for control if needed is self 
evident. · 

In the case of white cedar root rot 9 real interest 9 willing effort 
and a moderate financial outlay probably could protect the mountain 
stands of Port Orfol'd cedar f or a long time to come. Such action 
seems improbable inasmuch as Port Orford oedar ·is not now regarded 
as a premium forest species. The sites it occupies :cah produce 
Douglas-fir or Sitka spruce and Western Hemlock of high quality. 
The fact that protective measures at best would prove a nuisance 
to the harvest of more numerous and valuable species increases the 
improbability of actiono If the wild speoies is destroyed its re
placement in forestry by resistant varieties is most .. unlikely even 
if resistant stock were obtainable. However, if such disease re
sistant root stock couid be round it would be a boon to the · nursery 
industry. 

Far greater values are at stake where P. cinnamomi· ·on Douglas-fir 
is i nvolved. Knowledge of the extent to which forests of the Doug4s
fir region are threatened is the provoking uncertainty and the oritioal 
problem is ·to know our needs for holding action while the threat is 
being evaluated. There appears to be no way of destroying the fungus 
at its present ·_points of infection.P so that measures to limit spread 
appear logical. 

I see no place at the present time where the forest manager can con
tribute to control through usual forestry practices~ However, some 
precautions might be considered. For exa.mple9 in the warmer, wetter 
parts of the Douglas-fir region it would be well to avoid the use on 
forest roads of river rook which is liable to contamination. Also 
to be avoided is the use without .adequate cleaning of earth moving 
equipment in the valley where contamination is liable followed by use 
in the woods. Also of this nat ur~ is the parking of logging trucks 
in residential or other areas liable to harbor Phytophthora. 

However, positive action is needed nearer the known sources of the 
fungus. We are not certain of the extent to wbioh the fungus has 



spread from infested nurseries, nor are W$ sure of its capaoity for 
spread under our conditions. Its ability t·o survive in our· undisturbed 
soils is still not settled. The fungus certainly has not shown the 
capacity off~ lateralis in these respeots, and at the present ·t1me a 
rigid embargo of plant materials seems to be regarded as not justified . . . . 

Foresters should recognize that this disease constitutes a threat to 
the nurserymen, possibly even a more serious one than to the forester. 
The damage to azaleas, oameliat heather, rhododendron, and the ornamental 
evergreens strikes at the very heart ot the industry. 

Our State Departments of Agriculture can advise as to which nurseries 
are infested. They cannot~ however, restrict the movement from these 
·nurseries of healthy or asymptomatic stock carrying infested soil. 
Nor can they compensate the grower for stock condemned ·ror cause. 
There appears to be an opportunity here for foresters and nurserymen
to approach jointly the problem of spread in a truly cooperative 
spirit and to work out a realistic approach to . the suppression of 
movement of this pest from the nursery so~ce or -among the nurseries. 
In the final analysis this would prove or great worth to both industries. 

Control . o_f these diseases by chemical means holds some· promise and should 
be actively investigated. ]?erhaps promise of ohemical control is to be 
found in the field of systemic protection as well as in the area of 
soil disinfection which for some time has received most. active study. 

The poss~bility of developing inherent resistance also merits study", 
even though the outlook for white cedar, as ·stated earlier, is ' poo~. 
Our experience with fo .oinnamomi on northwest species has been so brief 
that it j_;s difficult even to speculate on the opportun+ties. I un4er
sta.nd that work is in progress to imp:rove the resis.tance of shortleaf 
pine to this funguso 

Success with forest protection from these diseases will depend on 
detailed knowledge of the pathology of Phytophthora specieso · This 
knowlege may never be complete or adequate to provide a basis for 
control or disease in its severest expression. ·However, even quite 
incomplete knowledg~ may sometimes meet the control requirements it 
available early enought in the disease situation. This oirouinstanoe 
raises tqe question of .where and when research · for forest pr_oteotion 
should begino It would appear tJl,at with introduced diseases·suoh as 
the Phytophthora species attacking northwest conifers ·, it might well 
have begun some time ago, perhaps in Eastern Asia. Certainly ·a maxi
mum amount of information on such diseases prior to the time of their 
introduction ·would be a great help to us. · In this regard, of course, 
we must be deeply appreciative of the woirthy oontributionsof hundreds 
of students of Phytophthora diseases in ·general who working around 
the world have provided us with a foundation on which to build . 
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GEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS IN-GALL-RUST INFESTATipN 

Ro S. Peterson 

Western gall rust 9 Peridermium harknessii Moore, ranges from Mexico 
and Nebraska to Alaska, and ea~tward in Canada for an unknown distance. 
My own field experience with this pathogen extends from·southern · 
Colorado and northeastern Utah to northern Idaho. · 

Even in this smaller area 9 considerable differences in the behavior or 
the rust can be observedo Differences in host pathogenicity, amount 
of infeotion 9 time of infection, and development in the host will be 
considered briefly. A major purpose of my remarks is to invite comments 
from members of the conference regarding gall-rust :infection in other 
areas. 

Host Pathogenioity 

Observations in mixed stands of hard pines suggest variation in sus
ceptibility to gall rust both by area and according to host . species. 
For instance, where the rust occurs in mixed lodgepole-ponderosa 
stands in Colorado~ lodgepole is consistently infested much more than 
is ponderosa. · In one such mixed stand in the Black Hills of South 
Dakota, lodgepole seemed to be attacked only slightly more frequently 
than ponderosa. Near Superior, Montana, lodgepole and ponderosa 
appeared to be about equally hard-hit. · 

As another example, gall rust is found commonly on jaok pine in Canada, 
but this species appeared to be free of rust, or nearly so, in the 
planting which I examined at Priest River, Idaho, although lodgepole 
and ponderosa pines only a few yards away were infested. Jack pine in 
Nebraska plantations was reported to be free or gall rust where nearby 
ponderosa was diseased. 

'l'hus there is a possibility that the rust in a given area is more 
virulent on predominant local hosts than on exotics (such as jack 
pine in Nebraska) 9 even though these exotics are quite susceptible 
to strains of the rust in their native ranges. Soots pine, however, 
is among the more favorable hosts in many areas; let us hope that 
exclusion of gall rust from Europe continues to be successful. 

Amount of Infection 

Intensity of infection probably varies geographically for all pathogens. 
Study of this variation can sometimes give clues with regard to natural 
factors which control disease. In the ease of gall rust, the most 
notable spatial variation is at the local level: 100 per cent of the 
pines in one stand may bear galls, but only 2 per oent in a stand of 
the same species a few chains away. Even within an. even-aged stand, 
intensity of attack varies greatly. On the other hand, it is not 
easy to say for gall rust (as one could for white pine blister rust 
or Atropellis) that the level of attack in the northern Rookies, for 
instance, is much higher than that in Colorado. Damaging gall- ;rust 
outbreaks are local events; the number and size of these event~ may 
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not vary significantly by region. 

A few correlations of the amount of rust with possible causal factors 
have been notedo For instance, it is probable that the parts or a 
stand near openings, or less dense parts of a stand, are more apt to 
be heavily attacked than are dense or interior part~. In a given 
year, young stands seem much more apt to be attacked than are old 
stands, at least in the central Rookieso And it has been suggested 
repe~itedly that the abundance or the Peridermium is related to the 
abundance of telial hostso The~e observa.tions, however, are not 
yet supported by convincing _data, and in any event are not suffi
cient to explain all local differences in degree of infe~tation. 
Microolimatic study appears promising in thi _S regard, coupled with 
experimental determination of the gall-rust life cycle and physical 
conditions which favor each stage. · 

Years of Mass Infection 

The geographic extent of a partioular epidemic may be surmised 
by determining the area over which a particular wave year of 
infection prevails. This is done by dating the origins of rust 
galls in a large number of plotti. The met-hod of dating assumes 
that infection occurs on first-year ·twigs--this asswnption seems 
to be correct for at least 90 per cent of the galls. Thus far we 
have data for some 2300 galls from 19 plots, 8-of them in Roosevelt 
National Forest in Colorado and the other 11 scattered in South 
Dakota, Idaho, and Montana. 

For example, in a belt transect through 90-year-old lodgepole in 
Colorado, intensity of infection was variable through the 40 
fortieth-acre plots, but · galls of 1950 and 1955 origin continued to 
predominate throughouto In the sample of 58.3 galls spanning 13 years 
of origin, 29 per cent of the galls dated from 1955 and 16 per cent 
from 1950. In a second plot 900 yards from the first, oontt;l.ining 
only young lodgepole reproduotion., 70 per cent of the ;14 galls 
dated from 1955 and 10 per cent from 1950--a repetition of wave 
years identified in the first stand, though the intensity of 
infection was much lower in the second stand. Only 13 miles to 
the south, however, a sample of 267 galls from young lodgepole gave 
little or no indication of an outbreak in 1950 (2.6 per cent); 195j 
(4.3 per cent) and 1955 (34 per oent ·) were the wave years. Fifty-£ our 
miles further south, still on the Roosevelt Forest, 1950, 153·, and 
155 all disappear as wave years, to be replaced by 194;, 146, and 151. 

In the Boise Forest of southern Idaho, 1952 and 1956 appeared to be 
wave years, each year appearing in two out of the three gall collect
ions riiade-. Near Grangeville, in central Idaho, only 1957 stood out 
as a major outbreak year. Substantial infection ocourred during 
195.3, 1956, and 1957 in five of the ~ix samples examined in the 
Inland Empire, but the relative importance of these years varied 
from plot to plot, and other years gave rise to significant in
fection at some stations _. 

A oonolusion to be drawn from these.and other, similar data is that 
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olimatio conditions favoring gall-rust epidemics are more widespread, in 
a given year, than are the actual concentrations or gall which result. 
Only a portion of a stand may suffer a damaging attack, but other stands 
in the same district, or perhaps in the whole national forest area, will 
be attacked that same yearo This still ·ralls short or the ·regional 
epidemics, as in 19.37, ascribed to Cronartium ribiool.a. ' Gall-rust 
epidemics seem to be somewhere between_ 11locallf and ·11regional" in scope. 

It is hoped that information regarding wave years will lead to know
ledge of the rust's life cyoleo For instance, in the 'soutbwestern 
Idaho data, the four years of greatest rust infection were precisely 
the years of greatest June precipitation in that region, but rainfall 
during July, August, and September of those years wiis average, less, 
or lacking according to Weather Bureau records from Cascade, Idaho. 
Likewise, infection by gall rust near Grangeville; Idaho, and Superior, 
Montana, was pientiful in 195'7 and above normal in 195~, yet these · 
years became exceptionally dry after June in both localities. It 
seems probable that waves or infection are assooiated .with moist 

· periods. Therefore, infection in the spring is suggested. And it may 
19811 be that telia on the supposed alternate hosts are not even formed 
until mid-summer. This leads us to suggest pine-to-pine infection by 
aeciospores. On the other hand, some or the rust wave years in 

. Colorado seem to ooincide with August precipitation maxima; in August, 
basidiospores but not aeoiospores are abundant. · 

Development in the Host 

To me the most striking and surprising geographic variation in gall
rust behavior involves the pattern of attack on a tree. In the • 
Inland Empire, the ratio of branch galls to trunk cankers caused by 
.f• harknessii on ponderosa and lodgepole pine must be thousands to 
one, if we exclude seedling infections. A number of pines in the 
Grangeville area, for instance, were examined carefully: several 
bore hundreds of galls, and were being killed by loss of branches, but 
not a single gall in these trees touched the tl'Unks. 

In Leaphart's report (1) or a western Montana infeetation, no mention 
is made or trunk cankers. I spent a few hours examining the area 
involved, and could find only three or four old cankers, in marked 
contrast to the tens or thousands of galls observed. 

In the Black Hills, on the other hand, a pine with a few dozen galls 
usually bears trunk cankers .tooo Older trees may bear cankers near 
the base but no branch galls at all--presumably the old galls have 
been lost as the lower branches fell, so that only the trunk infect
ions remain as evidence of an outbreak dating from perhaps a century 
ago. On lodgepole pine, as well as ponderosa, the ratio of branch . 
galls to trunk cankers is very -much higher in the Inland Empire than 
in central Montana, Wyoming, Colorado or Utah. 

It is easy to traoe the development of trunk cankers from primary 
galls, and with regard to internal anatomy, galls and cankers are 
identical. Aecia are the same, whether on branches or trunks. 
Thus there should be no question of the identity of the gall-forming 
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rust wi~h- the canker-forming one. But why is canker formation from 
galls not equally common in different regions? I don't know. A 
number of hypotheses have been suggested--forinstance, faster 
development of thick bark by pines in the Inland Empire than else
where, preventing establishment of the rust in trunks. But no 
known theory seems to explain all the facts. It remains to be 
seen whether this puzzling geographic variation is explained by 
differences in races of the rustp by races of t_he hosts, or by 
differences in climateo 

Reference 

1. Leaphart, Co Do 1955. Preliminary observations on a current 
outbreak of western gall rust (Cronartium coleosporioides). 
Plant Disease Reporter 39: 314-.315;. · · 

--------------------~----~~-------~-------------~-------------------

USE OF ANTIBIOTICS IN TI-IE CONTROL OF WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST 

Virgil D. Moss 

Research to discover a systemic to save western white _pines infected 
with blister rust started in 1949. It was not until 195.3, however, 
that trunk cankers were successfully killed with the antibiotic, 
Acti-dione. This was accomplished with ·cry~talline pure material 
dissolved in acetone and diluted in the isoparaffihic base oil, 
Sovaspray 100. Solution was applied to wounds of excise trunk 
cankers made by cutting out dead and dying bark to facilitate spray 
penetration and to expose insect infestationso Trunk cankers 
killed with concentrations of 150, JOO, and 600 ppm Acti-dione were 
8.3, 77, and 80 per cent~ respectively. 

From 195.3 to 19561 Acti-dione aqueous solutions and oil base emul
sions fortified with various kinds and percentages ·or surface 
active agents were evaluated · in .trunk canker treatment. These were 
less than 6,3":pe:r ·cent effective~ It was quite apparent results · 
varied with spray penetration as aqueous solutions without additives 
were least effective o · This narrowed the potential field · of carriers 
to petroleum fraction -oils~ In ·1956, crystalline pure Acti.;.dione 
in acetone solvent and diluted in No. 1 fuel (stove) oil was applied 
to excise trunk oanker ·wounds. This formulation was 100 per cent 
effective and void of serious side effects to western white pine. 

New application techniques to lower treatment costs then were devel
opedo The first of these was the slit methodo If differed only in 
the way trunk cankers were prepared for antibiotio treatment~ In 
place of cutting out dead and dying bar~~ the canker margin was slit. 
Slits cut 1 to .3 inches long w.ere c_entered on the canker margin at 
the four angular summits of surface discolorationo To space slits 
at about 4~inch intervals around the perimeter 9 large trunk cankers 
were incised between angular summits of discoloration. Trees were 
examined for cankers and infected branches pruned in both .excise and 
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slit methods of treatmento 

Another method was injection with a veterinary hypodermic syringe ~ 
Aoti-dione oil solution was_introduced downward into bark at the distal 
end o! trunk cankers. This type of t~eatment was effective only on 
boles less than J inches diameter at canker center. But the method 
proved impractical because the syringe w~s easily plugged and it was 
difficult to contain solution in the thin-wall bark resevoir made with 
the needle. - A single h~rizontal slit at .the distal end of cankers 
was as effective. Trees still were examined for cankers and infected 
branches pruned. 

Finally 9 a method_. evolved that was both economical and simple to 
execute. This was the basal stem method. It is easily applied 
because no, technical skill is required to identify infection, incise 
diseased bark, and prune branches. Instead 9 all trees of good color 
and growth are treatedo Spray is applied by holding the nozzle 12 
to 18 inches from the bole while generously wetting the bark of trunk 
and branches 9 simultaneouslyo Only t.he lower third of the trunk is 
sprayed if trees are less than 12 feet tall.. Trees · over 12 feet ta;Ll 
are sprayed to a height o! 5 feet or eye level. Spray is applied from 
opposite sides of trees to saturate all the trunk aurraoeo The basal 
portion of branches are wet 12 to 18 inches from the trunko Western 
white pine is sprayed with 1;0 ppm Aoti...aione diluted in No. l fuel 
oil solutiono 

The basal stem method set the stag~ for project control aotivity. 
But the curtain couldnvt go up without a quantity supply of material. 
This was arranged in 1957 when Drso William ·Klomparens, Head, and 
Gerald A. Boyack9 Formulation Chemist, Agricultural Researoh and 
Development, Upjohn Company9 Kalamazoo, Michigan, were guests of the 
Forest Service in the Kaniksu National Foresto From this meeting of 

. minds came the commercial produots ll Aoti-dione BR "concentrate II and 
the Ready-To-Use mixtureo 

Fie_ld progress in saving diseased trees with Acti-dione has been 
rapid in western white pineo This is the 4-year reoord--from 500 
trees in 1956 to treating nearly 4 million in 1959. · Costs have 
dropped about 400 per cent since starting tree treatment ·with ·the 
excise method. The. ·s11t ··111ethod was adoptea ··:t:n .. 1957··and used until 
mid-summer, 1958. Thereafter, Acti-di6ne has been applied by the 
basal stem methodo In 1959, ab9ut 2 acres averaging 229 trees per 
acre were treated per man dayo 

The basal stem method accepts a lower standard of control in exchange 
for more economical and practical application techniques. An accept
able standard of trunk canker control is 80 per cent. This means 
saving 8 out of 10 diseased t_rees not alre~dy girdled. All lethal 
branch infections in tree crowns are generally killed within 2 years 
after tree treatmento A heavily pitched~over bark surface, that 
inhibits spray penetration, usually is responsible for trunk canker 
survival. 

Efforts are being made to increase the effectiveness of the basal 
stem method by formulation improvements. In 1959, a statistically 
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designed study of 138 basal stem formulations comparing Aoti-dione 
cornpoundsl) solventsp and carrier additives was established in a pole
size western white pine stand in the Kaniksu National Forest. Test 
design and basic ingredients were supplie~ by the Upjo})n Company. 
Compounds include Acti-dione and oyelohexirnide derivatives: semi
carbazone, aoetate 9 oxime9 thiosemioarbazone 9 aoetoacetate 9 and 
methylhydrazoneo 

Acti-dione has produced spectacular and effective resu1ts in saving 
diseased western white pineso To-begin withp odds seemed greatly 
against even finding a systemic to control the obligate parasite. 
Then, also,, it was not believed possible to aoeomplish control un- · 
less bark was incised to facilitate spray penetration. The millions 
of trees successfully treated by the basal stem method is evidence or 
proof to the contrary. Even more phenomenal, Aeti.;;.aione kills blister 
rust infection above the trunk height sprayed. Trunk and branch 
infections in the tops of trees as large as poles are.killed by the 
antibiotic. Treatment and translooation or Aoti-dioi:le in mature trees 
is now being studied. But what was not expeo~ed, Aoti-dione persists 

· in bark at least 2 years after applying the antibiotic by the basal 
stem method. This investigation will be described by our guest, Dr. 
William Klomparenso 

Still in the mill hopper are antibiotic foliar spray and immunity 
treatmentso Foliar spray investigations began in 19490 In the 
interim of 11 years 9 31 antifungal antibiotics were screened for 
candidates to control the disease on western white pine. These 
filtered down to two, Acti-dione andPhytoaetin. Both have fc;,liar 
spray potentialities for ground and aerial application. · After 
foliar . spray tests were performed with backpack equipment, Aeti-dione, 
semicarbazone~ and Phytoactin were aerially applied by helicopter in 
1959. Ten acre-size plots were established .in maturep polep and sapling 
stands~ Acti=dione and semicarbazone were applied in a 20 per cent 
oil emulsion,, and Phytoactin in aqueous solution containing Ool per cent 
Triton X-155 additive. Concentrations were as follows: 100 ppm Aot-i.
dione, and 100 9 200j) and 400 ppm semioarbazone and Phytoaetin. Results 
of treatments will not be known until 1960. 

The use of antibiotics to immunize nursery grown white pine , seedlings 
for outplanting before or even without ribes destruction is another 
promising control method. Presently, ribes must be destroyed befo~e 
prescribed control burn areas are planted with white pine o This delays 
establishing a new tree crop 3 to 5 years while waiting for seeds or 
ribes to germinate and growo Also, it costs more to piant cutover 
areas after brush and other kinds of forest vegetation begin to grow. 

In 1958, several antibiotics in aqueous solution were applied in 
soil drench treatment to potted western white pine. Concentration 
levels . tested were 25ll 509 1009 and 200 ppm. These seedlings were 
then artificially inoculated with the rust. Macroscopic examination 
shows no infection among treated seedlings. Multiple infection was 
found on all untreated check trees. The-question now is the length 
of time the antibiotic will persist in seedlings to prevent new 
blister rust infection. This will be answered by repeateq exposure 
to artificial inoculation. Aeti~dione and cycloheximide acetate 
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caused high seedling mortality. Seedling losses were about 20 per cent 
from oxime and semicarbazone derivatives. 

Tests in 1959 included both soil drench and slurry treatmentso In 
slurry treatment, seedlings were first dug and their roots dipped in 
a heavy emulsion of antibiotic and replanted. If effective, this 
type of treatment will be used to supplement antibiotie already in 
seedlings for outplantingo Antibiotics applied in soil drench and slurry 
treatments were oyoloheximide derivatives, semioarbazone, thiosemicarba
zone, oxime, acetate, methylhydrazone, and Phytoactin. Seedlings were 
artificially inoculated with blister rust 6 weeks after applying anti-
biotics. · 

By and large, any doubt as to ,,bather white pines can be grown in spite 
of the dis .ease has been erased with antibiotics. But antibiotics cannot 
do the job of blister rust control alone. Today, antibiotics can save 
only white pines that become ip.fected with blister rust before ribes 
are destroyed~ However, there is a promising future in aerial application 
and immunity treatmentso Until these niethods ·are fully .. developed, 
foresters must continue to employ every natural aid possible in timber 
management to suppress ribes and to destroy established bushes to prevent 
new blister rust infeotiono 

--------------------~--------------------------------------------------------

SOME STUDIES OF ACTI-DIONE IN WESTERN WHITE PINE 

Wm. l(lomparens 

(Abstract) 

The antifungal antibiotic .cycloheximide (Aoti-dione) is absorbed, persists 
and is translocated upward in pole-sized western white pine. The anti
biotic persists for at least two years in the trunks of western white 
pine treated by the basal stem method, a recently developed operational 
blister rust control teohnique. Cyoloheximide was applied only to the 
lower trunk area and later recovered from needles of unsprayed branches. 
Cycloheximide was also translocated to needles oil untreated ·branohes of 
eastern white pine. Movement was via the water-conduotintCelements 
since the antibiotic could be detected in xylem tissue both .at and above 
the site of application but was never detected in bark (phloem) tissue 
above the treated portion. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROORESS IN BREEDING BLISTER RUST RESISTANT WESTERN WHITE PINE 

R. To Bingham 

The last time I spoke to this conference on the subject of breeding for 
resistance to blister rust was in December 195~. A lot has happened since 
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that timell and this is a welcome opportunity to bring you up to date. 
First, a few slides to refresh your memory on matters covered in my 
1955 report and to bring you up ·to date on more recent developments. 

(Series of 20 Kodachrome slides) 

Now that you are pictorially up to date, lets take a look at the . results 
of first generation breeding work, and at what these results mean in 
respect to the production of resistant planting stock in the near future. 

Please refer to Table I (mimeo handout) and note the following points: 

1. Control-pollinated F1 progenies are ·arrayed opposite "line" 
parents (first vertical column) under various "other" parents 
(second horizontal row) regardless of which parent was the 
mother tree in the cross. 

2. Certain "line" parents are consistently good (i.e. 17, 19, 22, 
and 58) or poor (iaeo 16 and 30) in transmitting resistance to 
their children.I) as shown by performanoe in a number of different 
matings arrayed across the table. 

3. Poor. parents when crossed with good parents produce progenies 
lower than average in survival, in respect to the average 
good-parent progeny, and, fo~tunately, vice versa. A sort-of 
plus and minus additive scheme seems to be in effect. 

4. Consistently good parents like 17, 19, 22, and 58, when crossed 
among themselves (as in the six progenies marked with an asterisk) 
are among the best tested. These parents not only transmit 
resistance to ·all their progenies (so-called general combining 
ability)g but show that several different resistance genes are 
contained in these good parents and that their effects are 
additiveo . . 

The consistency of performance by progenies within parental lines, 
and the additive nature of the resistance genes involved, is extremely 
important to future progress via selection and breeding. From data 
of this sort we can esti .mate first how effective future selection is 
likely to be, and second the likely gain per generation of breeding 
work. ' 

Efficacy of selection is measured by an index called heritability. 
This is merely the ratio of variation due to additively genetic 
differences vs. the total (environmental, non-additive genetic, and 
additive genetic variation) (H = Vg ). In other words, how 

Vg + Ve 
much is the similarity of progenies within lines due to inheritance 
in an additively genetic scheme~ how much is the dissimilarity between · 
progenies within lines due to differences in environment, error in 
measurement of resistance, and to non-additive gene effects? 

If inheritance were perfect, the ratio (heritability) would be 1.00 
or 100%. All variation between progenies within lines would be 
induced by the ttother 11 parents in some strictly additive scheme. 
For example, the net effect of poor parent 16 would be to decrease 
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survival in all -its progenies by say 10%, while the net effect of good 
parent 17 would be to increase survival by say 15%•. A glance at the 
data will reveal that no such clearcut additive scheme is in effect. 
This is almost always the case in early-generation, segregating 
progenies. These F1 proge~ies do, however, indicate a high le~el of 
heritability of resistance factors, i.e. a.bout 70%. In effect, this 
means that when we choose a given seedling for future breeding we will 
have chosen a truly resistant seedling containing genes with an additive 
effect with about 7CJ!, efficienoyo Selection should be rather highly 
efficient in progeny tests 11 with considerable assurance that the 
correct individuals have been chosen and that the additive nature of 
their gene effects will yield a real, genetic gain on future breeding. 

Suppose for future breeding we were to choose survivors from within 
the six progenies of parents displaying general combining a.bi~ity for 
rust resistance (those marked with an asterisk in Table 1). There is 
a good reason for this particular choice, since these seedlings, like 
their parents, should be capable of crossing in any direction in a 
seed orchard of similar selections~ all crosses giving a high level 
of resistance. These six progenies, removing the p~rcentage of 
"escape" seedlings as exemplified by survival in OP x OP (Control) 
lots, average 30% in surviv~lo Starting from this 30% platform, or 
so-called selection differential (s), we can estimate likely progress 
per generation as about 7($ (H) x 30% (s) equal to 21% per generation. 
Obviously, this rapid gain can persist f .pr only a few generations of 
breeding. Also, we need more wild parents like the four good parents 
17, 19, 22, and 58, to avoid inbreeding effects in seed orchards. 

In practical terms, however, the predicted level of resistance in F2 
plants {3($ + 21i = 51%) means that experimental production and testing 
of stock likely having a useful (50%) level of resistance may be only 
ten years away; mass-production and large-scale planting of this stock 
only 20-30 years away. This experimental production and testing of 
F2 plants will prove or disprove the above estimates before it is 
necessary to enter the seed orchard business in a big way. Meanwhile, 
we are preparing to do just that, beginning with securing and testing 
many more resistant parents and proceeding with expanded work in · 
seed orchard technology. · 

(Table'·l :follows ,onnext page) 
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Table lo Percent~~es of surviving seedlings recovered in progenies of 21 parents, arrayed by parental 
lines. l/ · • 
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1/ Av~ of 9 replicates, together totaling 81 seedlings. 
g/ ~xcluding all self- or ·open;..pollinated progenieso 
2/ Average survival in 5 presumably non-resistant control progenies (total 400 seedlings) was 5o3%, 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF RUSTS IN FOREST NURSERIES 

Jo E o Nighswander 

The prevalence of certain rusts in forest nurseries represents a dual 
problem whioh must be faced by the forest manager~ The initial and 
most obvious of course is the problem of mortality of nursery seedlings 
due either directly or indirectly to rust infections. Reports of 
consistent heavy economic loss in nurseries attributable to rust fungi 
are relatively rareo However in a few specific geographic locations, 
rusts have been solely responsible for limiting the p1•oduction of some 
tree species. The fusiform :rust caused by Cronartium fusiforme Hedge. 
and Hunt might be cited as an example. Sleeth (2) reported that 50 
per oent mortality of slash and loblolly pine in some southeastern 
nurseries was not uncommoni, and that 3 million rust-infected seedlings 
were culled at a single nursery in one yearo In the large majority 
of nurseries in North America$ howeveri, the ino:tdence of stem and leaf 
rust infection is apparently low enough to pass unnoticed with only a 
few occasional sporadic outbreaks to cause some concern. It is in 
these "low incidence nurseries" that the significance of rusts is 
perhaps very much underestimated. 

The forest nursery as an entity undoubtedly represents the most un
natural of the forester's manipulations of the forest, and the forest 
manager must remain aware of the inherent disa~vantages of . the practice. 
-One-of the most serious being that every nursery can be considered a 
potential "clearing house" for the introduction 9 cultivation and dis
tribution of disease organisms. The characteristics of some rust fungi 
make them particularly prone to spread by such means. In addition, 
although the consequence of the transfer of a ·rust from one continent 
to another has in the past been more vividly demonstrated than the 
COI1$equenoe of transfer across natural barriers within continents, we 
have no reason to believe that the latter could not be as serious. 

Both foliage and stem rusts have been reported as common pathogens in 
North American nurseries. Members of the stem infecting group in 
general, however, represent the more serious problem to the nursery 
manager. Primarily the effect on the host is invariably more permanent 
and more lethal. In addition stem rusts tend to have a longer . incubation 
period, which results in less assurance of detection during lifting and 
p:icking operations. 

Attempts to control various rusts in forest nurseries have in the past 
followed two general lines of approach, 1) by the eradication of the 
seeondary host, 2) by the application of protective fungicides •. 
Experience has indicated that either method oan be applied with maximum 
efficiency only when the biology of the causal rust is known (J,4,5). 
To illustrate this I will describe some phases of an investigation 
conducted at a nursery located near Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin where 
a high incidence of rust galls incited by the rust Cronartium cerebrum 
(Beck) Hedge. and Long had been recorded in some years on jack pine 
seedlings. Eradication of the secondary host _ (Quercus Sp.) was not 
in this instance practicable. Therefore control by fungicides represented 
the only apparent solution to the problem. 



A ~tudy of the biology of the rust revealed that a series of favorable 
event ·s was · necessary for the "build-up ." of infection on oak and · 
subsequent infection of pine to occur • . • Initial infection of o,ak by 
aeoiospores was conditioned by at . least 10 hours of saturated air 
accompanied by free water with the ·temperature between 8 and 28° C. 
late spring frosts and dry weather during Aeoiospore dissemination 
limited spread. ~econdary spread by urediospores was limited by dry 
weather and the decreasing susceptibility of oak leaves with age. 

Infection of pine was only poasible when.viable teliospores were 
.present on oak. In · central Wisconsin they were usually present _from 
the first week in .June to the first of July if secondary spread by 
urediospores did not occur, or for about 2 weeks longer if seoondary 
spread did take place. A period of 13 hours of 100 per cent relative 
humidity following a rainfall was neoessary for the production and 
germina_tion of basidiospores. 

A review of nursery weather data indicated that in some years 
conditions favorable for pine infection did . not _oocur and that in 
other years they occurred one or more times during the season. This 
suggests that the timing of fungicide applications to ooinoide with 
periods favorable for pine infeotion could be achieved. 
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MICROOLIMATE PHASES OF BLIS~R RUST CONTROL 

Merle G. Lloyd 

Problem of Management 

It has not .been economically feasible to attempt to grow white pine 
on all the white pine lands in the Inland Empire and protect it from 
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blister rust. Management is confronted with the problem of ·just where 
control should be practised and planting done for best results. 

Meteorological Problem Isolated 

The infection stage of the white pine rust is dependent, in part, upon . 
favorable meteorological conditions. Other things being equal, duration 
of weather favorable for produotion and dissemination of sporidia and 
infection of pine will determine infection patterns. The meteorological 
factors involved in pine infection are moisture and favorable tempera
tures for production of sporidia and pine infection~ air movement for 
,transport of sporidia, and atmospheric turbulence for dispersion of 
sporidia. Nonmeteorological faotors such ~s surface roughness and 
topography affect turbulence and direction and speed of wind. 

The weather varies from day to day, from year to year, a~d between 
localities. Within the range of western white pine, there should be 
seasons as well as areas more or less favorable or unfavorable for the 
rust. . It is conceded that the weather in the Inland Empire is generally 
favorable for the rust. In spite of this, control people have observed 
differences in oonditions that extend ·through even the exoe.ptionally 
favorable "wave years." They can account for these differences only 
by microclimate. They have asked the question, nWhat are the differences 
in microolimate between these areas, and do they account for the differ
ences in rust behavior?" If these differences can be explained by 
microclimate, they ask the question, 11Can the best areas for planting 
white pine and controlling the rust be selected baaed on mioroclimate 
thereon encountered?" To answer this question information is needed · 
on width of protective zones and ribes tolerance under the variety of 
conditions encountered in the areao other faotors being equal, micro
climate existing in each area will determine their standards. 

My purpose in the applied climatological approach to the blister rust 
problem is to analyze the meteorological conditions associated with 
the rust's intensification and spread with a view of modifying the 
blister rust control operation to advantage. The meteorological 
question as isolated from the over-all problem is, "How often do meteor
ologioal conditions favorable and unfavorable for the rust ooour under 
the variety of topographic and vegetative conditions encountered in 
the Inland Empire?" We have some of the information needed to answer 
this question. 

Climatic Requirements for Rust Defined 

Climatic requirements for the rust have been defined. Mr. Offord 
distributed an outline of requirements for the various sta ges of the 
rust, prepared by the California Station .at the 1956 meeting in El 
Paso. Although each spore stage of the rust requires favorable 
temperatures and moisture conditions., some of them develop over such 
a broad range of temperatures, with such a short period of saturated 
air, that favorable conditions can be expected to occur in nature · .. 
each. yearo We are most interested in those stages where temperature 
or laok of moisture may inhibit or limit the rust. 

In Wisconsin, Van Arsdel et al. (9) observed that 10 days with 
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temperatures 9;° F. or higher- -~ould inhibit rust development. They 
also found that a conditioning period of 2 weeks of cool weather with 
no 3 conseoutive days above 82° F. was needed for first produotion of 
fertile teliao . 

In New York» Hirt (5) observed that sporidia did not form during moist 
periods, otherwise of sufficient duration for their formation, ~hen 
accompanying temperatures were higho 

Bega (2) reports variation in conditions ·encountered in California 
from those reported by Van Arsdel in Wisconsino During J years of 
field and laboratory studies, he found that temperature alone as it 
occurs under the dry conditions encou~tered in California (104° F. 
at 55 per cent RH) did not inhibit telia. However, he did find that 
high humidity and somewhat lower temperatures (88° f• at 80 per cent 
RH) sterilized telia. He is still testing combinations of tempera
ture and humidity to see what extremes _teliospores can tolerate • 

. Basic studies under laboratory _conditions, such as these, should be 
continued. · 

Variation of Weather over Inland Empire 

We have a fund of weather information obtained at long-period weather 
stations in and near the white pine belt. Weather data are available 
for 48 localities 9 2_2 of which have long periods of record. This 
information can be used to determine chances of occurrenoe of weather 
favorable and unfavorable for rust intensification and spread. The 
dat _a will tell us whether the climate is uniform over _the Inland 
Empire with variations superimposed due to topography, or whether 
there are two or more subdivisions in the general climate. It will 
give us an objective measure of just how often conditions favor 
rusto 

Variation of Microclimate in Mountainous Terrain 

We know a great deal about variation of microolimate in mountainous 
terraino There is considerable information in the literature on·the 
subject and I have made several studies of variation of temperature, 
humidity, and air movement within small areas of the Inland Empire. 
As relationships between topography and vegetative cover and ·the 
climatic elements are established, it will beoome possible to extend 
chances for rust ·occurrence at long-period stations to nearby white 
pine working uni ts. . · 

Problem One of Small Scale Dispersion 

Sporidia of Cronartium ribioola are formed under conditions of high 
humidity and proceed to germinate immediately. Bega (1) has shown 
that teliospore germination and subsequent casting of sporidia are 
not instantaneous phenomena; rather the rate of sporidia casting 
continues at a given high level for a considerable time period. 
He found a representative telial column started casting sporidia 
8½-hours after subjection to 100 per cent humidity~ and complete 
exhaustion of the column took 70 hours. 
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Van Arsdel (8), on the other hand, has observed what appeared to be 
release of sporidia in mass. In a J-day wet period in northern 
Wisconsin, sporidia were released all at once. At ·Madison, a 2-day 
wet period almost completed the cycle but was not quite long ~nough; 
spores remained attached to the basidia. The implication wa:a that 
free water might be a deciding factor in the release of sporidia. 
More information is needed on this problem. 

Sporidia of blister rust are 8 to 12 microns in diameter. Their 
terminal velocities are estimated to be 1 to 2 feet per minute in 
still air~ Studies by the U. s. Weather Bureau (7) ~ve shown that 
particles with fall rates of .less than 2 feet per minute move with 
the volume of air in which they are contained. Their dispersion, 
therefore, reduces to ~nd transport and eddy qiffusion. 

From studies made in chemical warfare, atomic energy, and air 
pollution, we can determine concentrations of sporidia at given 
distances from a ribes bush producing sporidia at a given rate. The 
problem is ·one of small scale dispersion from a continuous point 
source. Current knowledge in the field has been recently surveyed 
by Cramer (4) • 

Equations developed by Sutton (6) give theoretical concentrations 
downwind from a ·source at the center of a "time-mean" plume that re
sults from the complex lateral and vertical meanderings of the 
ninstantaneous" plume. The "time-mean" plume-may be compared to a 
time-exposure photograph of the plume from a continuous source taken 
with a pin-hole camera. Maximum concentrations at a given distance 
downwind are inversely proportional to the wind speed and directly 
proportional to the rate spores are emitted. Maximum concentrations 
diminish almost as the square . of the distance. 

Cramer (J) has substituted direct meteorological indicators (standard 
deviations of the azimuth and elevation angle of the wind direction) 
for generalized diffusion coefficients obtained from the vertical 
profile of mean wind speed of Sutton's equation. Satisfactory 
estimates of distribution of spores from a point source near the 
ground can be made from his tables and graphs if spore production, 
mean wind speed, frequency distribution of azimuth of wind, and thermal 
stratification are known. Plume width tends to decrease linearly with 
increasing distance. The downwind axis of the plume is -approximately 
along the direction of the mean wind. We need information on wind 
speed and direction, on fluctuation of wind direction, and on thermal 
stratification under moist conditions in mountainous terrain to apply · 
this information to the blister rust problem. 

Air Movement in Mountainous Terrain 

Considerable information is available on air movement in mountainous 
terrain. Studies have been made on wind behavior on elevated terrain. 
The deformation and intensification of wind by topography has been 
investigated. Slope and valley winds have been inte .nsi vely studied as 
has vertical variation of wind above the surface and through various 
types of forest cover. Work is needed on air flow in the Inland Empire 
during moist periods and in areas where long-distance spread is suspected . 
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Such studies were started this .summer and will be continued next fall 
during favorable moist periods. Results of this study will make possible 
a oloser definition of width of protective zones. They may explain the 
suspected long-distance spread in some problem areas. 

Summary 

Management has askedp 11What is the difference in mieroclimate between · 
areas with low ribes ' population and heavy infection and areas with 
high ribes population and light infection?" Answers to this question 
will make it possible to designate and delineate areas where conditions 
for the rust may be so favorable that even a few remaining ribes could 
cause a rust buildup that could not be tolerated. 

Management also wants ·to know what air flow conditions prevail in 
areas where long-distance spread may be involved. If basic criteria 
£or long-distance spread can be established and recognized when 
observed on working unitsp then they can be considered in planning 
eradication work. · 

When these questions have been answered, standards for ribes tolerance 
and for width of protective zones can be established on each blister 
rust working unit. Areas for protection and performing local ribes 
eradication can be selected which will not require protective zones 
of proportions beyond which it is not economically feasible to 
eradicate ribes. Areas where local intensification from a few re
maining ribes might be expected can be avoided. 
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GUIDELINES FOR ESTIMATING THE SURVIVAL OF 
FIRE--DAMAGED TREF.S 

~-w11tis~ ~, ;.•:·:1tiig~~if 

Forest fires are a recurrent problem in California. Up to the latter 
part of September of the current year over 91,009 acres of timbered 
lands had been burned over this season and sinoe that time approximately 
47,000 acres have ·been added to the total. Salvaged logs from the 
larger of the resultant burns will tax the available mill facilities. 
Some loss from stains and decay will undoubtedly be incurred before 
salvage can be completed. The supply of seed, planting stock, and 
funds for the regeneration of the burned-over lands will be wholly 
inadequate to accomplish the job needed. Yield schedules for the 
districts in which the large fires ocourred will be thrown oompletely 
out of line. 

Under these conditions it is important to save as many as possible of 
the trees that may be expected to recover. Equally important is the 
saving of a oone crop now prese _nt in the first-year stage on many of · 
the injured ponderosa pines, some of which may not remain alive through 
the year following seed dispersal. The seed will come at a strategic 
time next fall and it will all be needed. 

Our observational studies on the survival of trees after fire began 
in 1939, following a request from the Forest Servioe for an opinion 
on survival on a burn in recently logged ponderosa pine. A good 
reserve of thrifty trees had been left in the logging and the Forest 
Service wanted to save all of these that would live through. On 
examination of the area we were impressed by our laok of knowledge 
and exper'ienoe in interpreting what we saw. The subsequent seri~s of 
studies, in which sample damaged trees were followed until mortality 
on the areas had returned t .o normal, have been oompleted on 30 burns 
in the pine region of California. These have been distributed not · 
only geographically but also by date of ooourrence over the season. 
At first they were confined to ponderosa and Jeffrey pines, the 
species most in question with respeot to survival, _but were later 
extended to other conifers. 

Basio considerations affeoting survival: A number of reports on tree 
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survival following fire have appeared in the literature but, almost 
without exoeption, they have been entirely empirical, with conclusions 
drawn from only a single fire. Little or no attention has been given 
to the physiologioal condition of the tree at the time of the fire, 
to site influences on survival, or to aspects ·of injury other than 
fo~iage killo All may have a bearing on survival • 

.Basically, the chances for a conifer to live following fire damage 
depend on the extent of the damage, the food reserves and growth 
factor supply available from which the injury can be repaired and 
the site factors that will influence subsequent growth. A tree is 
most vulnerable to fire injury during the period when length growth 
is taking place. Such growth is almost entirely from reserves of the 
previous season. During its progress there is no protected terminal 
bud and the newly formed twig tissues are soft and easily injured. 
Fortunately~ climatic conditions are such that few serious fires 
oocur during this period. 

As the season progressed the tree not only has an opportunity to 
rebuild reserves, even though a part is diverted to diameter growth, 
but it becomes better protected to withstand injury if it is a 
ponderosa pine or a similar species in which the twigs are relatively 
stout and the buds large and well-covered. In coniferous species 
with thin twigs and relatively small and unprotected buds the time 
of the fire is les .s importanto Iri .them, crown injury is likely to . 
coincide closely with ·visible foliage injury and one can estimate 
quite closely what the remaining live crown will be, even shortly 
after a fireo In contrast» estimates under similar conditions of 
surviving live crown on ponderosa or Jeffrey pines may be consider
ably in error, especially if made by one with limited experienoeo 
An example is provided by one of our early study areas, on a burn 
resulting from a fast-moving October fireo On ponderosa pines with 
an average estimated foliage kill of 74 per cent, the estimates of 
live crown, ioeo, the percentage of orown with live twigs and .buds, 
were . too low by 24 per cent on the average and in individual oases 
were as much as 40 per cent in error. All of the sample trees 
survived. 

After the main surge of length growth is completed in ponderosa 
pine, the anatomical and physiological conditions influencing 
survival change quite rapidly. Even a few weeks time may·change 
the prospects, fire conditions being equal. On this account the 
date 'Of occurrence of the fire in relation to the stage of growth 
development of trees on the area is important in attempting to 
assess fire damage. Trees scorched by early-season fires have had 
little opportuility to accumulate reserves and sufficient r~maining 
green crown is needed -to synthesize enough food to carry the tree 
through the balance of that season and to provide for length growth 
the following spring. As a rough approximation, about 25 per cent 
of green foliage seems· to be needed to pull a previously thrifty 
tree through after a late June or early July fire at medium elevations. 
Criteria with respect to dates need to be adjusted in seasons in 
which growth has begun very early or very late. 

. ' 

Relation of growth rate and site to survival: In general, survival 
prospects correspond with growth vigor prior to the fire. With 



equal injury, young trees on good sites have the best chance of recovery 
and old, overmature trees on poor site~, the least. Overmature ponderosa 
pines are usually making slow growth before a fire and with even moderate 
fire injury they become quite susceptible to attack around the base by 
red turpentine beetles. These basal attacks, if numerous, are often 
followed later by bole attacks by the western pine beetle. On this 
account, old, overmature trees, especially of ponderosa or Jeffrey pines, 
are poor prospects to leave following fire unless damage to them is quite 
limited. With respect to site influence, it has been found that more 
allowance has to be made on burns east of the Sierra and Cascade summits 
than on those on the west slopes if good survival is to be antioipate ·d, 
because of the generally slower growth under East Side conditions than 
on the West. · 

Crown damage and survival: Most of the mortality in the sample trees 
followed by us was in trees with a foliage kill of 90 per cent or more 
and a twig and bud kill exceeding 50 per cent. Exceptions were principally 
on burns where there was no salvage or salvage ·was delayed, permitting 
bark beetle populations to build up. Under such conditions even com
pletely green trees may be attacked if they are close to others that are 
being invaded. Many trees with more than 90 per cent of foliage kill 
survived if half or more of the twigs and buds remained alive and the 
fire occurred after most of the ·seasonal growth for the year had been 
completed. 

In judging survival potentials in ponderosa or Jeffrey pines, the pro
portion of twig and bud kill is . -~ucb more important than the proportion 
of needle scorch, because if the twigs and buds are living the loss of 
needles is in part only temporary. It is the amount of foliage present 
the year following the fire that largely determines whether or .not the 
tree will succumb, since the growth that the tree is able to make during 
the two years after the fire has a strong influence ·on the probability 
of beetle attack. Most trees not initially killed or mortally damaged 
by a fire succumb during the second season after its occurrence if they 
die at all. 

For other conifers, such as sugar pine, white fir, Douglas-fir and 
incense-cedar, the distinction between foliage kill , and twig and bud 
kill is not so important because the two closely coincide, as already 
noted. In these speoies about 40 per cent of green crown is usu~lly 
needed if the tree is .to survive. 

Cambium injury and survival: After a fire a tree has only a certain 
amount of food reserves that can be drawn on to repair the damage. If, 
in addition to crown injury, there is also injury to the cambium, a 
part of these reserves is diverted to callus formation around the wound 
and not so much is available for recovery elsewhere. In addition, patch 
kills of cambium of material size attract beetles or borers, the larvae 
of which are likely to extend the damaged area and to introduce stain 
organisms which cut off conduction in the underlying sapwood. 

Most errors in the marking of timber on a burn appear to arise from 
insufficient attention to cambial injury. In the pines, damage to the 
cambium is not hard to recognize if one chops through the bark near 
ground level on the lee side of the tree with respect to the fire 
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movement, or on the uphill side · on trees located on slopes. In ponderosa 
pines small areas of patoh kill of cambium near the base do not seem to 
greatly jeopardize survival, nor are narrow strips of kill or of browning 
of the inner bark under the bark crevices of importance in survival 
unless they are numerous. On the other hand, large patch kills, extend
ing up several feet or more, when occurring with severe crown injury, 
definitely reduce the recovery prospects for the tree. 

In white fir we have found cambium injury much harder to recognize than 
in the pines because of the non-resinous wood and the absence of brown
ing in the damaged tissues. No satisfactory criteria for judgment have 
been developed in the course of the studies, leaving the estimation of 
cambial damage to this -species in an unsatisfactory state. 

-------------~--------"---------------------------------------------------

CULL FACTORS FOR HEART ROTS 
AND THEIR USE IN MARKING GUIDES 

James W. Kimmey 

The part of a living tree that is not merchantable because of defect is 
termed cull. The defect may be decayed wood, shake, fire soars, or poor 
form. 

When the amount of cull is expressed as a per cent of the gross volume 
of a tree or stand, the percentage is termed the cull factor. 

There are two general types of cull factors. One type is applied to 
individual tree volumes, the other to tree group or ·stand volumes. That 
applied to individual trees is based on the . oull found in association 
with specific indicators such as conks, fire soars, or broken tops; it 
is called an indicator factor. The type of cull .factor applied to tree 
groups or stand volume is based on total cull regardless of ·indicators 
and is called a flat factor. 

Most cull is caused by heart rots; however, cull factors ordinarily 
incl1,1de cull from all causes except that caused by tree fo.rm, such as 
crook or sweep. 

Cull factors can be designed to apply to the entire volume of trees 
or to only a portion, such as to the sawlog portion between a pre
determined stump height and a fixed top diameter. They·can be designed 
to apply to board-foot volumes or to cubic volumes. · Usually the factor 
for board-foot oull is larger than that for cubic cull for the same 
defect. Some defects, such as shake, may cause cull of board-foot 
volume but not cubic volume. · 

Cull factors ordinarily must be detennined separately for each com
mercial tree species. Sometimes cull varies considerably from one 
site to another, so that it is also desirable to determine cull factors 
for each tree species for each site class. Within a species, the average 
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amount of cull in a tree increases with its age. However, it is impos
sible or impractical~ except in Eriren:..aged·stands 1 to detel1Jl1-ne ~he age 
of each sample tree when cruising. ~inee tree size is ordinarily cor
related with age and it is readily measured by cruisers, cull faotors 
are usually determined for trees by diameter classes. Sometimes flat 
factors may be determined for tree classes that are based on tree age. 

PURPOSE AND us~ OF CULL FACTORS 

Cull in living forest trees is of primary economic importance in the 
lumber industry, and the success or failure of a lumbering operation 
often depends on the accuraoy with whioh estimates of cull have been 
made. This is true not' only because oull reduces the volume of sound 
wood available, but also because it increases handling costs in logging 
and milling. The amount of cull present in a living tree ie often 
diffioult to estimate. · Cruises will be in error if not correctly dis
counted for oull, even though gross volume -measurements are accurate. 

Cull factors are a scientific tool designe~ for . use in estimating the 
extent of cull in a stand of timber. Gross volumes can be accurately 
measured, but the volume of merchantable material in a stand must be 
determined by estimating what portion of the total volume is useless · 
because of cull. · · · · 

Local timber cruisers with considerable experience in a particular area 
and timber type can often gain sufficient . knowledge to estimate · cull 
accurately in standing trees in that timber .type and area; especially 
for the degree of utilization and type of cutting and marntfacture with 
which they are familiar. Cruisers new to the job, or to an area and 
timber type, usuaily have difficulty in making accurate estimates of 
cull. The uninitiated can quickly and easily learn to apply oull factors 
to obtain a consistently accurate estimate of cull • 

. Cull factors are invaluable in large-scale timber inventories, such as 
the National Fore st ,. S~vey, · in whioh · mnnero-qa survey orews, made up of 
relatively ine~rienoed forestry students, collect volume data over 
wide areas of great diversity in timb\:tr types. The primary objective 
and most important result of an inventory is the net volume of timber, 
and the accuracy of net volume determines ·the value and usefulness of 
the inventory ·. Periodic · remeasurement is .made of permanent . survey plots 
to determine trends 1n ·ou11 ·developnent. Consistency in oull estimating 
is necessary in each subsequent examination if trends are to be accurately 
evaluated. Cull factors are of ' inestimable value for obtaining consistent 
cull estimates whe~_~aoh remeasurement is made by a different estimator. 

The success of sustained yield management of timber stands depends upon 
an accurate prediction of the net volume of merohanta~ie timber that 
m~y be harvested ·annually. The accuracy of the prediction depends upon 
the accuracy of an inventory, predicted gro:v,th, atid predicted losses, 
much of which will be caused by cull. To det~rmine t9~ allowable out 
it is therefor~ necessary to be able not only to acourat~ly estimate 
cull now prese~t, but also to estimate future losses from cull. Cull 
fac t ors fulfill both needs. ' · 

Timber sal es to be equitable must be based on accurate estimates of 
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merchantable timber. Aoourate oull estimates are requisite in the ful
fillment of sale oontr~ots. Purchasers base their bidding price on the 
net volume available and the cost . of logging and milling, all of which 
are affected by cull in the timber. 

Some defects that cause cull in lumber manufacture do not cause cull 
in pulp manufacture. Wood containing sound-w9od defects, such as 
shakep or some defects caused by fungi, suoh as stained wood or the 
early stage of "white rot" deoayp is usable for pulp manufacture with 
little or no loss of pulp yield. Even wood ~n advanced stages of decay 
caused by some of the "white rot 11 fungi is usable, but the decay reduces 
the yield of pulp. Cull factors can be designed to distinguish the 
types of cull 9 and permit accurate cull estimates for the market intended . 

APPLICATION OF CULL FACTORS 

Early cull studies in .western United States were ooncerned mostly with 
decay from one heart rot fungus, or deoay in one tree species. The 
studies were usually made at only one or t~o localities and involved a 
single site--seldom more than two sites. Cull .percentages were invariably 
computed for trees of various ages; although this method was logical, the 
results were difficult to apply in cruising. Consequentlyp the cull in
formation had little application as cull factors. The results had greater 
value for determining pathological rotation age of the tree species 
studied. · 

To be most useful in estimating cull in timber ·stands, factors must be 
readily applicable to what a cruiser can see and measure. Flat factors 
are the simplest to apply, but are likely to be the least accurate, 
especially on small areas. However, flat factors may be satisfactory 
and most efficient for tree species having small peroentages of cull. 
For example, ponderosa pine in the West Coast States has little defect 
and is especially adaptable to use of flat faotors. When sample trees 
are grouped by tree classes the cull factor varies by only 1 or 2 per 
cent from one class group to the next. Indicator factors should be used 
for tree species that are highly defective and especially variable in 
amount of defect. Most tree species that are highly defective bear 
indications of defect suitable for preparation of this type of cull 
factors. However, occasional tree species, such as incense-cedar, 
although highly defective, do not exhibit suitable indicators for 
aocurately estimating cull. Flat factors must be used for such species. 
Some trees of nearly all species contain cull that is not manifest by 
external indicators. Even though indicator factors are employed for 
estimating cull in a speoies, supplemental flat factors are usually 
required for those trees that show no indications of cull. 

Flat factors based on tree age may, under.certain circumstances, be 
appropriate for some species, such as aspen. Aspen usually occurs 
in even-aged stands, or stands of 2 or 3 ages, and often lacks suitable 
cull indicators. Tree diameter in aspen stands is particularly variable 
in relation to age, because of wide ranges in site quality and stand 
density. Cull factors should be prepared for age groups and probably 
by site classes. Cruisers can determine stand ages by ring counts on 
increment borer cores from a relatively few sample trees . 
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Flat factors dete!Jllined for a speoies in one locality niay not give 
accurate determination of cull when applied in other localities. Before 
such factors are used in a new locality, they should be cheeked to test 
their applicability there. Indicator factors, .on the other hand, are 
more likely to apply in new localities as well as they do in .the locality 
where they were determinedo However, it is wellto cheek them because 
there may be additional or different indicators, in a. new locality, that 
must be included to estimate total oull accurately. 

. . . 

Indicator factors, although requiring more field and office proceclure 
than flat factors, are ordinarily more accurate both over small areas 
ancl over wide ranges of cull diversity. When large variations of cull 
in a tree specieiJ are associated w1 th a single indicator such as conks 
of Fornes igniariY£! in aspen or fire soars .in lodgepole pinei cull 
factors should be determined for the single indicator even though the 
tree species may contain much cull for which there are no indicators. 
Supplemental flat factors for the "hidden cull" must be determined in 
such ·oases. The combination of indicator factor plus supplemental 
flat factor will provide a greater accuracy over small or localized 
areas, as well as over broad areas having large variations of cull. 

A cruiser who does not use cull factors, as such, estimates cull in 
individual sample trees, basing his estimat~s largely on experience 
and rules~of-thumb., However11 he uses cull indicators, although he 
ordinarily uses considerable judgment along with the indicators. When 
a cruiser uses indicator eull factors he c,an, with experience and . 
knowledge11 improve his accuraoy by supplementally employing his good 
judgment. Cull factors necessarilyai4e average values, and an indi
ootor factor is a general average of the amount of cull associated 
with .a particular type of indicator. Some indioatorsp · suoh as "broken 
top," vary considerably in severity and age. · For instance, a top 
broken out high up in a tree bole that was sound at the time of the 
break will represent less cull than one broken out at the same•time, 
but lower in a bole that contained decay before the breako And if 
the lower break occurred 20 years before the higher break the differ
ence ip amount of oull would be even greater. An experienced cruiser 
can pretty well judge the age and cause of such broken tops as well as 
their position in the bole, and can modify th~ average cull factor 
accordingly. 

SOME CULL FACTORS D~NED FOR STANDS 
OF WESTErul. UNITED STATES 

Cull ·estimates of a sort probably have been used in western United 
State .s since the advent of lumbering there, and certainly since the 
start of timber inventorying. Through long experience in cruising, 
harvesting and manufacturing in a certain timber species, the timber 
men have a pretty good idea of the extent of culi usually found. They 
can estimate with fair accuracy the per cent of cull to be expected; 
and such estimates have sometimes been termed the 11eull faotor. 11 Large 
scale inventories of western timber stands have utilized these "cuil 
factors'' in estimating -net volumes. · Their use in overmature stands 
of the principal commercial species, such ·as Douglas-fir in.the Douglas
fir region and ponderosa pine in the pine regions, have been generally 
satisfactory. However~ as the industry has turned increasingly to 
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younger stands, .other tree species,: closer utilization in the woods and 
mill, and as the value of timber has inoreased, need for refinement in 
cull estimating h$s become evident. When the National Forest Survey 
was started in the western forests, the ·need for this refinement · was 
most apparent, as all commercial tree species were to be accurately 
inventoried. Experience in estimating oull in many species and tree 
ages was limited, and in some species entirely lacking. If the goals 
of accuracy in determining net volumes were to be attained, this 
survey must have accurate cull factors. 

When this survey was started in California in 1946 the Forest Service 
called on forest pathologists for help. Like the survey, studies to 
determine cull factors were started in the Coast Range of northwest 
California. Gull factors for most commercial conifers there (except 
redwood) and for hardwoods in that subregion were first determined by 
the Federal Division of Forest Pathology from 1946 to ·1949, and ~ere 
published by the Forest Service in 1950. Indicator factors were deter
mined for Douglas-fir, and for red and white fir; flat factors were deter
mined for the other conifers and the hardwoods. Later, indioator factors 
were determined and published for redwood. · When the survey was extended 
to the Sierrasp new flat faotors were determined there for the pine 
species and incense-cedar, and were published in 1954. The indicator 
factors for Douglas!"'fir were used in the Sierras without any question 
of their applicability there; however some doubt was raised about the 
applicability of those for red and white firs. Consequently; a detailed 
check of their application in the Sierras was made. The re~ults, published 
in l957i, showed that these factors applied equally well in the Sierras . 

Besides their use by the Forest Service, use of the California oull 
factors has been adopted by California industrial and State foresters, 
who have been most enthusiastic about ·them. Some.of these factors 
have also been used in other western states. 

When the National Survey was started in Alaska, pathologists were again 
called on. In 1953 and 1954, qull studies were made in Southeast Alaska, 
and cull factors determined ·for Sitka spruce, western hemlock, and 
western redcedar were published in 1956. Both flat factors and indicator 
factors were determined in these studies. 

Recent oull studies for Engelmann spruce and aspen were made in Colorado 
by the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station. They found 
that more than 85 per cent of the rot volume in spruoe was associated 
with recognized external indicators. Cull factors have not yet been 
published. Earlier studies made in their territory of cull from red 
rot in ponderosa pine and oull in lodgepole pine; Engelmann spruce, 
and alpine fir have helped in estimating net volumes in Rocky Mountain 
timber. 

In the Pacific Northwest, detailed studies of rot from~ pini in 
Douglas-fir and heart rot studies in western hemlock have supplied 
valuable information helpful in estimating cull in these two important 
oonifers. Scars from lo gging in old growth and from thinning in r oung 
stands were found to be good indicators of cull in western hemlock. 
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USE OF CULL FACTORS IN MARKING GUIDES 

Timber marking is a complex silvioultural job, ~nd cull faotors may be 
used as an aid in only a part of the job. That part applies to the top 
priority in general policy to salvage imminent losses, and never to 
leave a stand with poorer timber growing potential than it had before 
cutting. Cull factors, when used in cruising, directly aid in marking • 
. Cruise estimates of cull volume often determine how the timber will be 
marked and cut. When stand treatment has been previously decided, 
marking and cruising are often simultaneous. · 

Cull factors enable the marker to judge the extent of oull in a tree 
or stand. Exoept in olearoutting operations, flat factors for stands 
have little use. Indicator factors, on the other hand, are useful in 
marking for all types of cutting. They enable the marker to select 
sound seed trees in seed-tree harvest outs, and to recognize the . most 
defective tTees in shelterwood, selection, .or release cuttings • 

. Cull factors are especially useful in intermediate cuttings for 
thinning, improvement cuts, sanitation outs, and salvage outs. In _ 
marking for such outs, cull indicators aid the marker in attaining the 
objectives to obtain · greater total yield and to recover and use timber 
that would otherwise · be lost. . . . 

.Conks, fire sears, broken tops, and other injuries indicate the degree 
of cull, growth potential, general thrift condition, and risk rating 
of a tree. All these faotors must be considered in marking for almost 
any type of partial cuttingo In risk rating, all tree speoies are 
considered the highest risk when conks or other evidence of rot are 
present, or when serious bole injury or defect is evident that will 
result in breakage or imminent mortality. 

NEEDS FOR CULL FACTORS 

In the West, cull factors are urgently needed in the Intermountaih, 
Northern Rocky Mountain, and Rocky Mountain regions. Probably the 
Northern Rocky Mountain region has most urgent need, and here the need 
is greatest for f~otors for western redoedar, western hemlock, the true 
firs, and lodgepole pine. Within these regions the National Forest 
Survey has the most immediate need for such faotors, although forest 
managers probably have more need for them. · 

The needs for cull factors are evident and their priority is pretty 
well agreed. The one big need, however, is for money to oonduot the 
necessary cull studies to determine -the factors. When we solve that 
one big problem, the rest will be just a matter of research time. 

-----------------------------------·-------------------------------------· 

BARK AS A CRITERION OF RED ROT CULL 

Stuart R. Andrews 

The Navajo Indian Reservation covers about 24,000 square miles in 
northwestern New Mexico, northeastern Arizona, and southeastern Utah. 
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.About~ per cent of · this vast area or 742-;657 acres 1s _oo~meroial timber
land of which 458,457 acres are operable at the present time .a The· bulk 
of the operable saw-timber occurs along -the Ari _zo~•N.ew-Mexico ~tate line 
on or adjacent to the Defiance PlA~~u and the Chuska ·Mountain. · Both 
these f'or·ested areas lie yd thin the boundaries ; of the origina _l reservation 
of 3, 5.00, 000 acre .a establi,;Jhed by the · T.reaty .'. of · 1868. ' 

Except for intermittent cutting to ~upply ~al~ portable mills commercial 
· logging did not start on ;t,be Navaj'o··ae·~ervati9n until 1936 1Vhen a tribal 
sawmill waf'! constructed on the Def.ian~e Plateau ,. :for the fifst six years, 
annual outs averaged little more .tUian 2,qop;ooo b9ard feet of ponderosa . 
pine sawtimbera _ Beginn,_;ng with 194~, out~ have i!}~rease_d steadily until 
now they ~pp_foaoh 20~000, 000 boara •f'.eet each y~ar-, · the allowable cut for 
the Plateau ··'.Logging Unit. Because of the ··1ocation and capacity of the . 
mill, ncme 'ot the sawlogs have come. ·from the Obuska Mountaiu area~ With-
in th~ ne~ ·::r~w years this piotur.~ ~il~ be cha~ed _. . : · . 

. . . . . . . . 

Currently th~ Navajo Tribe i~ laying the groundwprk for a~ expanded wood 
indu!:5try on the reservation :. toc _al ··;p_oint : ~~1 be a .$7.POOO.POOO pi _ant ... 
dE!velopment at. ~ed Lake, wbioh ·_t(ltradgles _ ·the · Arizona.New Mexico state 
line. Plant looation and size will .mean that logging units in .the Ohuska 
Mountain as well as the · Defiance . ·Plateau nl-1 be the source of raw . · .... 
materials~ · · · · · -, · · · · ·. · · · -

From the foregoing description of l9gging on the Navajo it is evident 
that the . ·Res·f.Yriation ha~ . a . much higher ' proportion of vi;rgiri ponderosa 
pine timberle,nd than Arizona and ~ew Mexico c_ommeroial f ores.t .s as a 
whole: 85 per cent as compared wi tn an estimated .30 per cent .. ~ 

. . . . , 

Forest land ad~inistrators throughout the Southwe!:5t had to faoe-up ·to 
a oomparalile sttt-plu_s of uncut stand .a at the close of World War II ~- To 
cover these ··atands as rapidly as ~ssible · and to place them under some 
fqrm of management, .short cutting cycles and a light improvement;;;.· . 
selection -method of cutting were adopted. The original aim of the 
system, removal of JO to 40 per oe?1t of the net .volume, has been 
~ohieved for the past 13 year _s. Acc_ording to the U. s_. Fore~t Service 
Region 3 Timb~r Management Handbook th~ pbjecti~e of this system is 
n •••• -t;o· develop vigorous . wel_l-f~rmed ~ta~~ wfth a good :representation 
of all size and age plasses 11• ·1t is stated -further that "Light and ' 
fl'equent cuttings have the following merits: mortality los~es are 
re<iuoed by'' tb'e removal of . deQlining and other high risk tree's; maximum 
quality :~~wth is .promoted by .opening -up o_rowded.groups; and establish
mept of r.ep:roduotion is favored _." · 

It has been recognized that these lighter outs are not the panacea 
fo~ internal defect such as heart rot;tbat they are for mortality 
~o~se.s. In this res~ct, ,the 9ld marking systems had bee~ _more 
effective. They had resulted in :the remova+ of 70 per cent or more 
of the original stand, and e, 'rail• proportion of th.a dw i:emaining old 
and defective trees died before the second out. Administrative defeat 
sttiqies that h&ve be.en mad~ durj,ng :second cuttings of sucli heavily 
out 'stands revealed negligible amounts of heart rot ouil, usually 
~e$s than 2 :pe_r cent of tpe gross volume. . 

fil¥i.t is hapMhing under the current system? Many mature and overmature 
trees are being reserved if they Mve a low bark beetle risk rating, 
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appear healthy and free of serious dise~se or meohanic~l injuries 1 and, 
the ref ore~ can be .. expected . to survive untii the next cutting cycile o 
Internal cull in such trees is bound to · i~~rease between outs o Further
more» these oull volumes may seriously reduoe the net scale in second . 
cutso They will not be absorbed in mortality l .osse~ .P Unfortimat~ly, · 
the amount of cull that can be anticipated .has beeh little more than a 
eubject for speculationo · · · 

·Since 1951» the light improvement~seleetion method of outting ha~ been 
followed on the ·Navajo Reservation .o Two marking criteria are bei~ 
applied to prooure an initial cut · of 35 per cent .of the net vc.:,lume .• 
The first .is Keen I s Tree c1as ·s1r1oation as modified by Thpmpson,; ·ul'lder 
whioh D tree~ are marked regardless of age class 9 ill,i IV~ trees and 
Ill-C trees larger than 24 inches d.b.ho» and IV~B trees larger than 
28 inches o The second criterion is a bark beetle risk olassi.fioation 
developed by Bongberg for ' tlie 'Navajo 9 ·under whioh all high. and ·moder;.. 
ately high risk trees are marked. Because the ratio of net to gros~ 
log scale showed a marked increase when the lighter · cut;3 were adopted, 
it seemed obvi9us that more defe~t was · being le .ft iri reserved stands · 
than formerly. . ... . . 

The Bureau of Indian .Affairs has been aware of these implications for 
some time. The Bureau's Branch of Forest ·ry is respon~ib .l,e for the · 
sound management of Navajo · timberlands, but it oa·nnot d~~~harge this 
responsibility at the expensEi of" the · present ·tribal . .sawmill or the 
projected plant at Red Lake~ Furthermorei both the 'Bureau and tb,e 
Navajo Tribe are dedicated to increasing the eoonomio and sociological 
benefits that accrue frotn' a stable ' wood industry with opportunities 
for training and employment ··or hundreds ·o:f Navajos. With so mu9h 'virgin 
sawtimber remaining on the ·Rei~ervation 9 the current marking policy couJ_d 
be modified if necessary to meet such long-range objectives. 

In 1953, the Bureau of Indian Affairs initiated the first of several 
requests for assistance -in evaluating the · red ri:>t problem ·on the .'Navajo 
Reservation .~ These requests · culininated in - a forinar ·c.ooperative . agreement 
between the Rocky MountaiiiForest -arid .Range·ExperimEint Station, the 
Bureau 9 and the Navajo Tribe .~- Unµer the terms of"the agreement, a defeot 
study wa~ made on the Defiaric~ Plateau in 1955 .and 1956. . · . 

The study was l~ited to 7,ooo ·acres of the area scheduled for cutting 
in the Defiance Logging Unit ' ·during those years. · Eighty 1/4-acre · · 
circular plots in dlusters of 4 were located at random and clear-cut · 
after . they had been marked according to ·· the · existing marking rules~ 
Both "cut" and "leave" trees were . bucked into ,sawlogs and scaled ·by 
B.I.A, soalerso "Leave" trees then were dissected so that the actual 
amount of rat oould be determ1ned. Age counts were · made on all trees _. 

Red rot was present on 100 · per cent of the clusters, on 76 · per cent of 
the plots!) and in 34 per cent of the 427 -plot trees. Deductions for 
red rot amounted to 15 per cent . of . the gros .s scale for · all trees . or 71 
per· cent of the total defeot o An analy~is of variance indicated a co
efficient of . variation for plot red rot volum~s of 52 per oento 

The first important finding in the study was that there was a consist 
ent tendency to underestimate tree ages during markingo Many trees 
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that were older than 225 years aocording to ring counts were alassified 
as Keen Age Class III-" on the basis of upper trunk bark color and crown 
characteristicso It · was appa.r.ent that unless corrected this tendency 
cbuld lead to an erroneous impression of age distribution and might . 
obscure fundamental relationship:J between red rot and age. For example, 
trees that were classified as Keen Age Class Ill made up 62 per cent of 
the total gross volume in the virgin stand and' they contained 69 per cent 
of the red rot cull. When the study trees were rearranged according to 
their actual ages, Age Class III (151 to 225 years) accounted for only 
22 per cent of the gross and 20 per cent of the red rot cull in the 
virgin stand. · 

The second important finding was that red rot appears to be more closely 
related to certain bark characters tban ·to actual ages. This is an 
interesting point for ·obvious _reasons. · It . is easier to determine bark 
characters of the · lower trunk than to count annual rings, and bark 
chare.ctera might serve as a mar-king criterion. · · · 

Characteristics · of the bark were recorded !'or 271 trees ·out in the 
study during 1956. None·or the merchantable black jacks bad scaleable 
red rot and they can be .ignored. When the remaining trees were placed . 
in ~een Age Classes III and IV on the bl:!.sis of their actual ages, the 
cull per cents were 14 and 20 1 respeotiveiy. W}ien they w~re assigned 
to these 2 classes on the bas,is of bark col9~ alone ii the percentages 
were 10 and 20. This improvement·may be expressed another way: 95 
per ·cent of the red rotwaii accounted for in 79 per cent of the gross 
volume in Class IV trees when bark color was used as compared with 78 

· per cent of . the rot in 67 per cent of · the · gross when actual ages were 
used. · Probably, use of bark color re_sulted in the transfer of old 
Class III trees to Class IV. · ·. · · 

• ' ~... • ' 'J • • ' 

Ina~mueh as with bark color as the criterion 95 per oen~ of the red 
rot volume oc;ourred- in Class IV trees, _analysis -of the relaticm of decay 
to other . bark characters ·was limited to this class. Plate size and bark 
texture appeared to be about eql?:al~y importan~. - :For example1 rot cull 
amounted to 27 per cent in trees · with la,rge plates and to 26 per cent 
in trees with shaggy bark. Red rot cull w~s about the same in yellow 
pines with shallow and moderately shallow furrows (22 as compared with 
21 per oent), whereas it was much less in trees with deep furrows (14 
per cent). ·Trees with small bark plate1:1 in combination with moderately 
deep or deep furrows were invariably young yellow pines and bad re-
latively low rot volumes. · ' 

.Current marking practice on the Defiance Plateau is taking 45 per oent 
of the gross volume and 54 per cent .of the red rot volume in the virgin 
stand. If marking were modified so as to remove yellow pines with 
shallow furrows plus those with a combination of moderately deep furrows 
and large pla.tes, - the first out would remove 46 per cent of the gross 
and 66 per cent of the red rot·volume. If all remaining high insect 
risk trees were marked also, the out would take 59 per cent of the 
gross (about 42 per cent net) and 78 per cent of the original red rot 
volume. The cull per cent in residual stand would then be reduced from 
14 to 9 per cent. · 

How much red rot can be expected when stands marked according to the 
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light improvement-seleotion ·method are ready for second cuttings? No 
attempt will be made to describe the procedures followed in arriving 
at an estimate. In general, however, gross volume, _red rot volume and 
cull per cent curves were developed for the residual stand, and from 
these curves it was estimated that in the young portion of the stand 
(merchantable trees less than 2;0 years old) gross volumes would increase 
by 27 per cent and red rot volumes would increase by 67 per cent in 25 
years, the length of the cutting oycle for the Defiance Unit. After 
allowances were made for gross and rot increment of older residual trees 
and ingrowth of poles, it was estimated that red rot cull per cent in 
the residual stand in the next cutting cycle would be 17 per cent or 2 
per cent more than was present in the v~rg~n stand. 

In our analyses of the Defiance data we·. have not yet developed any 
estimate of future red rot losses if vi~gi?).·stands were marked more 
heavily on the basis of bark charaoteri~tios and risk rating •. However, 
if cull per cent in the residual stand were reduced to 9, a maximum of 
about 12 could be expected in the · second cutting cycle. For a:n annual 
out of 20,000,000 board feet such a reduction would represent savings 
of $10,000 each year. 

--------~--------------------------~-----------------------------------

POR:J:A ROOT .ROT 

G. W. -Wallis 

Poria weirii was first recognized as a disease of Douglas fir in 1929. 
The Northwest Forest Pest Action Committee (1955) now rates it ae the 
most destructive endemic root rot facing managers of coniferous forests 
in the Douglas fir region. Childs (1949) estimates productivity of 
second-growth stands in Western Oregon and Washington is, _on the average, 
reduced by about five per cent by this disease. 

Poria weirii attacks most of our major coniferous species, but extensive 
killing has been recorded only in Douglas fir. Deciduous species appear 
to be resistant. The greatest losses are found in etands from 30~150 
years of age. Infection characteristically ooours in small patches · or 
foci of dead, dying or down trees. External symptoms are variablb, 
depending upon whether the fungus is growing primarily in the sapwood or 
in the heartwood. · · 

Infection 

Initial infection of young stands arises, at least in part, when.roots 
contact disease present in the stumps or" the previous crop • . Spread to 
adjacent trees is by root contact, grafting is not essential. Poria 
weirii appears to be a typical root inhabiting fungus as opposed to .soil . 
inhabiting (Garretts, 1956).ll no evidence of growth through unsterilized 
soil having been found to date. 

Following initial infection the fungus may continue growth in either 
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or both of two planes: primi:irily in the 0 heartwood, or ;ectotrophically 
cm the bark surfflce o In the tormer, trees may appear to develop · 
"nol'II!ally", often sh~wing ~o.external crown symptoms, but are highly 
supject to windthrow as a res~lt of weakening through decay in the 
major roots o · 

Ectotroppio growth on the bar~ surface may extend well in advance of 
wqod inf~ction, in .stance 's of over 100 om. having been recorded. · 
Tlrl,s growth habit is .undoubtedly responsible for a more rapid spread 

- of root rot through a stand than would -normally be expected if the 
fungus was restricted to the woody tissues. 

Poria weirii myoelium is app~rently able to invade healthy bark. A 
g~rie_ral deterioration Qf uninjured bark tissues takes place 'below the 
e·o~otrophic growth, · with ~ubsequent infection Qf the cambium, as 
i~clicated by a light red .. brown stain. · Foll _owing invasion of the 
qambial tissues infection · spreads longitudinally and radially, event- · 
u~ily girdling and killing the distal root end.· The rate _ at which 
roots succumb is dependent to a certain degree upon roqt size · and 
upon bark thickness. Eetotrophic mycelium Qll small roots is usually 
friund only a short distance in advance of dead woody tissues indicating 
that penetration and girdling have been rapid. Ectotrophic growth on 
large roots, however, is usually wen in advance of wood infection. 

Control 

Although this disease on·Douglas fir has been known for JO years, 
research ie in its ·1nranoy so that it is still not possible to go 

· much beyond listing · suggested management practices for · control, their 
.application and value being dependent upon future research findings . 
No direct control measures · are kno'wn for !o weirii•' Modified silvi
cultural praotioes ·appear to be the most promising indirect approach 
but genetic and biological measures must be considered. 

i) .. Trenching. 

Poria weirii apparently spreads through a stand by root contact. 
Pre'sw.nably, therefore, if all roots ' are severed around an infection 
~entre, spread may be restricted. In one area in British Columbia, 
trenching effectively contained the disease for 20 years ·. Although 
this technique may have some use in a lightly irif'ected stand a num~r 
of disadvantage ,s can be noted. · 

(a) Cost of establishment and maintenance of a trench is high. 

(b) Infected trees, having no external crown symptoms, may 
not .be included in the trenched area, destroying the 
usefulness. of the barrier. · · 

(c) Trenching merely isolates the fungus from the remaining 
stand whil~ permitting it to continue within the barrier, 
the disease thus being carried over to future rotations. 

Shea (1958) has suggested that it may be possible to detect infection 
in a tree ahead of actual f'qngal growth by measuring certain exoenzymes. 
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Should future research show this to be----re~asible, the risks involved in · 
trenching would be considerably requoedo Should future research show 
that fo . weirii may be spread by spo:r~s then trenching would be of little 
valueo . . 

It . il:l the autholl.• s opinion that a more advantage~s method of control 
in lightly infected stands, than that o.f trenching, would be the removal 
of a7-1· trees from .the .infection oen-1,tes·pius a suitable surround. If 
conducted at an early agei small stumps would d~~eriorate rapidly, with 
replacement of f o weirii by secondary soil organisms .. · The suooess of 
this .l;ll~tpod we>ula·neeessarily requir~ that susoeptible · tree species be 
kept qut of the cut areas o . -

Childs (1955) has ehown that within op.e-haif:..cbain of a killed tree, .in 
pole-s:i,ze ·and larger ~tands, about one.half of the t;rees are infected, · 
while, at distances greater than one-chain few treefl are infected. H~wever, 
to pl:'e~oripe accurately the .widt~ of as-µrJ,"ound :required to retain the 
fungu~, mor,e detailed information must be obtained . on the extent of 
disease : fdci in stands of various ages. Rate of stump· det.eriorationand 
repl~~~men~ · of f o . weirii also requires inve~tigation with · relation to· . 
this methoq of control. . , , , 

iii) Wip~ plapting spacing combined with early and frequent thinning. 

Wide planting spacing combined with early a_nd -frequent thinnings might 
conoei vably . maintain root contacts -at a m~n:1.mum and limit epread of · 
root roto It har, been shown that roots •iesa than one cm. in diameter 
may carry viable f• weirii mycelium. Tlie _·spacing required to eliminate 
'root contacts P therefore, undoubtedly '}'OUld not meet with prescribed 
silvicuit'Ul,'al standardso Early and freque~t thinnings, however, would 
result in detection of infection centrea ' at a young age, and spread 
might be redueed by removing a suitable isolation stripo- Rapid dete~
ioration of small stumps could subsequently .lead to an area free of g. 
weirii, except pf course - for that which occurred .in old growth stumps. 

. ~- . 

iv) Silvicultural thinningso 

A further method which may be suggested fol;' destroying root contac'tjs 
is tha'.t of silvicultural thinning. Suocess.f,'ul use of this method · · 
assumes that when a tree is cut the roe>i;s die and are quickly invaded 
by soil organismB to the excluBion of.!:• weiriio 

' . . . . . 

A number of thinning plots are currently under observation but as yet 
it is too early to expect ariy conclusive results. Thinning in a heavily 
infected stand would probably be -of little ~alue since t~e residual st.and 
could contain many. infected .trees, w!t~ no crown eymp-,;omf!, which may ~ct 
as focal centres for further spread. ' · · 

A great deal of research is ·still required before an accurate analysis 
of any tnformation derived from permapeht thinning plots can be made. 
;For example: ·· · · · 

a) What is the rate of ~pread of the f,ungua thi-ough the rqots qf a 
stump as compared to that in a living tree; ioe ~, will the fungus 
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quickly permeate the roots of a stump in the absence of host 
vigour, passing to the roots of the residual stand before 
secondary organisms can beco~e established? 

b) How long does the fungus remain alive in stumps of various sizes? 

c) How i,oon will the roots of the residual stand grow into the 
opening left by the cut trees to contact root rot from the 
infected stumps? 

d) What effect doe~ changing the soil microflora, brought about by 
opening up ~he stand 9 have on -the growth of ectotrophic mycelium? 

e) Does the increased vigour of the trees , which· presumably occurs 
following stabilization of a stand after thinning, affect fungal 
invasion of the host? Most vigour classes tbroughoµt the range 
of Douglas fir have been observed to carry infection so this 
increased vigour would probably be of little coni,equence. The 
initial decline in vigoµr immediately following thinning may, 
however, conceivably have an adver8e effect. 

f) Poria weirii might, in some respectsg be considered similar to 
.the_ root rot fungus ~ annosus. Rishbeth (1950, 1951) has 
shown that spores of this latter disease may infect the stumps 
of freshly C'l,lt pine; The possibility existsi, but as yet has 
not been investigated, that 1:• weirii might be spread locally 
and over considerable dietances by spore infection of Douglas 
fir stumps in thinned stands. 

v) Mixed stands. 

From observations made by Childs and Shea it has been suggested that 
P. weirii is causing less damage in mixed coniferous stands. Childs 
(1955) suggests that natural control of this root rot probably occurs 
through replacement of Douglas fir with other less susceptible species 
or by brush. He is of the opinion that Abies spp. are probably as 
susceptible as Pouglas fir; western hemlock is somewhat less susceptible 
and western red cedar is much less susceptible. · 

Preliminary- root excavations undertake .n by the Victoria Laboratory 
(Wallis, 1955, 1957) ·produced the .following information: western hemlock 
bore a .heavy growth of ectotropbie myeelium, usually well in advance of 
wood infection, and penetration of the bark was common; western red cedar, 
on the other hand, bore only ·a limite~ growth of ectotrophie mycelium 
and no wood infection was·encountered in the main laterals; ·a few minor 
root ends, less than one· cmo in diameter, however, had succumbed. 

In our present early state of knowledge it appears therefore that 
western red cedar is the most promising replacement for Douglas fir . 

Studies of allied species are at present being intensifiedo Dr. Shea 
is undertaking to plant some of the more promising species in _disease 
openings in an effort to test their susceptibility to infection and 
spreado Root excavations will be continued to study alternate species 
already well established in disease gaps as well as those in mixed 
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even-aged s~apdso A number of 'personnel will shortly be engaged in 
work to ascertain a suitable inoculation technique. Assuming success, 
controlled inoculation trials of all worthwhile species will be under-
takeno . . 

vi) Crop rotation. 

Crop rotation on land highly susceptible to root rot ~s, of course, 
subject to finding a species which is resistant to attack by!• weirii 
and economioally acceptable to the industry. A rotation of a resistant 
crop would presumably be suffioient time for th9 ~tumps of th~ present 
stand to deteriorate and f9r f• weirii to be replaced by other organisms, 
leaving the area free from disease and suitable for a further crop of 

· Douglas fir. · · 

vii) Breeding for resistance. 

There exists the possibility that oertain Douglas firs may show some 
resistance to infection or to spread off• weirii. In many infection 
centres trees have been observed which show no external symptoms. These 
trees should be examined in more detail for the presence of ·aisease. 
Subjecting promising specimens to artificial inoculations may re .Sult in 
the seleotion of a resistant clone. , 

viii) Biologioal oontrol. 

Poria weirii, as stated earlier, spreads rapidly by eototrophio growth 
on the root surfaces. Studies of Fornes annosus have shown that ecto
trophic mycelial growth is abundant in alkaline soils while being 
sparse to absent in acid areas. Presence or · antagonistic so.il organ
isms, which are more abundant in acid soils, has been suggested as the 
reason for the apparent scarcity of ectotrophic growth in these latter 
soils. It may be possible, therefore, that by the addition of certain 
amendments to the soil inf• weirii infected stands, ·;·conditi'ons ·a:dv.er..se 
to the development of ectotrophio mycelium may be created. This, of 
course, would not stop spread, but would decrease it to that which occurs 
in the woody tissues. 

The aforementioned problems are but a few of thoewhich still require 
attentiono Dr. Childs and his co-workers in P9rtland have establi~hed 
many permanent plots to study the effeot of root rot on stand develop
ment under various environmental conditions. Direct obs~rvations on 
the behaviour of the fungus under varying conditions of site, climate, 
eto., however, ~ve as yet not been made. 

The fungus occ~s throughout the range of Douglas fir in British 
Columbia but a detailed survey to deterinirie its overall significance 
has not been undertaken. 

~ weirii may be extensive in certain looalities while eausirig little 
concern in otherso A detailed examination of site with relation to 
disease is required. 

' Some years ago Dr. McMinn started a st~dy of the oharacteristics and 
ecology of healthy Douglas fir roots (1954)0 Continuation of this work 
is imperative and should be expanded to include other species if we are 
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going to have a basic understanding of host-parasite relatio~hips. 

More detailed work on the biology of the fungus is essential. 

Direct oon~rol methods such as poisoning, application of antibiotics, 
eto~, require consideration. · · 

The research program in both the United §tates and 9anada is expanding • . 
Let us hope that in the next decade -it will be possible ·to give the 
forest manage~ a direot answer on at · least ·a few of these _sugge~ted 
controls. • 
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DETERIORATION OF KILLED STANDS AND SLASH . . ._ . . . · · . . . . . . , - . . . .. . . 

o. P. Thomas 

Deterioration of wood can be either destruotive or useful, depending 
largely upon th~ ldajs ·and amount~ of material involved and where it 
is located. Logging residue of non-merchantable sizes is obviously 



best left to deteriorate p and at the fastest possible rate. On the other 
hand deterioration of logging residue of merchantable dimensions consti
tutes a forest lossp and should be prevented where possible. Similarly, 
a rapid _deterioration of dead trees that occur singly 9r in isolated · 
small groups is to be hoped for in the interests of good forestry, whereas 
the deterioration of large continuous areas of timber is to be avoided ·· 
where possible _. When assessing losses of this nature, we should keep in 
mind however that dead tree~, log~p arid loggiµg residue ·deteriorate both 
in value and volumep usually quite rapidly. On this ·acoount deterioration 
losses of some degree can rarely be prevented , even under the ·most favorable 
of circumstances. Forest managers therefore have no qhoice but to accept 
a low level of deterioration losse ·s in the knowledge that larger and more 
serious losses oan be prevented. -

If trees, log~, and logging residue are con~idered sal~ble l)ecause of 
their species, size, and location~ the prime con~ideration in etfec~ing 
their s~lvage is tiine. _Time is important in the ·sense :that · the sapwood 
of all species and the heartwood of most deteriorates rapidly, so that 
within a few years the material involved seldom pays the costs of salvag~. 
Since time is so important to the salvage of dead material 1-t i~ abundantly 
clear that a working knowledge of the rate of deterioration, and 1;he possible 
differences in this rate between wooQs·of different species, sizes~ and 
in different locations is equally .important. In other words, forest 
managers should be apprised or · t:tie possibilities for the salvage pf dead. 
material under a variety of oonditionso · , . 

The need for preparatio~ to meet the special demands of salvage oper~tions 
i~ further indicated by the uncertainty as to when large-scale l~sses 
may become imminento This stems from the fact that trees are ki lled by 
any one or combination of several agentso In the main these are: 
climatic abnormalities » infectious diseases, fire, and insects. It is 
general kno~ledge that the vagaries of each of these agents oan and 
indeed do cause unheralded d~age to western forestso Consequently, 
the amount of timber that will be killed in any year in specified · l90ations 
is unpredictaolep but in the long run the killing of .very large volumes 
of timber is assured~ The purpose of this paper is to summarize our state 
of preparedness to meet the demands for information that will enable the 
planning for economic salvage of killed trees, logs, and logging residue. 

Certain generalizations on the subject of deterioration are permitted 
as the result of work done in the west and ,elsewhere, as follows: 

1. Sound wood from dead trees .is just as durable and strong in use as 
sound wood from living trees. 

2. Deterioration is a destructive and irreversible process . Once 
started this process · may be arrested for long periods, but the 
end resuit is u~ually the complete destruction of wood. 

J. Deterioration losses must be considered in terms of the lowered 
grad es of forest products » as well as th e reduced volumes derived 
from particular ar eas. 

4. Deterioration takes several forms~ but in the long run the damage 
caused by fungous stains and r ots i s th e most serious. 
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5. Fungi that cause blue sapwood stain are usually -the first to become 
established, but seldom cause rots. 

6. Most of the fungi that are in the heartwood of living trees are 
relativ~ly inaotive once trees are killed. 

7. Fungi that cause most of the rot in dead trees s~ldom cause much 
rot in normal living tree~. 

8. The sapv;,_Qod of dead trees of a_ll specie _s deteriorate~ at ~ uniform 
fast rate under most conditions. 

9. 1he heartwood of dead tre~s det~ri9r,at~~ at~ ra~~ r9ughly comparable 
to that fox:· ,l3apwood with a few .notable ' exceptions. · 

10.• The season of year in which timber is killed oan inf).uence the onset 
of deterioration processes. . ... 

These general concepts have limited practic _al a.pplicati _on to actual 
problems. Their main value would appear to lie in providing a starting 
point for studies on deterioration as it is affected by a variety of 
oonditi9ns in nature. T_he results of stud .ie _s already made nth this 
in mind offer tangible proof that deterioration proceeds at different 
rates in woods of different specie~; sizes, · and indifferent localities. 
Similarlyg tre~s that are killed by different agents are known to 
deteriorate at different, albeit characteristic, rate_s. · What then is 
known in detail about deterioration for the principal western species? 

There are some 22 reports on investigations into variou~ forms of 
deterioration of western conifers, 6 of which were active at January 1, 
19590 These investigation~ have inv9lved 13 of a total of more than 
27 species of conifers that are utilized in the west today. +here wo~ld 
appear to have been no detailed studies on deterioration of the 6 major 
hardwoods in the westo Three of .the oompleted investigations were 
closely relat~d studies of a single problem. -Hence only pome 20 
problem~ on deterioration have been investigated in a reasonably thorough
going manner in the west. In view of this rather limited appreciation 
of deterioration of western species · there seems little value· ~n discuss
ing each tree species individually. Rather a discussion of ~eterioration 
in general terms as it applies ·to different classes of dead material 
would appear to be more appropriate at this time. 

Windthrown Timber 

Timber of all species is at some time or other subject to windthrow. 
Apart from catastrophic blow-downs there is a steady drain exacted from 
western forests because of wind damage and subsequent lost opportunities 
for salvage. In respect of this problem one investigator states: 
"Rates of decay in windthroym timber differ appreciably from one locality 
to another, depending upon numerous variables whose magnitudes and effects 
are known only in general terms. It is therefore impossible to calculate 
accurately the amount of decay that will be present in a given blow-down 
at a given time." 
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Thia is a rather pessimistio viewpoint but ·is one which has characterized 
many investigations of deterioration j) including those of windthrown 
timber. 

The problem of deterioration in windthrown timber can be assessed on the 
basis of some 6 invest1gations of this class of · material. · Three of these 
were concerned with a single catastrophe. _Deterioration of Douglas fir, 
sitka spruce, western hemlock9 silver firi, and western red cedar has been 
investigated in parts of western Oregon and Washington; white spruce and 
alpine fir at one locality in British Columbia; and ponderosa pin~ at one 
locality in Oregon. These studies indioate that apart from decay sub- · 
stantial losses may be expected in the form of breakage and insect ' damage. 
It would appear also that the sapwood of all speoies is quickly _and · 
comph,tely blue stained 9 usually within one· year. Saprot is evident by 
the second year and is usually well advanced after 4 years, at wh~oh · 
time heartrot is usually well established. After 5years ' of deterioration 
the percentage loss in volume because of decay alone was as follows: · 
western hemlock '55p silver fir 45p sitka spruce 319 :white .spruce .30~ 
alpine fir 17p Douglas fir 179 western red cedar 9. When volume losses · 
that aocrue from normal heartrot are added to losses of deterioration, it 
can be seen that apart from western red cedar and Douglas fir the possi
bilities for economic salvage are marginal after 5 years of deterioration. 
A spec;l.fic fungous flora was indicatea ·.ror each of the speoies ·studies, 
but on the whole a select few fungi caused most of the rdto Fungi that 
caused white rots were often overrun by those causing brown· cubioa.1 rots 
by the fourth year of deterioration. · 

Fire-killed Timber 

Probably the greatest accumulation of dead timber in the west has 
resulted from firesll but ' our · knowledge of deterioration in this class 
of timber is drawn largely from 3 investigations. These involve 5 
species. This situation has been allowed to persist in the we~t despite 
the knowledge that elaborate arid efficient fire suppression programs 
do not preclude disasters resulting from fire. Witness the fire season 
of 1958 in British Columbia and that for 1959 in Alberta. Apart from 
fires of catastrophic size, substantial ·volumes of standing . timber · 
are killed at the perimeters of slash burns, very little of which is 
salvaged immediately. It would appear that eastern Canada and United 
States outstrip western North America in their knowledge of deterior
ation of fire-killed timber. 

Fire-killed Douglas fir was studied in detail in 63 localities west 
of the summit of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington. This 
study demonstrated a deterioration process as follows: an ;1mitial 
blue staining and ambrosia beetle attack on sapwood, followpd by 
incipient stages of rots and by wood-borer aotivityp ·typiq~l decay 
first in sapwood and later in heartwood, gradual sloughintJ of b~_rk . 
and rotted sapwood, and finally a sloughing of rotted heartwood. 
Small twigs and the tips of branches commenoed to fall aft~r 2 yei~s 
of deterioration and larger limb~ and tops after 10 years. Young 
growth (up to 250 years) had deteriorated by 60% of its volume in 
5 years, intermediate growth (250-400 years) by 28%11 and old growth 
(more than 400 year~) by 23%. The character of the wood involved was 
shown to affect deterioration as follows: sapwood decays uniformly 
fast in all trees and usually faster than heartwood, fast-grown wood 
deteriorates faster than slow-grown wood; and trees with th e highest 
proportions of sapwood decayed most quickly. The study indicated a 
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generally similar rate of deterioration for ooast and Cascade forestso 

The rates and agents of deterioration in fire-killed stands of ponderasa, 
Jeffrey 9 and sugar pines 9 Douglas fir 9 and white fir were studied in 16 
burns in California 9 the ages of the burnfl being from 0-17 years. The 
2 main agents 9 fungi and insects 9 were closely associated in -the early 
stages of deteriora.tioho There wa:s little loss in grade or volume in 
the first year after killing 9 although some degrade result~d from blue 
sapwood stain. Much of the sapwood was blue~stained and in early stages 
of deoay after 2 years. Practically no sapwo9d remained sound after 
3 years and only the larger trees :were economically sal vable. · · 

Insect-killed Timber 

Bark beetles have killed large volumes of timber in selected areas in 
the west. Similarlyi but possibly lees frequently~ defoliating insects 
such as the western · hemlook looper 9 Douglas fir tussock moth9 and black
headed budworm9 oause widespread kil).ing of some western conifers. Our 
knowledge·of deterioration of inseot-killed·timber is drawn -largely 
from 7 studies 9 2 each of Douglas fir and ponderosa pine 9 and one each 
of Engelmann spruce 9 silver fir 9 and western hemlocko 

One hundred and eighty-year-olq Douglas firs that had been killed by 
the Douglas fir beetle in western Oregon showed a percentage loss in 
volume from decay of about 20% within 2 yearso This loss was equivalent 
to the destruction of about half of the sapwoodo Most of the rot in 
the early stages of deterioration was located near the focus of beetle 
attacks on individual trees 9 ioe. 9 at a~out the midpoint of the bole. 
A similar association of greatest deterioration with bark beetle foci 
was noted · for killed Douglas fir in interior British Columbiao The 
latter study showed also that large logs were more decayed than small 
logs at corresponding heights above the ground 9 presumably because of 
the higher moisture content of large log13 than that for small log!:!. 
A relationship between the appearance of killed trees in British 
Columbia and the extent to which they ha.d deteriorated was noted as 
follows: foliage retained (8% decayed)., foliage shed (14% decayed), . 
fine twigs shed (19% decayed), branches and tops decayed (29% decayed). 

Ponderosa pine that had been killed by bark beetles in the Black Hills 
and in southern Oregon showed a generally faster rate of deterioration 
than that observed for Douglas fir in western Oregon and British 
Columbia9 whereas bark beetle-killed silver fir in western Washington 
was about equally decayed as Douglas firo On the other hand Engelmann 
spruce in the high elevation forests of southern Utah was rein~rkably 
sound 25 years after being killed by the Engelmann spruce beetle. 
More than 80% of the dead trees over large areas had remained standing 
for ·25 years and .most of them were free from rot 9 except for small 
amounts of saprot close to the ground. The s.<:>undness of these trees 
was attributed mainly to the low moisture CQntents of sapwood and 
heartwoodo Western hemlock on Vancouver Island was seriously decayed 
very soon after being killed in the course of an outbreak of the 
western hemlock looper. The loss~s in volume from saprot alotte at 
2» ·4and 7 years folloY1ing mortality were 199 36 and 67% respeqtively. 
These losses, together with the usual large heartrot losses of trees of 
comparable aees and sizes had renqered western hemlock unsalvable 
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within 3 years of being "'killed. 

Logging Residue 

Studies of the rate of deterioration of le>gging residue .· are useful on 
the one hand to demonstrate the feasibility' of salvage logging within 
specified periods .ll and on the other hand to show how long it should 
take logging residue to deteriorate oompletelyo Studies carried out 
in coastal British Columbia. showed that sitka spruce residue of f!izes 
greater than 5 in. in diameter was 1$%.deoayed within 2;yearsp "'astern 
hemlock 22% decayed , and silver fir 35% decayed~ · All three species 
were at least 50% decayed after 3 years of deteriorati .ono Silver fir . 
was completely decayed within 4 years and .. sitka spruce and western 

. hemlock within ; years • · · 

A much slower rate or deterioration was not~d for lodgepole pine 
logging slash in Alberta ·o Pieces of aiasb · larger than 2 .; in.; in 
diameter were less . than 50% decayed 7 yea~s following logging. lhis 
study showed also that unless residue · is in contact with the ground 
it decays very slowly under the rather dry conditions found in Alberta. 
The same study indicated that residue of large dimensio~~ deterio:rates 
more rapidly in clearcut areas than in partially out areasg · presumably 
because of the :interception of preeipi tation moisture by the overstory 
of part1ai1y cut stands. · · · 

Sununa1-y 

The record of accomplishment for investigating deterioration of killed 
stands and slash in the west is not outstanding. Research in this 
direction has been largely a matter or · expediencyll a.nd there is little 
evidence of a sustained drive for information on deteri6ration, either 
in the past or for the immediate future. · In contrast *1th an apparent 
apathy regarding the need for information on deterioration of killed 
stands is an awareness on the part of forest managers· of the need .for 
informat'ion on decay in living treeso It wou+d appear therefore that 
while we have shown a proper concern for losses that may occur in 
living tree~ ll we have failed thus far to give due recognition to 
present and future losses resulting from ki~led ~tandso 

The mere determination of foresters to place western forests under 
management does n9t in itself preclude the killing of trees by extremes 
of_ climate, . fire, . insects, and -diseases .. Mortality resulting from -
s~ob causes is bound to continue, with consequent losses -to -forestry. 
Since tree mortality is unavoidable, and · also large .ly unpredictable · 
both as to location and extent, it 1"0Uld appea,;- that a good knowledge 
of how trees deteriorate under representative conditions in nature is 
.fundamental to proper fore st management.• The extent of · our knowledge 
in this regard is oleariy inadequate. 
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COMMITTEE REPORT ON STATUS AND NEEDS OF RESEARCH ON DWARFMISTLETOES 
-· . . . ' ; 

J.E. Bier, F. G. Hawksworthp J. R. Parmeter, and K. R. Shea (Chairman) 

Highlights 1959 Research 

1. Intensification and spread 

a. The 1959 diseas~ survey data (from rando~ly · located plots in 
California) showed dwarfmietletoe · on. one or m·ore coniferous 
swcies on .36 or a total of 96 plots. · · Red fir had 9.3 of 22.3 
trees · (41;7 per - cerit) on plots · infeotied. For other '·speoies, 
1.5 • 7 ~r cept of wp1 te fir were irif ected, 12 .1 per cent of . · 

.P<mderosa pine, ·14.9 per cent of suga:r pine, 4.6 per c~nt or 
:fce:f&.ey pine, and .'.39 .2 per cent of lodgepole pine. (Miller and 

. Bynlllll, .. PS\'i~ :· . . .· . _ : . . . 

b. Seeding rei:iiilts oii pondetosa and Jeffrey pines in California 
irdi~ate that growth vigor of the :host part influenoes dwarf
mistletoe establishment. · Infections became established more 
readily on·growth segments .of moderate·to poor vigor th.an on 
thrifty segments. . This may have application in control on 
high quality sites ·. Segments on which infeotions became · 
established received less estimated direct sunlight on the 
average than those remaining uninfected. All infections on 
ponderosa pine appeared on wood not over 2 years old at time 
of seeding, a.nd. on not over J•year-old wood on Jeffrey pine. 
(Wagener, PSW) 
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Co Pilot silvioultural control was started on 2 national forests 
in Montana.o (Leaphart, INT) 

d. A new study was started to determine the most efficient method 
of making appraisal surveys of dwarfmi~tletoe on timber sale 
areaso (Graham, INT) 

e, Surveys were continued in northern Idahoo (Graham, INT) 

Improvements were made in dwarfmistletoe survey techniques 
but further refinemel)ts are necessaryo (Childsp PNW) · 

Silvicultural control of dwarfmistletoe was undertaken on 
the DeschutesNationa.1 .Fore~t .. . A good job was done at an 
acceptable oosto . However·, ·. further work should lower the 
costs appreciablyo .. (Ohilds, .. PNW) 

' ~ . ..· 
·,. ::'.·- . 

ho Preliminary- work was·begun on a cooperative study ld.th the 
Intermountain Station to determine (1) .the distance of spread 
and degree of infection in lodgepole pine reproduction and 
(2) the minimum· age of infection, · ·· Data and samples were taken 
inl7 stands from 9 to 22 years old but the results have not 
yet been analyzed o (Hawksworth, RM) · · · 

io _Work was begun· on a study to determine the effects of dwarf
mistletoe on growth and mortality in immature lodgepole pine. 
Comparisons are made between healthy and diseased parts of 
the same stando · The following results ·were obtained in an 
84-year-old stand: 

Domso & Codoinso 
Aveo height 
Aveo doboho 

Basal area/acre 
Living 
Peto dead 

Mercho volume/acre 
. - . . 

(Hawksworth, RM) 

Heavy infection 

14 fto 
2ol ino 

· 0 CUo fto 

Not infected 

.36 ft. 
· 5.2 . in. 

19209 sq. ft . 
? 

1,850 OUo fto 

j. The incidence of dwarfmistletoe by host and locality are being 
recorded · as part .of the . detection function of the Forest Disease 
Survey ~n ·cana.da. (Bier, UBC) 

k. An evaluation of dwarfinistletoe on 50l1000 acres of ponderosa 
pine lands near -Klamath Falls 9 Oregon was completed. Data 
were aoquired ' duririg a timl:ier cruise of the area after -an 
intensive soils~vegetation surveyo· Maps showing dwarfmistletoe 
incidence by timber types have been prepared in conjunction with 
soils and vegetation maps.· Pwarfmistletoe . which was present on 
29 per cent of .the area in a · patchworkpattern infected approx-
imately 8 per cent of the oubio volumeo (Sheap Weyerhaeuser) 



1. Distribution of dwarfmistletoe on ponderosa pine on the Deschutes 
plateau in Oregon is patchy and ·ap~ars to be related to topography, 
site ii stand history, and stand condi tiono Mistletoe is a feature · 
of overmature stands or occu~s as a remnant- from seed stands and 
is severe on slopes between 5-35%. (Roth9 OSC) 

2. Biological and Chemical Control 

a. 1958 applications of Acti=dione to branch infections of Arceu
thobiwn campylopodum fo campylopodum on Jeffrey and ponderosa 
pines and white fir give variable resultsi, from nc>". appreciable 
effect on either parasite or host to ldiling of shoots of the 
parasite without damage to the host, and killing of both host 
branch and parasite. Aoti-dione in oil -applied to the bases 
of infected Jeffrey pines was without visibl~ effect, apparently 
because of the failure of the chemical to penetrate the rela~ 
tively thick barko A new serie~ of screening tests wa~ begun, 
employing 24 prospective biocides in various solvent c8.rrie~s 
ba~a11y applied to infected young Jeffrey pines. Results are 
not yet evident. (Quiok and Offordi, PSW) 

b. Three antibiotics and one herbicide were used in control tests 
on the +arghee National Forest _in Iqahoo .The materials :used 
were: Acti-dione , Semioarbazone, ?hytoaotin 9 and 2, 4-6 
Trichlorobenzoic acid (sodhun salts). Results were still un
certain by mid-September. {Mielke, · IN'.(') 

c. Examinations of the 1958 tests of Acti-dione and maleio hydrazide 
indicate that those materials are ineffective against A• americanum~ 

In 1959 the following materials were tested: Solan,11 .Karsil, · 
Dacryl.11 _No. 5996 (Niagara Chemical Division) and TIN-SAN· (Stecker 
Chemicals P Inc.) o There was no effect oh ei the_r · the host or the 
parasite after 3 monthso Further tests with higher concentrations 
are planned o (Hawk!;!worth9 RM) · · 

d. An unidentified tussock moth was found to eat the shoots of lodge
pole pine dwarfmistletoe on the Targhee National Foresto This 
occurred over several square miles and on some areas there was 
hardly a shoot of the parasite remaining. Shoots were eaten down 
to the bark levelo The insect was specific. Pine foliage was 
not fed upon. (Mielke .11 INT) · · 

e. During dissection of dwarfmistletoe infected ponderosa pine in 
a histological study,11 6 specimens were "found to be· neorotic at 
the site of infection. No external symptoms were noted but a 
Fusarium has been isolated from the necrotic areas. (Eslyn, .RM) 

. .. . 

f. Investigations on the resin disease of A~ ~mericahum were con
tinued. The causal fungus has not been .-identified although 
inoculations have confirmed its pathogenioityo The disease has 
been found from northern Wyoming to central Colorado but it is 
abundant and damaging only in the central parts of the Roosevelt 
National Forest in northern Colorado. This disea se is so abundant 
in some areas on the Roosevelt National Forest that dwarfmistletoe 
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i _s, currently at least, of little importance. (Hawksworth, RM) 

g. -Studies on the toxicity of minor elements to ponderosa pine and 
dwarfmistletoe have shown the lowest toxic nutrient level in 
ponderosa pine as follows: Copper.,. lO· ppm9 . boron- - 100 ppm, 
zino - 100 ppm, manganese e 100 ppmp and.iodine - 100 PPll• Boron 
attained a ooncE:1ntration of 49 200 ppm in .the crown of seedlings 
with only slight damag~ suggesting a potential chemioal for 
control of dwarfmiatletoe. Additional studies are soheduled to 
determine toxio levels in dwarfmistletoe. (Rediske and Shea, 
Weyerhaeuser) 

h. An unidentified web=worm was particularly prevalent this year 
on dwarfmistletoe near Pririgle Falls 9 Oregon. About 1/4 of 
this year's seed crop was destroyed in a one-month period. 
(Roth9 OSC) 

3 • Life History 9 Taxonomy 9 and Morphology 

a. Infections from seeding of!• oampylopodum on ponderosa pine at 
three looations in California and on Jeffrey pine at one of these 
appeared within 3 to 6 years; 61 per cent of them appeared in 
the fourth year. There was some indication that the mean time 
elapsing varied with mean seasonal temperature. (Wagener, PSW) 

b. Thirteen of 96 randomly located disease ~urvey plots in California 
with dwarfmistletoe on.true firs had both red and white fir present. 
Six of the 13 plots had heavy infection on red fir but none on 
white fir. Three plots had heavy infection on white fir but none 
on red fir. Four plots had some dwarfmistletoe on both species. 
Thus, 9 of the 13 plots had heavy infection on one species of 

.fir but none on the other. This supports the opinion of Parmeter 
and Scharpf expressed in la~t year's report that there are at 
least two forms of dwarfmistletoe on true firs of California. 
(Miller and Bynum, PSW) 

c • . ~he peak flowering periods in Colorado in 1959 were April 20 to 
May 20 f9r !• americanum and May 20 to June 20 for A• vaginatum. 
(Hawksworth, RM) 

d. Abnormal fruits of !• americanum (2~seedecl fruits and seeds with 
2 embryos) were found in Colorado and Wyoming. (Hawksworth and 
Hinde, RM) 

e. The occurrence of Arceuthobium vaginatum on ponderosa pine in 
the Hualapai Mountains, Mohave County, Arizona. was confirmed 
this year. An earlier report that it ·1s present in Mount 
Trumbull in the northern part of the county has not been verified 
by pathologists. (Andrews, RM) 

f. Inoculation tests with!• americanum and A• vaginatum in Colorado 
were expanded. (Hawksworth and Hinds, rui) 

g. Studies on th~ ballistics and seed dispersal of!• americanum 
and!• vaginatum were continued. (Hawksworth~ RM) 



4. Host-Parasite Relations 

ao Dissection of 4ldated artificial infections revealed that a 
minimum of 2 years ·was required for sinkers of!• vaginatum . 
to reach the host oambium9 this was noted ·in two-thirds of the 
infections examinedo In about one-third 3 years apparently 
were required for such growtho Radial penetration · apparently 
was not influenced by ·age~at-infeot:f.on within the range of the 
bulk of the sample (85 per cent w&s in current 9 1-yearp or 2-
year-old growth) o (Eslyni, RM) .. . . 

b. Anatomical studies of host and parasite tissue were continued · 
during the past year at Davis ·by L~ Srivastava on the co
operative aid project . with the PS1V Station ·o· In host studies 
longitudinal and transverse sections were made from (a) site 
of infectioni, (b) from regions below' infection, and (c) from 
the shoot apexo Host species -studied were& Abies (magnifioa .· 
and ooncolor), Pirnie (contorta~murra:yana, ponderosa, monticola, 
lambertianap sabiniana), Tsuga marterisia~.. Transverse and · 
longitudinal slides were ·made of the aerial stems of Arceuthobium 
(campylopodum f. abietirnim, r. oampylopodum, f. blumeri) and!• 
americarntmo 

The phloem region elements previously interpreted as sieve 
elements by callose reaction in oelloidin material were not 
seen and confirmed in paraffin materialo Xylem contact between 
host and parasite was found to be direct in all four species 
studied. Vessel elements of the parasite were in contact with 
the host traoheids both in the vertical and in ray tracheids. 

Frequency of oontaot between host and parasite xylem increases 
as one progresses centripetally from the host oambium. Based on 
(a) percentage of vascular rays infected and (b) frequency of 
xylem contact, the susceptibility of the four hosts studied 
would be rated as follows: fo oontorta var. murrayana and Abies . 
rnagnifica most susceptible, then E• sabiniana and·E• ponderosa 
least susceptible. (Es~u and Srivastava, Univ. of Calif., Davis) 

c. Definite tro_pism responses of radicles tqward host stem pieces 
were found on water agar. Similar responses were observed in 
the field. Plans are to investigate tropism in detail. {Parmeter 
and Scharpf, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley) 

d. Cankers with young shoot buds were produced on digger pine in 
less than 6 months in greenhouse trials. (Parmeter and Scharpf, 
Univ. of Calif., Berkeley) 

e. Experiments with radioactive CO2 in controlled environments have 
shown that dwarfmistletoe of lodgepole pine · conducts photo
synthesis. Photosynthates were translocated to host tissue from 
bagged mistletoe shoots supplied with radio - tagged co2• Conversely, 
photosynthates were translooated from bagged pine needles to 
dwarfmistletoe on the same limbo Previous studies have shown 
that translocation of radioisotopes occurred both through host 
xylem and phloem into the dwarfmistletoe shoots. Additional 
investi gations are planned. (Rediske and Shea, Weyerhaeuser) 
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f. Al though much of the seed from dwarfmistletoe is last, . an · effect
ive adaptation places some seed in · the best po~sible position for 
infectiono Seed are intercepted primarjly by the foliageo When 
wet, it moves by means or a ·lubi-icating portion of the vieoin 
into the faciele axile where the seea·are held in place by fibrous 
viscin strands. Commonly, the embryo end is directed into the 
axil. Seed retention appears related to angle of branc~qg both 
of branches and needlE;l fa:scioles. Quantity of seed adhering to 
a .branch is in the following order : · Mo~t on wood· of preceding 
season's growth; secorxl most on current season 9s growth; ~nq 
third on three-year-old wood. Very little see9 is found on that 
part of the shoot over three years oldo (Roth, OSC) 

Needed Research and Studies Not Yet Reported On 

1. Intensification and Spread 

a. In California, observational plot studies are needed to confirm 
or disprove indications that on g6od si~es moderate dwarfmistletoe 
(.4. campyiopoduin) infection in young repr6duction of ponderosa 
pine is controllable by host release through cutting alone, with
out supplemental control measureso (Wagener, PSW) 

b. · The influence of direct suniight on the germination and establish
ment of dwarfmistletoe needs exploration experimentally • 

. (Wagener, PSW) · · 

c • . Growth impact of dwarfmistletoe on ponderosa pine requires further 
study. Methods for prorating mortality losses and grol'!th re
duction should be developed. (Andrewsp RM) 

d. Silvicultural control has been initiated on an experimental basis 
on 60 acres of ponderosa pine lando . s1x ·treatments are being 
applied to each of four 15-acre blooks to test the effects of 
cutting on the incidence of dwarfmistletoe. (Shea, Weyerhaeuser) 

. . . 

e. Studies on environmental factors ·which condition the development 
and spread of ciwarfniistletoe should be extended~ Certain soil, 
topographio, and microclimatic factors are indicated. (Shea, 
Weyerhaeuser) . 

f. The economics of control of dwarfmistletoe ·oy presently available 
inea.ns should .be investigated along -witn ·ways and means of ·utilizing 
materials now considered unmerchantable. (Shea, Weyerhaeuser)· 

g. Determinations are needed of the treatable treeg treatable stands, 
and the economics of dwarfmistletoe infections and control. (Roth, 
OSO, Shea, Weyerhaeuser) 

2. Biological and Chemical Control 

a. Testing programs in cooperation with chemical companies are needed 
to screen growth regulators and to aid in the .. development of better 
formulations of promising materials. (Sheall Weyerhaeuser) 
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J. Life History, Taxonomy, and Morphology 

a. Studies were started on shoot initiation and growth, flowering 
and pollination, fruiting, and death of cankers. (Parmeter and 
Smith, Univ. of Califo, Berkeley) 

bo The causes for yearly fluctuations in dwarfmistletoe seed orops 
should be investigated~ (Parmeter, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley) 

c . Plan to investigate germination of A• campylopodum. (Roth, OSC) 

4• Host .. Parasite Relations 

a . Observations for 1959 for the prunibility study of!• vaginatum 
have not yet been made. (Andrews, RM) 

b. Exploratory · study _ of dwarfmistletoe host resistance. A. nwnher, 
of phenotypically resistant trees were found and marked for 
observatiop and testingi, but no res~lts are available .- (Eslyn, 
RM) . · 

c. Research is being initiated at Washington.State University on 
the biology of dwarfmistletoe on Douglas-fir and larch • . The 
objectives include determinations of (1) infection mechanism, 
(2) host specificity, and (3) the host responses to the dwarf
mistletoes of these two hosts. Studies are planned to include 
conditions for storage and germination of seed, artificial 
inoculations of seedlings of different ages and of twigs and 
branches of different ages, susceptibility of coastal Douglas
fir, and growth hormoneso (Shaw, WSU) 

do The effects of dwarfmistletoe on the water economy of western 
hemlock. Plant parts distal to infections may have a lower 
level of moisture than proximal part s . Perhaps distal portions 
are more susceptible to attack by faoultative parasites. Several 
'·'potential II fungi have been isolated from dwarfmistletoe infec 
tions and distal areas (Bier and Baranyay, Univ. B.C. ) 

e . Studies clarifying the hormone and/or enzyme relations during 
penetration and development of the parasite should be extended. 
(Shea, Weyerhaeuser) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF DWARFAilSTLETOE CONTROL 

L. s. G-ill 

At the Spokane meeting of this Conference in 1955, two very able papers 
were given on the subject of silvicultural control of dwarfmistletoe. 
Lewis F. Roth (1) concluded that lack or · factual knowl~dge, :particularly 
on the ecology of the parasite (including host relationships), was the 
greatest limiting factor in plannin g for silvicultural control. George 
S. Meagher (2), in discussing a control program for his hypothetical 
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.Arizona.forest ·advocated immediate aotion only in7.ightly ·infeoted stands 
where oontrol could obviously be accomplished without departing from 
existing management practiceso He makes the following comment about the 
moderate to heavily ·infeoted areasi 110ontrol action in .these portions 
of the forest has purposely been postponed -because we are ·ourrently un
prepared to proceed with oonfidence. 11 

Both of these men advocated more research before attempting a large 
see.le silvioultural control programo Now thers is no doubt that more 
research on.dwarfmistletoe is needed but there is perhaps ·a·question as 
to whether the best . possible use is being made of the ··1nrorm~ti~n al
ready available·o For example 9 the widespread practice of" 1ogging some 
of the most heavfly infected trees in the belief that a measure of control 
is thus being achieved is contrary to the facts. Research and experience 

· have demonstrated that unless the large populations of the parasite that 
have built up ·looally over many decades are reduced to an innocuous level 
there is virtually no controlc. There ·iti e'lTen a chance of making the 
situation werse9 for · (1) opening the stand often stimulates the existing 
dwarfmistletoe to greater seed production and (2) loss of the screening 
effect of the out trees sometimes facilitates its spread ·~ · Jo R. Weir (3) 
recognized the importance of salvaging old and ~uppressed infected trees 
but goes on to say: · "Their destruction 9 howerver9 does ·not · mean that a 
great advance is ·being • made in eradicating the mistletoe from the region. 
It simply lessens the chance of infection for a time o II It might be well 
to make the point clear in marking guides that partial selection of in
fected trees is a salvage and not a sanitation measure a 

Another myth that has been exposed by research is the belief that severe 
dwarfmistletoe · damage was a manifestation of poor site • . _The "poor site" 
theory has led to a widely adopted philosophy that mistletoeeodamaged 
areas were non productive by their very nature and that ' it would be a 
waste of effort to try to control the parasite. This is true in some 
cases 9 particularly on rooky ridges 9 but recent surveys in lodgepole 
and ponderosa pine have shown that the vast majority of the damage occurs 

· on the average to good sites of a broad region. 

From a few limited studies that have been made recently it appears that 
the parasite infects an understory and invades an even-storied stand 
at the rates shown in Figure 1. Roughly then 9 if one-fourth acre of a 
45-year-old stand is severely damaged we can expect about half an acre 
to be in that condition 30 y·ears h_ence. Or9 if we have an infected 
overstory tree standing above young well stooked reproduction today we 
can anticipate that an area 1/2 to 3/4 of an acre surrounding that tree 
will have been taken out of production in the course of a centuryo Dwarf
mistletoe will ' be present beyond the limits of the damaged (irea but the 
loss will probably be nil; at least recent work in ponderosa pine indioates 

.that virtually no loss in increment occurs until at about 2/3 of the orown 
of a victim is invadedo At that point growth drops off rapidly. Muoh 
more research is needed on the nature and progress of dwarfmistletoe 
damage but the information available tn ,a, few forest types at least is 
good enough.to warrant its consideration .in developing · yield estimates 
for management plans. 

Finally 9 the long treasured thought that dwarfmistletoe is not a killing 
disease has been pretty well exploded. Extensive surveys have established 



the fact that mortality is 2 to 3 times greater in infected than in nob
infected standso The increase is enough to ar<>use ooncern ·over the · 1013s 
that may occur between · out ting oyo lea. . As yet research has not gone far 
enough to permit accurate estimateso . 

I have tried to point out that even though we do not have all the facts we 
would like, there is enough information pertinent to dwarfmi~tletoe control 
to warrant serious consideration of it in .f.orest management·. Wny then is 
it not generally applied? In the case of moderately to heavily infected 
areas in forest types that are normally sele~tively cutg the ·answer is · 
quite clearo First of all is our horror of bare ground; and oontrol in 
some areas would leave nothing but mineral soil on limited areas. Second, 
is the overshadowing hope that there will soon be a market .for small stems 
that are currently unmerohantable o lhere i~ alf!lo the oonvici·tion that a 
chemical will soon be produced whereby the _parasite · can be killed and its 
host then released to grow like normal individuals. Finally; interest 
today is largely centered in old growth forest{:!~ . In the f~ce of such 
obstacles it is not likely that · all-out control will soon be ' attempted on 
a large scale even though research could present the soundest sort of a 
case for it. 

On the other hand, where olearcutting is the normal practice or where 
infection is very light .in stands that are selectively cut there is good 
reason to believe that silvioultural control :could be justified and inte
grated into management practices, today. For want of a better term I have 
referred to this as · "management contro:i. u ~n order to contrast · a simple · 
expedient from "silvicultural control" -- a oomplioated and controversial 
subject. Managetilent · control presuppos ·es that 8\ll visible dwarfmistletoe 
is removed in the course of harvest cuts or T.S.I. operations on the treated 
area without departing from normal practices. · It presumes wholehearted 
aooeptance at the administrative levels and special training of the field 
personnel who will put it into action. 

The following guidelines are offered as over-simplified suggestions to 
show where management control might be applied, and where it would not work. 
Detai_led criteria would have to be spelled out for eaoh forest region. 

GUIDELINES FOR INITIATING MINIMUM 
MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF DWARFMISTLETOE 

Ao Infected overstory present 
A. Overstory absent or free of dwarfmistletoe 

B. Merchantable overstory clear-out Instruction No. 
B. Merchantable overstory selectively out 

C. Merchantable overstory even-aged 
C. Merchantable overstory uneven-aged Instruction No. 

D. Infected volume equals or is less than · 
prescribed cut · Instruction No. 

D. Infected volume greater than prescribed cut Instruction No. 

E. ·understory or young stand subject to T.S.Io 
E. Understory or young stand not subject to T.S.Io Instruction No. 
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F. Stand composed of seedlings and sap+ing~ only G 
F. Stand includes pole sizes Instruction No. 6 

G. Basal area infecte~ equals or is le~s than 
residual allowed for T.s.r.. Instruction No. 7 

G. Ba~al area infected greater than residual 
allowed for T.S.I. H 

H. Excess basal area reducible to limits by 
pruning fnstruction No. 8 

H. Excess basal area not reducible to limits 
by pruning Instruction No. 4 

INSTRUCTIONS 

l. Apply management control - destroy all .unmer.chantable infected trees _ 
left in logging. .{See E) · ·• · · 

2. Ignore management control. Selection would involve age • . Markers 
would have to decide between ... age and infeotion and would tend to 
leave light infections in the younger -cla~ses • . Eradication would 
be unlikely. · 

J. -Apply management control • . Mar~ {or prune) all infected trees. 
Pruning merchantable trees is a -·horrifying thought . to most foresters, 
but there seem to be situations~ in ponderosa pihe especially, where 
it might be economical and practical as a disease · control measure. 

4o Ignore management control as eradication of the parasite would be 
unlikely. 

5. Ignore management control as eradication of the parasite would not 
be incidental to normal management practice. 

6. Ignore management control. Treatment of . pole stand~ invo_lves spacing 
requirements that would not lend themselves to eradication of the 
parasite. · 

7. Apply management control• destroy all infected trees. 

8. Apply management control - destroy or prune out dwarfmistletoe from 
all infected trees. 

Conolusions 

It appears that silvicultural control is a long way from general accept
ance. The reasons behind this are parily due to lack or f~ctual inform
ation but also to certain beliefs that cannot presently be shaken by any 
amount of dwarfmistletoe research as sucho . However, there is, already 
enough information available to warrant serious oonsiderations ··of a large 
scale management program. 

In the meantime, research should continue to get all the facts that will 
be needed to show how, when~ and where silvicultural control can ·b.e most 
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effectively appliedo For the day will come .·(l) when some bare ground 
will be tolerated if only to keep the sore from getting larger, (2) when 

. there will either be a market ' for srnali stems . or we can cut 'thein for 
sanitary reasons, and ('.3) when mor,e interest in second cuts will bring 
home the fact that infected residual stands are not yielding as muoh 
as they were supposed too Thes~ may all come sooner than the wo:pder 
drug we all dream aboutp so that control may stiil involve oaloulation 
of the odds to see whether the costs and sacrifices today will pay off 
in future dividendso 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF LIFE HISTORY STUDIF.s OF ELYTRODERMA DEFORMANS. 

Oharles w. -Waters 

Elytroderma deformans (Weir) Darker, the cause of a serious and wide
spread disease of ponderosa pine.o Pinus ponderosa Laws, ranks today 
as one of the major problems of the ponderosa pine manager. Certainly, 
no other disease, with the possible exception of that caused by dwarf 
mistletoe, exceeds it in growth loss and mortal~ty. · 

Although nearly a half century has elapsed since Weir (3} oalled attention 
to its potential danger, fe~sible and effioient ·oontrol measures still 
await a better understanding of its life habits. , 

During the -period from 19161 when Weir reported the disease, to 1954, 
when Lightle (2) conducted . an . iriterisi ve. study' ori its . ,pathology . arid life 
history, little ·was added to our knowledge other than damage studies 
and field surveys. 

Due to its seeming departure from the orthodox habits or · 11re of the other 
so•called "needle casts"~ its life-history bas been ·somewhat of an ~nigma 
and a prime target for assumptions and scientific guesses . Probably no 
other native tree pathogen has occupied such a position for so long a 
timeo 

Since control measures are nearly always dependent on an intimat _e know
ledge of the physiolQgioal relationship which exists between a parasite 
and host it is evident in the oase of Elytroderma that any hoped-for 
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satisfao"tory control methods can only be based on a thorough knowledge 
of the complete life history of the pathogeno This aoes . not rule .. out 
the need for ocintinued damage studies 9 but it would. rimder them· more 
purposeful and capable of iriterpretationo For example 1> anyone who 
has observed this disease is aware that damage studies made in the late 
.spring or early summer would probably result in nigher damage estimates 
than when conducted in the late 1>umrner or autumno A knowledge of the · 
life history of the oau~a.1 organism renders such an anomaly intelligible. 
It is almost alarming to note that (;>f the soma fifty species of' needle · 
cast fungi treated by Darker in his ·monograph or ·the ' lfypoderniata.oeae 
(1) 9 riot a single life history is ·understoodcompletelyo The function 
of the so ... ~al _led imperfect or pycmidial stage of the · members· of . this 

. family is unknowno It is po13~ible that it plays no major pa.,rt in the 
·perpetuation of _ the fung,:is, still there ·1s _the ·probability ·that it doeso 
-A few fie+~ studie~ ·which were mad~ during : the current year iead me to 
suspect that the successful developn_ien:t; of .the pyonidia may be necessary 
for the subsequent production of the aa~ooarpso~ 

Although nr. ·weir failed to support by illustra:t;ion and ·experimentation 
some of his statements concerning the life history of Elytroderma we 
are forced to ' admit that even if on.ooaasions :lie·indulged ··1n-a bit of 
scientific guessing 9 he racked up a f'airly :high scorEf ~- much higher 
than we have been able to attain sinceo He was a keen .o.bservero 

In spite of the fact that progress has seemed-slow9 we·are gradually · 
building up basic information on its life hiatocy, which when completed, 
should be of value in the control of this a~ well as other diseases 
caused by members of the same fa.niilyo 

After two years of unsuccessful attempts 9 I feel that the presence of 
fungus hyphae has definitely been e~tablished in .the disorganized phloem 
cells of the host of Elytroderma. Not only is this true of the primary 
phloem of the l~year..;old needles which bear the hysterotheo;ta, but also 
in the youngest needles as well as the axes of the terminal buds and 
the developing needles contained thereino This occurs as early as ·a 
year prior to the appearance of the hyphae in the mesophyli of the 
needles destined to bear -the fruiting bodieso 

Although the infection courtp time, and source of initial infection of 
the needles has not been irrefutably established 9 we do know that once 
established in the primary phloem, the pathogen .appears to digest the 
walls of the sieve cells to the point where they give a blue-violet 
color on application of an iodine solutiono 

For a considerable time the IK2I test was used to . identify infected 
needles and stems although hyphae oould ·not befoutid -in the disorganized 
mass of tissueo Later, however, the hyphae were discovered by the · 
following methods o · 

Since the walls of the phloem elements gave a positive test to iodine, 
it was reasoned.that possibly the wali residue might be further digested 
with diastase~ thus exposing the hyphaeo Such proved to bathe oaseo 
When diastase was applied, followed with a lacto-.,,phenol..,aniline blue 
stain» the hYPhae were brought out in an unmistakable mannero Undoubted 
presence of the hyphae was proved when needles containing the disintegrated 



phloem were split 11 surfa.oe sterilized 9 and placed on a needle decootion .• 
Germination and growth of the sclerotia-like hyphae cells which occupied 
the phloem area followed. Further 9 it ·was possible todfssect out diseased 
phloem tissue and when'plaoed in the medium9 growth or the hyphae resulted. 
Phloem tissue :from young stems and bud axes proved amenable to the same 
treatment .. 

Thus9 there remains little doubt that the disintegrated phloem areas are 
made up in part of the fungus hyphae .. Further 9 that these hyphae travel 
distally through the phloem to the terminal buds and maintain an · unbroken 
chain of infeotion · into developing stems a~ needles.. · · · 

To illustrate, I should like to describe one or the experiments oonduoted 
from the late autumn of 1957 to the midm~ummer of i9;8. Fifty small 
ponderosa pine trees averaging about one foot in . lieight . aoo by tes .t ", . show
ing early stages ·of .. disintegrated phloem9 were: potted in the field .and . 
transported to the laboratory. Twenty were plaoed in the greenhouse; the 
remainder left outside., 

Micro-sectioning · of the needles of the greenhouse plants ~egan in January 
but no results were obtained • . The infected needles .gradually dried out 
and not .a single needle survived to the sporulation stage of the fungus. 
The sudden ohange in environment 9 followed by ·excessive transpiration., · 
apparently hastened the death of the infeoted needleso The terminal buds., 
however., opened and developed into ·shoots 9 the needles of w}4ch, eventually 
displayed the oharaoteristic phloem injury. · 

Sectioning .of the needles of the plants outside was begun during the early 
rert of Maroh and continued at semi-weekly intervals .. ' Prior to March 159 
no change was notedo On March 20, the firs .t activity ooourreifo This · 
consisted of a slight enlargement of the affected .phloem areas with a 
distinct bulging at the two lateral flanks olosest to the endodermis. 
These are the areas of the transfusion tissue in which there is an almost 
continuous chain of parenohyma cells 9 containing starch, albumin and dense 
cytoplasmo · · 

Comparative and successive tests with IK2I solution and lacto~phenol~anilin 
blue in the regions of activity showed a decreasing color reaction to the 
former coupled with distinct hyphal stain by the lattero 

Gradual movement of the hyphae continued across the transfusion tissue 
through the endodermis and into the mesophyl'.r ·regiono During the first 
week of April 11 the hyphae· had concentrated between the epiderinis and 
hypoderrnis and by April 159 mature pyonldiospores were developed. By May 
15, the first outlines of the developing asoooarps could be detectedo 
This time span, when compared with normal deveJ'.opment in the · field is 
somewhat brief .. This possibly can be explained by the · fact that the 
potted plants were in a sheltered spot and at an elevation several feet 
lower than the field plots from which they were removedo 

Coincidental with the needle studies, sections were made of the developing 
terminal buds and shoots. On April 169 med.ian longiseotions through a 
terminal bud revealed a distinct activity -within the .phloem area. From 
within the mass of phloem-hyphae conglomerate, short segments of hypbae 
gave rise to strands of filarnentso At the regions where the dwarf shoots 
branched off from the stem 9 hypha strands could be traced into themo By 
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the time that the needles_!!ere completely fo:rmed, a large percentage showed 
the hyphae fully established within the phloem areao These hyphae will 
subsequently provide the spore stages a year heneeo 

Although we are now able to understand .the intensification and spread of 
the disease within a single tree 9 there still remains the solution of the 
question as to how9 when and where9 initial infection occurso This must 
be brought abouts either by pyonidiospores or ascospores or both. It is 
my belief that the pycnidiospores are essential to the development of the 
fungus but probably as a ~exual body rather than an infecting _spore. 

Some field observations made during the spring or the current year strengthens 
my belief that the pycnidial stage is importanto 

During the month or May9 when the pycnidial stage was at its inception, 
several weeks of unseasonal hot dry weather prevailed. During this time 
it was difficult · to find ~porulating pyonidia» except on the lower moister 
siteso Many needles bearing the diseased phloein areas, withered and died 
in a manner similar to those reported in the greenhouse experiments. 

This resulted, during July and August, in a. deciaedly reduoed crop of asoo
spores.- Needles were gathered which showed the typical hysterothecia but 
apparently empty of viable ascospores • 

. It is open to discussion whether the drought actually and directly caused 
the death of the pathogen within the needles, or whether it acted indirectly 
by preventing the dissemination of viable pycnidiospores, with the result 
that the dicaryon or perfect phase was not initiatedo 

In either case, it appears that under the olimatio conditions in Western 
Montana, the type of weather during the spring may b(l as controlling as 
that prevailing during the autumn when ascospore dissemination is thought 
to take placeo 

Somewhat at variance with the view expressed by some investigators of the 
disease., that its spread from tree to tree is not rapid, is my impression 
that the reverse can often be true. 

Since 1953, when only a few brooming trees were conspicuous within a 
radius of 100 miles of Missoula, the disease has become established in 
varying degrees of intensity in almost every stand of ponderosa pine I 
have observed o 

Clumps of reproduction, which at the •time of testing showed no evidence 
of the diseases a year later showed 50 to 75 per cent infection. It is 
undoubtedly .true that when viewed .in a broad perspective over an extended 
period of years, the disease has not made alarming progress. This it 
seems to me is to be expected of any native diseaseo However, when 
viewed solely over shorter periods of favorable years, the spread appears 
to be exceedingly rapid. 

There remains now only a consideration of the scant evidence I have obtained 
concerning initial infection. 

Various lots of potted pine seedlings were exposed to the disease at weekly 
intervals during the time that viable asoospores were in production. 



Some were sprayed witn a spore suspension; others were exposed by tying 
infected needles . to the curre:Qt and year~old shoots. 

After an interval of several weeks, trans-and longiseotions were made of 
needles which showed any flecKS o · · 

Hyphae were observed in both ourrent and one-year-old needles. They could 
be traced from the epidermis to and into the endodermis cells. -They appear 
similar to .those of Elytroderrqa but in no iru3tance oo,,.ld they be followed 
through the stomata or traced to a germinating asoospore. It is .not · 
likely that they originated in the phloem since no evidence of byphae were 
seen within the stale of the qeedle. 

These observation~ may or may not be significant. Only time and continued 
studies will provide the answer. ·· 
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possraIE nn'ORTANCE OF PATHO:U:X:ZICAL HEARTWOOD 

Harold S. McNabb, Jr., J. W. Edgreri and W. E-. Eslyn 

SUMMARY 

A study of the decay of Acer saocharinum in Central Iowa (4) _indicated tqa~ 
increment borings resulted in streaks _of pathological heartwood above a.nd · 
below _the bore holes (5, 10). Field observations showed that other wounding 
agents, such as in~ects, caused the same reaction in this species. This 
phenomenon was further studied in!• saccharinum, A• saccharumt · Quercus 
~, g. velutina, Prunus serotina, and Ulmus amerioana (3, lOJ. The amount 
of pathological heartwood produced varied with the tree species, oaks 
producing the least. Hole treatments indicated possible extension of .form
ation with 95 per cent ethanol and plugging o.f hole. Brace and bit-made 
holes produced less defect when contrasted with increment bored holes. The 
season at which the holes were bored influenced the amount of pathological 
heartwood in!• saccharum. 

1he formation of a discoloration-type defect adjacent to increment bore 
holes has been previously observed (1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 11). The relationship 
of this pathological heartwood to true or normal heartwood has been hinted. 
One study discussed the possible induction of heartwood by wounding means (8). 
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Gross observation;, in Iowa on the develo1'11ental processes of pe.thologioal 
and normal heartwpod appeared similar. Deoay zone lines and sap stain 
fungi followed ·patterns indicating that wood-inhabiting organisms reaoted 
similarly ·to these types of heartwood. Wood-moisture relationships of 
pe.thologioal · heartwood, using relative t~rgidity, tended to parallel 
those in normal heartwood formation. Upqn aging, pathological heartwood 
appears to become' identical to normal heartwoodo 

If pathological heartwood arises by an acceleration of normal heartwood 
formation, · studies on the basic reactions in normal heartwood .formation 
will be faoilitat~do Induotion of normal heartwood in young trees not 
yet r orming heartwood is also a possibility. The forest manager should 
have cognizance of this type of defeat from bore-hole-like wounds. This 
is espeoially · tru$ in hardwood veneer ~pecies. Although little defect · 
of this kind is a.pparent in coniferous wo.ods, studies with color stain 
tests might reve~l similar pathological qeartwood formation (7). 
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-- ·APPENDIX I 

ACTIVE PROJEnTS -- NEW 

(Project leaders' affiliations and addresses are given in Membership 
List, Appendix· Vlo) 

D. Root and Soil Diseases or Relationships 

59-D-lo Nursery and Replant Diseases (Robert V. Bega). 

ObJective: To determine major root diseases in nursery 
and replant atooko To devise methods of inauring disease
free planting stock .. 

59-D-2. Root Diseases-..Ueneral (Robert v. Bega). · 

Objective: To determine the pathogenio_it _y· of . mycorrhizal 
fungi on trees und_er stress. · 

59-D-3. "X" disease (J. R. Parmeter and R. V. Bega). 

Objective: To dete:rmine the edaphic factors associated 
with the decline of ponderosa pine in B°'1thern California. 

E. Foliage Diseases 

59-E-l. Ponderosa pine needle oast survey (W o Eo Eslyn) o 

Objective: To determine the distribution of needle cast 
of ponderosa pine in Arizona and New Mexico, and to appraise 
the damage caused by needle cast in terms of mortality and 
reduced growth. · 

F. Stem Diseases - Malformations, witches• brooms, dw~rfmistletoes, etc. 

59-F-l. Development of survey techniques needed pr;ior to_dwarf
mistletoe control (D. P. Graham). 

Objective: To develop survey ·teohniques ·that may be used 
by forest managers to appraise the dwarfmietletoe control 
problem in proposed cutting areas in infectea ·stands. 

59~F-2. Penetration and development of the endophytic system of 
Arceuthobium vaginatum (Willd.)Presl. in relationship to 
age of host tissue {W. E. Eslyn). _ 

- ·-

Objective: To determine the influence or branch age at 
the time of infection upon the rate of advance of the 
endophytic system and to follow the developmental morphology 
of this system from the period of host penetration to bud 
formation. · 
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59-F-J . Selection, test, and prop:i.gation of ponderosa pine resistant 
to the dwarfmistletoe Araeµthobium vagina tum (Willd~) Presl. 
(W. E. Eslyn). 

Objective: To select, test, and propigate dwarfmistletoe- , 
resistant strains of ponderosa pine and to determine the 
nature of resistance, e.g., whether morphological or cyto
logical and whether genetically transmissible. 

G. Stem Diseases .. Stains and decays. 

59-G-l. The influence of site on variations in red heartwood stain 
of lodgepole pine (J.E. Nighswander). 

59-G-.2. 

Objectives: · To investigate · the distribution and incidence 
of fungi associated with red heartwood stain of lodgepole 
pine; to investigate the biology of r ed-stain fungi in~ 
under controlled conditions in the labo:ra.tory; to investigate 
varicus factors of · site as they may influence the establish
ment and advance of red heartwood stains. 

Studies on blue stain of bark-beetle-infested lodgepole pine 
(R. C. Robinson)°. 

Objectives: To determine the role of blue-staining organisms 
in the mortality of lodgepole pine, and the inter-relationships 
of these organisms and associated bark beetles; to identify 
fungi that cause blue sapwood stain in beetle-infested trees; 
to establish the natural ,modes of introduction of blue
staining fungi into trees; to elucidate the habits of blue
staining fungi in infested trees; and to relate the habit . 
of blue-staining fungi to the physiology of lodgepole pine. 

59-G-J. 'The role of deoay in scar~damaged Dcuglas fir in the Interior 
dry belt region of British Columbia (R. E. Foster and H. M • 
. Craig). · 

Objectives : ·-To- determine the -incidence and importance of 
decay in scarred residual Douglas fir following selective 
cutting. · 

59-G-4. Red rot in youi:ig __ pond~rosa pir,ie (S. R. Andrews). 

Obiectives: To ·.'provide information needed to determine 
the rate of aevelopirient and ultimate importance of red 
rot in seoond~growth stands as they are ·related to · the 
inoidenoe of branch decay when the stands are young, and 
to changes brought about by mortality losses and natural 
or artificial pruning. 

59-G-;. Heart rots of upper-slope species (Paul E. Aho). 

Objective: To determine the extent of heart rot losses 
in the various tree species · of upper - slope forest types, 
with special reference to exte r nal indicators. 
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59-G-6o Pathology of advanced reproduction on upper-slope 
clear outs (Pau:l E. -Aho). 

Objecti_y_e: To determine the extent to which heart rots 
and other diseases may make ·it inadvisable to depend on 
advance reproduction for stocking on upper-slope clear outs. 

H. Stem Diseases - Rusts and cankers. 

59-H-l. Cronartium come.ndrae rust on lodgepole pine in Wyoming 
(E. A. Andrews). 

Objective: To test the efficacy of systemic fungioides 
in the control of blister rust on lodgepole pine. 

I. Wilt and ·Blight Diseases 

59-I-l. -Fungi associated with abnormal juniper mortality (W, E. 
Eslyn). . 

Objective: To survey the fungal flora associated with 
juniper mortality in Arizom. and New Mexico and determine 
the possible role of these fungi in the cause of this 
mortality. 

K. Miscellaneous Studies 

59-K-l. Tests of systemic fungicides (C. D. Leaphart). 

Objective: To determine if Acti-dione, sernicarbazone; 
and phytoa.otin have any harmful effects on species other 
than western white pfne and to determine if these anti
biotics will control other diseases when sprayed aerially 
on white pine stands infected with blister rust. 

59-K-2. Control of forest disease by systemic fungicides (G. M. 
Harvey). . · 

Objective: To determine fungus spectra ·, application 
methods, and side effects of systenifo.ftingicides 
potentially useful in forest disease control. 
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APPEND:p( II 

TERM!NATED PRO,TEOTS 

54-F-3. Dwarfmistletoe surve1 9 Arizona and New Mexicoo 

. 57-F-8. Survey of dwarfmistlatoe on oonunerci~l ~onifers in Arizona and 
New MexioQo 

53-G-L Red rot tn ponderosa pine (replaced 'by several specific projects). 

57kJ-3. Relativa decay resistance of westarn hamlook and Douglas fir 
plywood and the effect of weathering. · 

I 

· In J,.aboratory tests the decay resistEp;1ce· .of...AAweathered' 
Douglas fir and western hemlock plywood bonded with phenol 
formaldehyde glue was much higher than that of ~imilar solid 
wood specintenso Plywood made from either sapwo9.(i q;:-heartwood 
of western hemlock was similar in this respect to that ot 
f.louglas' -fir. ' Five-piy- material was superior to 3-ply plywood 
of the same wood ~peoieeo After severe weathering 9 , decay 
resistal}ce of plYlfoO~ was reduced to that of t.he. 1rood from 
which it was manufactured. · · .. · 

- : . . . 

APPENDIX II+ 

NEW OR MODIFIED.TID}fflIQUES 

lea from 
standing trees (J ~ -Eo Nighswapaer o 

A comparatively ·rapid method employing a modified dowel-cutting 
tool has been used successfully for the extraction of samples or decayed 
wood for isola~ion purposes .. from standing lo4gepole pine tre ·es. 

The instrument is identical in principle to .the "plug-cutting" tool 
supplied by the Rockwell Mantifa6turing Compe:ny, Pittsburgh,' Pennsylvania, 
but with an extended barrel which· enables the procurement of cylindrical 
samples 3/4 in. in diameter and up to 8 in . in length. The shank of the 
tool was squared to fit a w~ocl-type band operated brace. 

The instrument, USE!d in conjunction 10,th tree climbing spurs, was 
~mployed to obtain heartwood samples at various heights from·the trunks 
of trees. Eaoh sample was placed in a stoppered test-tube to prevent 
desiccation enroute to the laboratory. 

In addition to its rapidityp the method h~s a number of advantages 
over more conventional .decay sampling prooedures o The instrument is 
readily transported and oan be easily sterilized between samples if 
desired. The sample obtained is of a convenient size for transport, 
storage and for surface sterilization during isolation procedures. 
Injury to the sampled tree is reduced to a minimum which permits re
sampling at a future date if desired. Use of the instrument to obtain 
samples for moisture determination is also under investigation. 
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.APPENDIX V 

MINUTES OF THE BUSINESS ·MEETIOO 

Chairman Offord call~d .the meeting to order at l:10 p.m., December 4. . . .. 

MOVED by S~ea, SIDO~ED by Wrig~t that the Minutes or the 1958 business 
meeting pr.inted in t}l.e 1958 Proceedings be ~qopted. Carried. · 

The Treasurer submitted the following report: 

Registrations, 55@ $2.00 
Banquet, 50 @$4000 
Field trip · . . 
Balance from 195.8 

Balanc.e in treasury as of 
December 4, 1959 ·. 

Totals 

Reos;n.tJ! 

$. llQ.00 
200~00 

6,34 
$ :3.lq~34 

81.84 

Expenses 

$ 228~25 
6.25 

MOVED by-Slipp, SIDONDED py Wright that the Treas~rer's report be 
accepted. Carried. 

D, c, BJJykland Memor!al Committeeo The Secretary submitted a report by 
Committee· Chairman Bier to the effect that it would be in order to re
appraise existing plans to bind the publications of the late Pr• D. C. 
Bucklando As an alternative Bier suggested that a suitably inscribed 
speaker's rostrum and gavel be purchased for use at Western Forest 
Disease !ork Conferences. Approval for Bier to proceed with this latter 
plan MOVJ!:t? by Kimmey, SIDONDED by Buoharii.n. Carrted ... 

. .· . . : . . . . . . ~ _;. ' 

Dwar.fntistletoe Research Committee. A full report of the "Committee on 
the Stat¥.s and Needs. of Rase.arch · on .Dwar.fmistle.toe~ .. was .pre.sented_.by._ .C.oqimit.tee 
Chairman Shea. MOVED by Foster, &mONDED by Gill that this report be 
accepted and printed in the Proceedings of t~e Seventh Conference. Carried. 

MOVED by Shea, SEX:lONDED by Childs that future reports of thi,s Committee be 
distributed to members~ attendance on the opening day of the Conference, 
that an opportunity be provided to d~scuss the report -during the regular 
or business . sessions, and that subject to thEl pleasure of .. t~e members in 
attendance the report be printed in the Proceeding~. Carried. 

' . 

other Business 

Following discussion, the Seoretary was instructed to place the following 
opinions on record as a guide to future Conferences: 

1. That papers presented at subsequent Corµ'ereQces be submitted in abstract 
form for publication in the Proceedings whe~ alternative publication 
in full was contempl4ted in the near future; · 

2. That project lists be brought up to d~te anq presented in full in the 
Proceedings at intervals of approximately five ·yearso 
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3. That there was an area of interest in the general field of de~erioration 
not yet fully explored and that future ·:Program Cbairinen should consider 
the possibility of including 1tbis subject in future ~rogram agep.da. 

4. That the use of tape and other transcribing equipment to record pres
entations or discussions during the course of the Western -Forest 
Disease Work Conferences would deviate from the concept of 1nf9rmal
:i.ty and -free expression of opill;ion inherent in our objec-tives and · 
that the use of such equipment should be · oondoned only under special 
circumstances and following unaniinous approva_l '?f members attending. 

5o MOVED by Leaphart 9 SIDONDE~ by Parmeter that Conferehoe Chairmen 
appoint an Interim Program Chairman on ·the opening day bf subsequent 
Conferences and that .the Interim Progri:un Chairman have the following 
responsibiliti~e~ (1) tci>':' spllcit ·. th~ op~.'ru.on· Qf the memb~rs attend
ing relative t<> thentes~ objectives 9 and .,tf ' d~sirea ·· speo~fic presenta- . 
tions for the following Work Conferenceir '(2} ·to · summari~e these . 
opinions and offer same for discussion at:1d review durjng .thebusiness 
se~sion, it being understood that the then . newly-appointed Conference 
Cbairm~n should consider these opinions and suggestions in terms of 
poss-ible guide lines for the subs~quent meeting but that he in no 
way should be obligated to follow · the course of ac.tion outlined. 
Carried. · · · 

Election of Officers 

MOVED by Childs 9 SEJONDEP by Kimmey that Dr. Ao K. Parker be nom;inated 
to the office of Chairman of the 1960 Work Conference. Th~re b~ing no 
~ .ther nominations p Dr. Parker was so appointed by acclamation. · . . 

MQYED by Sheai> SEJONDED by McNABB that Dr. F o Hawksworth be nominated 
to ' the offi :ce of Se~retary =Trea~urer for the ·· 1960 Work Conferenoe. There 
being no further nominations, Dr. Hawksworth was so appointed by acclam
ation. 

Eighth ~onferenoe 

;Dr. Shea extended an invitation to members to hold the Eighth Western 
Forebt Disease Yfbrk Conference in Centralia, Wash .• . ,in 1960. · A-further 
invit ·ation ·to hold the Eighth Conference in · Ames, lowa·was extended by 
Dr. McNabb. In the discussion that followed it was the opinion of the 
~et~ng: · 

(1) that Ainesp· Iowa should be regarded as a "fringe-area" if ' not in fact 
beyond th~ area of imtn~diate responsibility of the Western 0onfer
ence. 

(2) that Section IV of the Conference Organization Policy (Pg. 122, 
Proceedings Fifth Conference, 1957) should be adhered to. 

• •• • • • • M 

MOVED by Gill, .SECOND:ED by Wright that the Eighth -Western Fore~tDisease 
Work·Conferenoe be held in Centraliap Wash. -in 1960. Carried. 

A vote of appreciation was extended to Dr. c. G. Shaw and his associates 
at Washington State University for the many CO'l,l~tesies extended during 
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the cour~e 9f the $even~h Work Confer~nce~ 

There being no further b~siQes~, tne Sevent~ ,~~t~r~ ~nternational Forest 
Disease Work ~onference adjourned at 2:50 p~m~ on Decemijer 5. · 
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IN MEMORIUM 

'NORMAN THAIN ENGELHARDT 

1920 1958 

Mro Norman Thain Engelhardt r,e.ssed away quietly in Victoria on 
November 1,- 19580 He was born in Victoria on March 10, 1920 and· 
completed bis early schooling at . this centre. He served with the 
Canadian Army overs~as from· 1942 to 1945 and on return to Canad~ 
completed his formal eduoation,, graduating from the University of· 
British Columbia {B.S.F, 1951) and Oregon State College (M.s., 1956). 
By June 1958 he had completed Doctoral training from Duke University. 
He was seasonally employed·by the Forest Pathology Laboratory in . 
British Columbia during 1949 and 1950, joined the permanent staff of 
the Laboratory in May 195i, and ~s actively engaged in research on 
problems of forest decay up to his untimely death. He will be truly 
missed by his many friends and colleagues. 

(R.E.F.) 

JOHN HUNT 

1921 1959 

Dro John Hunt was murdered by robbers in southern Idaho on 
August 24, 1959, while driving east to join the. faculty of the Yale 
School of Forestry. · 

He serv~d as a U. So Navy flyer during World War II, and was 
· a graduate of the University of Washington (B.S.F., 1949; M.S., 1951) 
and of the 'N.ew York Stat~ College of Foreetry ·(Ph.D., 1954). From 
1954 until bis resignation in 1959 he was with the Pacific Northwest 
Forest · and. Range Experiment Station. He was a good felrester and a 
good friend. 

(T.w.c.) 
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